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817-302-150-241 Quality Assurance Program Development Curriculum

Development

The attached curriculum materials are arranged in two sections:

I. Course Outlines and Unit Lesson Plans for:

A. Standards and Specifications
B. Materials
C. Basic Statistics
D. Print Reading
E. Introduction to Quality Assurance
F. Production Processes
G. Product and System Quality Control
H. Statistical Process Control
I. Internship - Industrial-Technical
J. Statistical Analysis

Total Credits

2 Credits
2 Credits
2 Credits
2 Credits
3 Credits
3 Credits
3 Credits
3 Credits
3 Credits
3 Credits

26 Credits

II. Course Descriptions, Competencies, and Topical Outlines for;_

A. Industrial Economics and Finance
B. Quality Concepts and Team Building
C. Design of Experiments
D. Geometrical Dimensioning and TolArancing
E. Technical Computing and Presentation
F. Technical Reporting
G. Principles of Supervision

Total Credits

3 Credits
3 Credits
2 Credits
2 Credits
2 Credits
3 Credits
3 Credits

18 Credits



C6231XBCO/PNDFTCOURS/S3O(ITXT

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 12/04/99

COURSE TITLE Standards and Specifications
COURSE NUMBER 10-623-1XB CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 36.00

SEMESTER HOURS 36.00 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B)

CREDITS 2.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)

CEUS SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

CEC'S ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE_DESCRIEIIQUI

The purpose of this course is to introduce the student to standards and

specifications, and to provide information which wit!. assist in

understanding such documents and how they reLate to the duties of a

.luatity assurance technician. It is a study of the historical origins,

need for existence, content, application, and governing organizations

for standards and specifications.

COUBSE_COWEIE1CIES1
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance

with the grading standards wilt be able to:

1. Discuss the differences between voluntary standards and
mandatory standards.

2. Explain how a committee functions in the creation and
revision of a standard.

3. Describe how to Locate a standard organization and obtain

a copy of their specification.
4. Explain the functions of the Standards Engineering Society.

5. List the duties of the standards technician, the standards
writer, and the standards engineer.

6. Discuss the organization and objectives of the National
Conference of Standards Laboratories,

7. Discuss the effects of the Occupational Safety and HeaLth
Act and the Environmental Protection Act have upon the
manufacture of a product.

O.. Understand the application of military standards in
fultilLing a government contract.

PREPARED BY: Bruce A. Nelson
COORD. APPROVAL:
DISTRICT ArmovAL:

1

SUBMITTED BY:
DATE:
DATE:

REVISED:



COURSE TITLE: Standaras ana SpecificatienS
COURSE NUMBER: 10623-1XB

ORIESE_OUILINE_BY_WAIISI

I. Definition of a Standard
A. Scope
B. History
C. Types of Standards

II. Uses of Standards
A. Subcategories (National, International,

Proprietary, Industrial and Personal
Standards)

B. Application of Voluntary Standards
C. Application of Mandatory Standards
D. Standards for Commercial Products

III. Standards Preparation
A, Standards Committees
B. Standards Approval
C. Standards Revision

IV. Standards Organization
A. Societies, Institutes, and Associations
B. Government Controlled Standards Organ

izations

V. The Standards Engineering Society
A. Purpose and Benefits
B. Activities, Publications and Membership

VI. Other Standards
A. Standards in English Speaking Countries
B. Canadian Standards

VII. Miscellaneous
A. Standards Related Job Descriptions
B. National Conference of Standards

Laboratories
C. Factory Mutual System

BECOMMENDEUSUGGESIED_IEXI2At_MAIERIALS1

2
12/04/89

TYPE OF HOURS

-a-

5.00

6.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

Totals 36.2.012 0

STANDARDS AND STANDARDIZATION, Marcel Dekker, Inc. (distributed by
American Society for Quality Control)
Copies of Standaids from various organizations.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10-623-UB HRS/INSTROtTION: LECTURE 5 LAB

Standards and S ecifications DATE PREPARED: 8/10/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit I: Definition of a Standard

Imm....111.!

1=i1MINION1.

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Develop a definition of a standard describing the difference between active and

reactive types.

2. Explain the scope of a written standard and what they are meant to control.

3. Describe the historical need for standards and some early standards that were

developed.

4. List different types of standards and define the difference between voluntary and

mandatory standards.

REFERENCES:

Handout showing various typical standards used everyday.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Standards and Standardization, Charles Sullivan, Marcel Dekker, New York.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-12US, Unit I

REFERENCE NO. OP
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: Av4EMEMORBOWNWANN

I. Definition of a Standard

A. Scope

H. History

C. Types of Standards

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TzcrucAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10-623-In ERS/INSTRUCTION: =TURN 6 LAB

Stapdards and Specifications DATE PREPARED: 8/10/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit II: Uses of Standards

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Explain the differing types of standard categories including international,
national, government, industry, and personal.

2. Describe why voluntary standards are superior in their application and why mandatory

standards are sometimes applied.

3. List some standards organizations in each category of international, national,

governmental, and industrial.

REFERENCES:

Handouts listing organizations and standards that apply.

,..
INSTRUCTOR EqUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector, videotapes on standards organizations

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answers questions on standards organizations
Quiz



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN
10-623-1U, Unit II

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

U. Uss of Standards

A. Subcategories

a. Application of Voluntary
Standards

C. Application of Mandatory
Standards

D. Standards for Commercial
Products

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-COM.HEOARD DIAGAAM

0.E. of Standards
Pertaining to:

National, International,
Proprietary, and Ineustrial

PAGE 2

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Report of commercial product standards

9
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10 -623 -1XB HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE LAB

Standards and S..cifications DATE PREPARED: 8/11/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit III: Standards Pre aration

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Explain how standards committees are formed and who serves on them.

2. Describe the inner workings on a standards committee and how a national or
international standard becomes approved.

3. Explain how committees update and revise an existing standard and why the revisions

may be necessary.

REFERENCES:

Handout - How committees are formed and operate.

11....11
INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
video - committees for standards

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text

aami
LIST c: EVALUATION MEASURES:

Form class committee for grading a product for standards - ex.: eggs

IIMM11



trac INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN
l0-623-1X13, Unit /II

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

III. Standards Preparation

A. Standards Committees

S. Standards Approval

REFERENCE NO. OPAVAGRAM
PAGE 2

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

1 1



WITC IENSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-1U, Unit IV

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

rv. Standards Organizations

A. Societies, institutes and associations

B. Government controlled standards organizations.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Write a specification based on an ASTM or ASME standard.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10-623-1XE ERB/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE S LAH

Standards and Specifications DATE PREPARED: 8/11/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR =GEM

IV: Standards Organizations

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon suzcessful completion, the student will be able to:

1. List national standards societies and associations in U.S. and describe what their

purpose is.

2. List international standards societies and their purpose.

3. Describe the scope of such societies as ASTM, ANS/, SAE, ISO, ASME, UL, and ASQC.

4. Define a government regulatory controlled organization and explain their purpose.

S. Explain the function of such government organizations as: NHS, DOD, GATT, and OSHA.

REFERENCES:

1. Handout of Standards Societies
2. ASQC Magazine

INSTRUCTOR EQU/PMENT/AV NEEDs:

Overhead projector

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Read ASQC materials and report on a section of interest.

1 3



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL FLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1= HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE S LA3

COURSE TITLE: Standards and Specifications DATE PREPARED: 8/17/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED:

Unit V: The Standards Engineering Society DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Define the purpose and scope of the Standards Engineering Society.

2. List activities of the S.E.S. such as publications, reports, membership, and public

relations.

REFERENCES:

S.E.S. Magazine

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector

STUCENT MATERIALS:

Text

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Report on how to become a member of the Standards Engineering Society.

1.1



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-12M, Unit V

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

V. The Standarde Engineering Society

A. Purpose and Benefits

B. Activities, publications, and membership.

REFERENCE NO. OP
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Write to S.E.S. for information.

1 5



WISCONSIN INDIANMAD =CONICAL =LEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1103 ORS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE S LAB

COURSE TITLE: Standards and Specifications DATE PREPARED: 8/17/90

INSTRUCTIONAL FLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VI: Other Standards , DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Describe the history of the ABCA (American, British, Canadian, Australian)

unification of Engineering Standards Organization.

2. Detail reasons for the ABCA's formulation and why it continues to be important.

3. Describe the development and scope of the CSA (Canadian Standards Association) and

how it co-ordinates with the U.S. standards societies.

REFERENCES:

1. Handout of ABCA information

2. Handout of CSA information

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

1 fi



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10 -623 -1XS, Unit VI

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

VI. Other Standards

A. Standards in English Speaking
Countries

B. Canadian Standards

REFERENCE NO. OF
Alf-51Mr-nAGRAM

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Write for publications from ASCA and CSA

17



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL FLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1= HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 5 LAS

COURSE TITLE: ndarc_Isons_Staan DATE PREPARED: 8/18/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VII: Miscellaneous

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. List activities of the Standards Technician, Standards Writer, and a Standards

Engineer

2. Explain the goals and duties of the laboratories societies are and how to benefit

the consumer.

3. Describe the history and scope of the factory mutual system and how it protects the

worker.

REFERENCES:

1. Handout of Underwriters Laboratories information

2. Handout of Factory Mutual information

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Ovexhead projectcr

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-1XE, Unit VII

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

VII. Miscellaneous

A. Standards related to job descriptions

B. National Conference of Standards Laboratories

C. Factory Mutual System

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Write for information on standards laboratories.

9/90mc(T&I\QUALITY\STD&SPEC.ULP)
19



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Descr ipt I on/Out Li ne 06/20/89

COURSE TITLE Materials
COURSE NUMBER 10-623-IXD CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 18.'0
SEMESTER HOURS 54 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B) 36.00
CREDIIS 2.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
CCU'S SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

CEC'S ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

couRsz_ngscsamixota
This is a basic course that presents materials used in the

manufacturing industries. hese materials are: metals, plaslics,
ceramics, petroleum products, wood and paper products. Their
exAraction from raw materials, refinement, identification and
classification are explained. Applications of the uses of these
materials for industrial purposes are discussed.

COUBSE-COMEIENCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1. Describe the crystalline structure of metals and how this
affects their behavior.

2. Explain the structure of some high poLymers for the
manufacture of certain plastic materials and eLastomers.

3. Give an account of the development and methods used in the
iron and steelmaking processes.

4. Describe methods of testing metaLs to determine their
various properties.

5. Make some materiaL selections on the basis of mechanical
and Physical. properties.

6. Describe how steel is hardened and tempered.
7. Explain the properties of thermomett and thermoplastics

that are used to manufacture Products.
8. Assess the significance of wood materials as a manufacturing

material..
9. Identify metals and alloys by their numerical classification

system.

PREPARED BY:
COORD. APPROVAL:
DISTRICT APPROVAL:

411110 .mob

SUBMITTED BY;
DATE:
DATE:

2 0

REVISED:



COURSE TITLE: Weriols
CAME gUMBER: 10-6023-1AD octieso/a9

COUBSE_OUILINE_BY_UNIISI

I. The Atomic and Crystalline Structure of
Materials
A. Atomic structure
9. Classification of atoms
C. Crystalline structure
D. Plastic deformation in metals
E. Plastics, elastomers, and ceramics

TYPE OF HOURS

6.003.00

II. Extraction and Refinement of Common Metals 3.00 6.00
A. Ores and mining
B. Pig iron and steelmaking
C. Aluminum extraction
D. Copper, Lead and sinc smelting
E. Magnesium extraction
F. Space age metals

III. Metallurgical Science 3.00 6.00
A. Mechanical and physical properties of

metals
D. Metallurgical microsopy
C. Nondestructive Testing

IV. Heat-Treatment of Metals 3.00 6.00
A. The iron-carbon diagram
B. Hardening plain carbon steel
C. Tempering Plain carbon steel
D. Heat-treating equipment
E. Surface hardening processes
F. Annealing, recrystallization and.stress

relief

V. Extraction and Refinement of Common Non- 3.00 6.00
Metallic Materials
A. Petrochemicals
B. Thermosetting plastics
C. Additives and finishes 3.00 6.00
D. Rubbers, elastomers and adhesives
E. Petroleum products
F. Ceramic materials
O. Wood and paper products

VI. Selection and Application of Materials 3.00 6.00
A. Classification systems for metals
B. Structural steels, stainless steels

and cast irons
C. Non-ferrous metals
D. Materials identification and applica-

tion

Totals 21*-00 42.1400

BECOMMENDEDZSUGGESIED_IEXIS_A_MAIERIALSI Jk



COURSE TITLE: materiaLs 3

COURSE MAW; 10-623-1AP 06/Z0/6

MODERN MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSESt Wiley
G E MANUFACTURING MATERIALS AND PROCESSES VIDEOTAPES PROGRAMS;
Oenium Publishing Corp.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCT/ON FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -1XD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

RATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:
I. The Atomic and Crystalline

Structure of Materials

UNIT RRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARN/NG OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Explain a simplified model of the atom.

2. Understand several loading arrangements and explain the role of balance in

bonding.
3. Describe the crystalline structure of metals and how this affects their

behavior.
4. Give an account of the structure of some high polyuers for the manufacture

of certain plastic materials and elastomers.

5. Describe the crystalline structure of clays and other ceramics and their

bonding arrangements.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR E UIPMENT/ITHEIg:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 1.

(9/90/ar/E1.35)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALRBOARD MAMA

I. Atomic Structure
A. Atomic bonding
B. Classification of atoms
C. Metals and noc-metals

U. Crystalline Structures
A. Interatomic distances
B. Unit cells
C. Deudrite formation
D. Grain boundaries

III. Plastic deformation in metals

A. Grain size
B. Hardening metals

IV. Plastics, Elastomers, and Ceramics

A. Crystalline structure of plastics

B. Polymers
C. Ceramics
D. Glass
E. Portland cement

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading assignments, safety, other

(9/90/ar/E1.36)



WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -IXD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: UNIT RRS/INST. LEC1URE 1 LAB 2

II. Extraction and Refinement of
Common Metals INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

I. Describe methods of mining and processing metallic ores.

2. Give an account of the development and methods used in the iron and

steelmaking processes.

3. Explain some of the principles and methods used in smelting several non-

ferrous metals.
4. Show the construction and principles of operation for several types of fur-

naces and refining vessels.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR E UIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 2.

(9190/ar/E1.37)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALRBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Ores and mining
A. Iron ore
B. Aluminum ore
C. Ore treatments
D. Direct reduction of iron
E. Sponge iron
F. Wrought iron

II. Pig iron

III. Steelmaking
A. Furnaces
B. Advanced melting and refining

IV. Aluminum extraction
A. Smelting aluminum

V. Copper smelting

VI. Magnesium extraction

VII. Lead and Zinc smelting

VIII. Space age metals
A. Extraction

OTHER INFORMATION rGralimassimpaubLahlyi_21112E2

16

,..largII

(9/90/ar/E1.38)



WISCONSIN INDIANBEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -IXD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: UNIT ERS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

II/. Metallur ical Science
INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

I. Understand the behavior of metals ia terms of their mechanical properties.

2. De-cribe the method of testing metals to determine their various properties.

3. Make some material selections on the basis of mechanical and physical pro-

perties.
4. Explain how the microstructure of metals can be seen and photographed.

5. Show how mechanical parts, steel structure, and pipeline can be tested for

flaws without damaging them for use.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR E UIPMENT AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 3.

27
(9190/ar/EI.39)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. or
A.V./CMALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Mechanical and physical properties of metals
A. Mechanical properties
B. Physical properties of metals

/I. Metallurgy microscopy

III. Nondestructive testing

Appropriate videotape:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotape
"/ntroduction to Metallurgy" by Genium Publishing Corporation

28
(9/90/ar/E1.40)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -1XD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DAXE REVISED:

LESSON/UN= TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:
IV. Heat Treatment of Metals

UNIT HRS/INSr. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

I. Use an iron-carbon diagram to explain the basic principles involved in heat

treating steel.
2. Use an I-T diagram and cooling curves to explain the various microstructures

found in carbon steel as a result of cooling rates.

3. Describe how steel is hardened and tempered.

4. Explain several methods and techniques to surface harden steel and the

significance of selective surface hardening in manufacturing.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 4.

(9/90/ar/E1.41)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. The ironcarbon diagram
A. Hardening plain carbon steel

II. Tempering plain carbon steel

III. Heat-treating equipment

/V. Surface hardening processes
A. Flame hardening and induction hardening

S. Selective surface hardening
C. Precipitation hardening

V. Annealing, recrystallization, and stress relief

OTHER INFORMATION (Gradin assinments safet other)

Appropriate videotape:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotape
"Heat Treating" by Genium Publishing Corporation

30
(9/90/ar/E1.42)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10-623 -11ED

Materials

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

8/90

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

V. Extraction and Refinement of
Common Non-Metallic Materials

mrn

UNIT MRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

111114MOMINNM

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unitv the student should be able to:

1. Identify the new materials from petrochemicals that are used to produce many

synthetic materials.

2. Explain the properties of some thermomelt and thermoset plastics that are

used to manufacture products.

3. State the uses for certain additives and finishes for plastic materials.

4. Relate the means by which elastomers are derived.

5. Name the uses and explain the significance of asphalts and lubricants in the

manufacturing industry.

6. Demonstrate how ceramic materials are produced.

7. Assess the significance of wood materials as a manufacturing material.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Ribbe - published by

Wiley

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 5.

31 (9/90/ar/E1.43)



INSrRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V. /CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Petrochemicals

II. Plastics (Thermosetting)
A. Albyds
B. Allyl plastics
C. Aminos
D. Epoxies
E. Phenolics
F. Polyesten
G. Silicones

III. Plastics (Thermoplastic)
A. ABS
B. Acetals
C. Acrylics
D. Cellulosics
E. Fluoroplastics
F. Inomers
G. Nylon
H. Polycarbonates
I. Polyester
J. Polyolefins
t. Polymide
L. Polysulfone
M. PVC

IV. Additives and finishes

V. Engineering properties of plastics

VI. Rubbers, elastomers and adhesives

VII. Lubricants and asphalts

VI/I. Ceramic materials

LK. Wood products

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading assimere

32
(9/90/ar/EI.44)



WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10-623-IXD

Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8190

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:
VI. Selection and Application of

Materials

UNIT US/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Identify many metals and alloys by their numerical classification systems.

2. Describe some of the characteristics of many commonly used metals and

alloys.
3. Name some of the methods used to identify and analyze various metal alloys

and materials.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR EQU1PMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATER/ALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 6.

:33 (9/90/ar/E1.45)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OP
A.V./CRALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Classification systems for metals
A. Tool steels

/I. Structural steels
A. RSLA steels

III. Stainless steels

IV. Cast irons
A. Gray cast iron
B. White cast iron
C. Malleable cast iron
D. Modular cast iron

V. Nonferrous metals

VI. Material identification

VII. Fluid analysis

VIII. Materials application

34
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-IXD DATE PREPARED: 8/90

COURSE TITLE: Materials DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: UNIT HRS/INST. LECTURE I LAB 2

V/I. Processes of Metals: Casting

=1111111EMINII!..

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Show how sand is prepared and used to make molds into wtich molten metal is

cast.

2. Explain the use of patterns for sand casting.

3. Describe the principles involved in the processes of shell molding and

investment casting.
4. Describe and evaluate the processes of centrifugal casting, permanent

molding, and die-casting.
5. State the difference between several types of melting furnaces.

6. Show how good casting design can prevent many casting problems.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 7.

(9/90/ar/E1.47)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CRALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Sand casting
A. Casting sands
B. Preparing the sand
C. Patterns
D. Shrink rate
E. Draft
F. Cores

II. Steel casting

III. Shell molds

/V. Permanent molds

V. Centrifugal casting

VI. Investment casting
A. Investment shell process

. B. The Shaw process

VII. Die casting
A. Die casting machines

VII/. Furnaces and hot metal handling

IX. Casting design and problems

Appropriate Videotape:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotape
"Casting" by Genium Publishing Corporation

36 (9/90/ar/El.48)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSF TITLE:

10-623-1XD

Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:. UNIT HRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

VIII. Processing of Metals: Rot Working
INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARN/NG OBJECTIVES/COMPETENC/ES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Explain how molten steel is transformed into industrial shapes.

2. Show the significance of recrystallization and grain structure of.hot

rolling and forging.

3. Describe several methods of hot forming metals and explain their advantages.

4. Describe two methods of hot forming pipe and tubing.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 8.

3 7 (9/90/ar/E1.49)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Hot rolling
A. Rolling mills

U. Strand casting
A. Recrystallization

III. Forging processes
A. Forging machines

IV. Swaging

V. Rot extrusion

V/. Hot drawing

VII. Hot spinning

VIII. Seamless tubing

III. Pipe welding

OTHER INFORMATION (Gradin assi ments safetyj other

Appropriate Videotape:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotape
"Forging" by Genium Publishing Corporation

38
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W/SCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE mama

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -1XD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: UNIT RRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

/X. Processing of Metals: Cold Working
INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Explain the effects of cold working on metals.
2. Describe how hot rolled steel is prepared and cold finished in steel mills.

3. List a number of cold forming operations and explain their principles,
advantages, and uses.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR E UIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 9.

(9/90/ar/E1.52)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Factors in cold working
A. Elastic recovery
B. Ductility and Malleability

C. Preparing hot rolled steel for cold rolling

II. Cold rolling in the steel mill
A. Surface coating on steel

III. Blanking and pressing

IV. Drawing, forming, and extruding metal
A. Bar, tube, and wire drawing
B. Cold forming

C. Cold extrusion

V. Bending, straightening, and roll forming

VI. Metal spinning and flow forming

affaz A! _14 T ts sa f et si

Appropriate Videotape:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotape
"Rolling" by Gcnium Publishing Corporation

4 0

(9/90/ar/E1.53)



WISCONSIN INDIANKEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -1XD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:
X. Powder Metallurgy

UNIT RRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

tNSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Understand and explain the processes involved in simple die construction.

2. Explain the methods by which metal powders are produced.

3. Describe the metallurgical principles involved in bonding of powders in the

sintering process.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley

INSTRUCTOR E UIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 10.

(9/90/ar/E1.54)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CBALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. How powdered metal parts are made

II. Metal powders

III. Compaction of powders
A. Advanced processes
B. Powder forging
C. Metal oowder injection molding
D. Metal powder-to-strip technology
E. Powder extrusion

/V. Sintering

V. Secondary operations

VI. Powdered metal products and their uses

VII. Factors for design of powdered metal products

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading assignments, safety, other)

Appropriate Videotape:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotape
"Powder Me*.allurgy" by Genium Publishing Corporation

42
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WISCONSIN INDLANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -IXD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:
XI. Principles of Machining Processes

UNIT HRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Describe some principles and standards of measurement, and explain the uses

of most measuring instruments used in machining.

2. Understand the principles of metal removal in machining and explain the

characteristics and uses of various tool materials.

3. Show why cutting fluids are used and explain their special characteristics.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 11.

4 3

v.,=1,
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INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALRBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Measuring systems
A. Standards of measuring
B. Measuring tools
C. Semi precision measuring tools
D. Precision measuring tools
E. Tolerances and fits

II. Principles of machining and metal removal
A. Carbide tools
B. High speed steel tools
C. Tool geometry
D. Chip control
E. Milling cutters
F. Drills, taps, reamers
G. Work materials and their effects
H. Speeds and feeds
I. Cutting fluids

21H_LERa_IFO TION (Grac. safet otherRMA )

Appropriate Videotape:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotape
"Gages and Measurement" and "Surface Control" by Genium Publishing Corporation

4 4

(9/90/ar/El.57)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -1XD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

X/I. Machine Tool Operations

UNIT HRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Describe when to use tool room machinery and when to use production machi-

nery for making a part.
2. Decide which type of drilling or sawing machine is needed for certain

drilling or sawing operations.

3. Explain the special uses of vertical and horizontal spindle turning,

milling, and boring machines.
4. State how machine threads are cut and how they are designated.

5. Describe the processes of making many kinds of gears and spindles.

6. State the principles and uses of abrasive machining.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley

INSTRUCTOR E UIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 12.

(9/90/ar/E1.58)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V.ICHALXBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Basic machine tools
A. Sawing machines
B. Drilling machines

I/. Turning machines (lathes)
A. Thread cutting
B. Lathe workholding devices
C. Turning operations
D. Turret lathes, automatic screw machines

III. Vertical turning machines

IV. Horizontal boring mills

V. Milling operations and equipment

VI. Shapers and planers

VII. Broaching

VIII. Gears and gear cutting operations

IX. Abrasive machining

X. Honing, lapping and superfinishing

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading assignments, safety, other)

Appropriate Videotapes:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotapes
"The English Lathe"
"Abrasive Machining"
"Milling"
"Broaching and Shaping"
"Drilling and Boring"

By Genium Publishing Corporation 4 6

(9/90/ar/E1.59)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE puma

LESSON/UNIT IMTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1RD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNtT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: UNIT ARS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2
XIII. Nontraditional Machining Processes

INSTRUCrOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. List common nontraditional machining processes.
2. Describe in general terms how these processes work.
3. Describe applications of the processes.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by
Wiley

INSTRUCTOR E9UIPMENT AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the erid of chapter 13.

(9/90/ar/E1.60)
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INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:
REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Electrodischarge machining

A. EDM electrodes

B. Wirecut EOM

C. Advantages and applications of EDH

II. Electrochemical machining

A. Application of ECM

III. Electrolytic grinding

IV. Lasers and laser machining

V. Ultrasonic machining

VI. Rydrojet machining

V/I. Electron beam machining

VIII. Plasma technology

OTHER assi ments.LisfisLotl_lerRMA )

Appropriate Videotapes:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotapes

"Electrical Discharge Machines"

"Laser Drilling"
"Electrochemical Machining"
"Electrochemical Grinding"

By Genium Publishing Corporation

48
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION POEM

COURSE NUMBER: 10 623 1XD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

8/90

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

XIV. Joining Processes

UNIT HRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARN/NG OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. List common methods of joining materials and cite advantages and disadvan

tages of them.

2. List common welding processes and describe how they work and what their

general applications are.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes by Neely and Kibbe published by

Wiley

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT AV NEEDS:

(See back)

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 14.

(9/90/ar/E1.62)



OSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CRALRBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Mechanical Fasteners
A. Threaded fasteners
B. Nails and staples
C. Rivets
D. Stitching, tying, snaps
E. Pins, rings, pressing, crimping
F. Specialty fastening systems

I/. Adhesive bonding
A. Bonding materials
B. Aircraft bonding technology

III. Welding processes
A. Oxy-acetylene welding
B. Electric welding
C. MIG and TIG welding
D. Resistance and forge welding
E. Laser welding

IV. Soldering and brazing

V. Plastic welding

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading assignments, safety, other)

Appropriate Videotapes:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotapes
"Soldering and Brazing"
"Introduction to Joining"
"Welding"

By Genium Publishing Corporation

50
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XD DATE PREPARED: 8/90

COURSE TITLE: Materials DATE REVISED:

LESSON/MIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: UNIT BRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

LNSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARN/NC OBJECTIVES/COMPETENC/ES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Identify common methods of processing plastics and composites.

2. Describe in general terms how the processes work.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley-

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 15.

5 1 (9/90/ar/E1.64)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Plastic and composite products

II. Plastics and composite processing methods
A. Blow molding
B. Injection molding
C. Extrusion
D. Compression molding
E. Transfer molding
F. Rotational molding
G. Solvent molding
H. Reinforced plastic materials

III. Manufacturing and processing composite materials
A. Composite manufacturing methods

IV. Composite application

V. Tool and die making for plastic and composite
processing

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading assimmiss2_1212_21112.0.

e- 20
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT INSTRUCTION FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XD

COURSE TITLE: Materials

DATE PREPARED: 8/90

DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:
XVI. Corrosion and Protection for

Materials

UNIT RRS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Discuss the causes of corrosion

2. Describe the various ways in which corrosion may be slowed or prevented.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes by Neely and Kibbe published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

(See back)

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 16.

(9/90/ar/E1.66)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.17./CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Corrosion in metals

II. Protection methods
A. Cladding
B. Alloying
C. Oxidizing
D. Plating
E. Painting

II/. Material preparation for surface protection
A. Mechanical methods
B. Chemical processes for cleaning and surface

preparation

Appropriate Videotapes:

Manufacturing Materials and Processes videotapes

"Cleaning"
"Introduction to Coatings"
"Thermal Spray"
"Diffusion Coatings"
"Electroplating"
"Finishing and Deburring"

By Genium Publishing Corporation

5 4

(9/90/ar/E1.67)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT /NSTRUCTFON FORM

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-IXD DATE PREPARED: 8/90

COURSE TITLE: Materials DATE REVISED:

LESSON/UNIT TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

XVII. Processing Other Industrial
Materials

UNIT ARS/INST. LECTURE 1 LAB 2

INSTRUCTOR Bruce Nelson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of the lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Be generally familiar with common industrial materials other than metal and

plastic.
2. Be familiar with their manufacturing processes.

INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

Modern Materials and Manufacturing Processes - by Neely and Kibbe - published by

Wiley.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Answer review questions at the end of chapter 17.

(9/90/ar/E1.68)



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: REFERENCE NO. OF
A.V./CMALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Glass

II. Ceramics

III. Wood, wood products, and paper

IV. Fabrics

V. Rubber

VI. Natural material

V/I. Construction material

OTHER INFORMATION Grading assignments, safety, other

tl 6
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 06/30/S9

COURSE TITLE Basic Statistics
COURSE NUMBER 10-804-1XB CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 36.00

SEMESTER HOURS 36 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B) 2.00

CREDITS 2.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION CC)

MPS SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL C(P (D)

CEC'S ONTHEJOB EXPERIENCE CE)

cauase_mscsmenomi

A couvse in descriptive statistics that emphasizes data gathering and

organization in the form of statistical tables, charts, histograms,

Pareto and scatter diagrams. It also presents measures of central

tendency including the mean, median, mode, and measures of dispersion

with an introduction to the normal distribution.

COUBSE_CObeEIENCIES1
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance

with the grading standards will be able to:

1. To summarize data using Line charts, bar chaets, pie charts.

2. Graphically present freuency distribution data in the form

of a histogram or freAuency polygon.
Calculate Auantitative measures of central tendency such as

the mean, median, and mode for ungrouped and grouped data

(freuency distribution).
4. Use percentages to summarize Aualitative data.

S. Calculate measures of variability (or dispersion) such as

range, variance, and standard deviation.

6. Construct scatter diagrams to Gnstrate causal relationships.

7. Correctly interpret skewness in freuency distribution.

S. Relate central tendency to the normal distribution.

9. Construct Pareto diagrams to help Indicate which problem to

solve first in eliminating defect.

10. Select the correct random sample size.

PREPARED BY: Gene Lorenz SUBMITTED BY; BILL Rhiger

MORD. APPROVAL: George-Pratt DATE: REVISED:

DISTRICT APPROVAL: Lois Eichman DATE:

5 7

.ilINO01131.



COURSE TITLE: qieSie, Sfei131 isS

COURS6 NUMIECA. 1.04014

COUSSE-OUILIUE-Ea-UUZISI

I. Introduction
A. Ovevview of Descriptive Statictics

B. Data and Data Gathering
1. Attribute and Auantitative variables

(scales of measurement)
2. Populations and samples

C. Statistical Symbols

II. Organization of Data
A. Stastistical Tables
B. Line Charts
C. Bar Charts
D. Pie Charts
E. Histograms

1. Frequency tables
F. Pareto Diagrams
G. Scatter Diagrams

1. Causal relationships

111. Measures of Central Tendency
Dispersion, Skewness
A. Arithmetic Mean

1. Grouped data
2. Ungrouped data

B. Median
C. Mode
D. Dispersion

1. Deviation
a. grouped data
b. ungrouped data

2. Range
a. grouped data
b. ungrouped data

E. Skewness

MM.

.:301 7.;;;e6;

TYPE OF HOURS

2.00

13.00

15.00

IV. Normal Distribution 4.00

A. Standard scores

B. Areas (proportions) under a normal curve

C. Proportions between -scores

EECOMMENDEDZSUGGESIED-iEXIS-&-betIESIOLSI

T0+4 S 34. o

Guide to Quality Control - Dr. Kasru Ishikawa Asian Productivity Organization

Statistics (A Fresh Approach) - Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Statistical Quality Assurance - Gulder, Delmar

Basic Statistics - Spatz, Johnston, Brooks/Cole

Schaum's Outline Series - Theory and Problems of Statistics, Spiegel,

McGraw-Hill
Introduction of Probability and Statistics - Mendenhall, Duxbury-e



CAMPUS: Rice Lake DATE PREPARED:

PROGRAM: DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTOR: G.2v Lor %DATE REVISED:enk

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD YTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE: Basic Statistics COURSE NUMBER:

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 1 TITLE: Introduction

10 -B94 -1X9

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 2 hrs

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Explain the meaning of the term "descriptive statistics."

2. Explain the meaning of the term "statistical inference."

3. Explain the meaning of the term "sample."

4. Explain the meaning of the term "population."

5. Explain the difference between a sample and a population.

6. Explain the concept of a "random sample.?

7. Explain the difference between attribute and quantitative variables.

8. Explain the difference between parameter and statistic.

9. Explain the meaning of various statistical symbols s4ch as x, u,.



II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE

A. Descripttve statistics versussinferential.statistics
B. Populations and parameters, samples and statistics

C. Random samples (description)
D. Scales of measurement - nominal, ordinal interval and

ratio scales.
E. Qualitative (attribute) and quantitative variab3A

F. Discrete and continuous variables

G. Overview of statistical symbols x, u

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Teacher prepared quiz.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

REQUIRED SOURCES

Chap 1 Sanders
Chap 1 Spatz
Chap 1 Sanders

Chap 1 Sanders
Chap 1 Sanders
Chap 1 Sanders
Chap I. Spatz

Lecture
?resentation

Chap 1 Statistics - A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Rill

Chap 2 Basic Statistics - Spatz, Johnston, Brooks/Cole

Use additional pages if more space is needed.



CAMPUS: . Rice Lake DATE PREPARED:

PROGRAM: DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorenz "-DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE: Basic Statistics COURSE NUMBER: 10-804-1XB

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 2 TITLE:_fhaanizatia

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 15 hrs.

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

Define and use the terms arithmetic mean, median, mode.

Use appropriate data to construct:

1. statistical tables
2. line charts
3. bar charts
4. pie charts
5. histograms
6. stem and leaf displays

Use appropriate data to construct and interpret Pareto charts.

Use appropriate data to construct scatter diagrams to show causal
relationships.

,.

E; 1



II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE

A. Statistical tables-efficient representation of

classified data - (1) mean, median, mode, percentages

B. Line charts - used in conjunction with statistica).
tables or as stand alone representation of data

C. Bar charts - used in conjunction with statistical
tables or as stand alone representation of data

D. Pie charts - use to represent data by shawing
component parts of a whole

E. Data gathering (1) check sheets (2) data list
(3) one-way tally sheet (4) two-way tally sheet

F. Histograms - bar charts of frequency distribution
(i.e. data represented by a sample of measurements)

G. Stem and leaf displays - use to show data
'distribution

H. Scatter diagrams - use to show causal relationships
between two variables

I. Pareto Analysis (a) data collection (b) rank
catagories by size (c) construct a parezo chart

Lecture
Microcomputer with appropr

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Teacher prepared problems for daily assignments

Teacher prepared quiz and test

REQUIRED SOURCES

Chap 2 Ref #1

Sanders

Chap 4 Ref #5
Kaorulshikawa

Chap 2 Ref #1

Sanders

Chap 1 Ref #6
Mendenhall

Chap 9 Ref #5
Kaorulskikawa

Chap 5 Ref #5
Kaorulshikama

Presentation
iate software

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 2 Statistics - a Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Chap 10 Statistical Quality Assurance, Goldner, Delmar

CON'T.

Use additional pages if more space is needed.



Additional Resource Materials Con't.

Chap 1 Schaum's Outline Series - Theory and Problem of Statistics

2nd Edition, Spiegel, McGraw-Rill

Chap 1 Introdution to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall, Duxbury

Chap 2 Guide to Quality Control, Kaorulshikawa, Asian Productivity

Chap 5 Organization

Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall 7th

Edition, Duxbury



CAMPUS: - Rica lake DATE PREPARED:

PROGRAM: DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorenz -.DATE REVISED: III1=la.11==ft

COURSE TITLE:

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

Basic Statistics

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 3 TITLE: Measure

COURSE NUMBER: 10-804-1M

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 15 hrs.

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lessonfunit, the student should be able to:

1. Construct a data array from raw data.

7. Compress the data to provide a frequency distribution.

3. Construct histograms or frequency polygons from the component data.

4. Construct cumulative frequency distribution and ogive curves.

5. Calculate the arithmetic mean for both grouped and ungrouped data.

6. Calculate the median for grouped and urgrouped data.

7. Calculate the mode for grouped and ungrouped data.

8. Calculate the range, average deviation and standard deviation for both
grouped and ungrouped data.

9. Calculate Quartile Deviation for a distribution.

10. Calculate the coefficient of variation for a distribution.

11. aalculate the coefficient of skewness for a distribution

..f .r.

12. Approximate the standard deviation using the range approximation;

13. Use o'scores io check for faulty observation. (out4ers).



(
II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE REQUIRED SOURCES

A. Arranging raw data to construcfrequency'#olygons and

histograms Chap 3 Sanders

B. Cummulative frequency diagrams - ogive curves

C. Measures of cnetral tendency - grouped & ungrouped data
a. arithmetic mean
b. median
c. mode

D. Measures of dispersion - grouped & ungrouped data
a. range

b. average deviation
c. standard deviation, variance
d. Range approximation of standard deviation
e. Tchebysheffs Theorem

f. Empirical Rule
g. Percentile and quartile deviation
h. Relative dispersion - coefficient of variation
i. Measure of skewness - coefficient of skewness

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

ft It

Chap 4 Sanders

Chap 2
Mendenhall

Chap 3 Sanders

Lecture presentation
Text and teacher prepared material

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily Asignments.

Teacher prepared quiz and tests.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 3 & 4 Statistics - a Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Chap 2 Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall, Duxbury

Chap 3 Schaum's Outline Series - Theory and.Problems of Statistics 2nd
Edition, Spiegel, McGraw-Hill

Use additional pages if more space is needed.



CAMPUS:lies T.412

PROGRAM:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorenz

COURSE TITLE:

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

Basic Statistics COURSE NUMBER: 10-804-1XB

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 4 TITLE: Normal Distribution

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 4 hrs.

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lesson/Unit, the'student should be able to:

1. Explain the term normal distribution.

2. Calculate a- scores and explain their relationship to the standardized

normal curve.

3. Explain the relationship of the mean, median and mode as it pertains to

the normal curve.

4. Use the table for areas under the normal curve to find proportions
corresponding to given a -scores.



r

II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE REQUIRED SOURCES

A. Normal disiributions and normarcurves

1. unimodel symetric curves

B. Standardized normal curves
1. standard scores ( e -scores)

C. Area under a normal curve

D. Areas (proportions) between& -scores.

E. Problems relating to normal distributions and normal curves.

Lecture presentation

See resource

materials listed
below

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily epsignments.

Teacher prepared unit test.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 4 & 5 Statistics - a Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Rill

Chap 4 & 6 Basic.Statistics Talesof Distribution, Spatz, Johnston
Brooks/Cole

Chap 2 Statistical Quality Assurance, Guldner, Delmar

Use additional pages if more space is needed.
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COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 06/30/89

Print Reading
10-699-1X1 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS

36 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE
(A) 27.00
(B) 9.00

CREDITS 2.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
CELPS SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL DT (D)
CEC'S ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE-DESMXIION1
This course will. cover the basic principles of print reading> The
emphasis will be on the interpreting of standard lines and symbols in
single and multiple view drawings.

COURSE-COMMIEMCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1. Locate and interpret title block information, zoning,
revisions.

2. Identify and describe basic line, orthographic views,
sectional views, auxiliary views and isometric views.

3. Demonstrate a working knowledge of units of measurement
used on a blueprint and convert fractions to decimals.

4. Locate and iden4ify various material symbols and machining
symbols.

5. Identify and interpret size and location dimensions and
Locate and read dimensioning notes.

6. Sketch orthographic and isometric views of objects.

PREPAREL BY:
COORD> APPROVAL:
DISTRICT APPROVAL:

f,S

SUBMITTED BY:
DATE:
DATE:

REVISED;



COURSE TITLE: Priv* Reading
COURSE mumeea. ito495-um

GOUESE_OUILINEBXUNIISI

I. Introduction
A. Basis for interpreting bLueprints and

sketches
B. International organizations for

standardization

II. Lines
A. Object lines
B. Dimension Lines
C. Center Lines
DI Hidden lines
E. Other Lines

III. Views
A. Orthographic projection theory

1. oneview drawings
2. multiview drawings

B. Auxiliary view drawings
C. Arrangement of views

06/30,69

TYPE OF HOURS
_s_

2.00

2.00

6.00

IV. Dimensions and Notes e.00 2.00

A. Construction, size and location
dimensions

B. Dimensioning geometric shapes
C. Dimensioning methods

1. aligned
2. unidirectional
3. tolerances
4. callouts for threads, tapers, and

machined surfaces
Dimensioninig with shop notes

V. Sections
A. Cutting planes and full sections
B. Half sections, partial sections and

conventional breaks

VI. Sketching
A. Sketching Lines, circles and irregular

shapes
B. Lettering
C. Orthographic sketching

VII. Interpreting Drawings
A. Details
D. Assemblies
C. Bill of materials
D. Machine specification
E. Drawing changes
F. Specialized prints

6.00

1.00 3.00

2.00 4.00

Totals 22,LOD 24_4Q



COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEU'S
CEC'S

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline

Print Reading
10-699-1X1

36

2.00

CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 27.00

LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B) 9.00

INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course will cover the basic principles of print reading. The emphasis

will be on the interpreting of standard lines and symbols in single and

multiple view drawings.

COURSE COMPETENCIES:
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance with the

grading standards will be able to:

1. Locate and interpret title block information, zoning,

revisions.
2. Identify and describe basic line, orthographic views,

sectional views, auxiliary views and isometric views.

3. Demonstrate a working knowledge of units or measurement used

on a blueprint and convert fractions to decimals.

4. Locate and identify various material symbols and machining

symbols.
5. Identify and interpret size and location dimensions and locate

and read dimensioning notes.
6. Sketch orthographic and isometric views of objects.

PREPARED SY:
COORD. APPROVAL:
DISTRICT APPROVAL:

SUBMITTED SY:

DATE:

DATE:

7 ti

REVISED:



COURSE TITLE: Print Reading 2

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X1

COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

I. Introduction
A. Basis for interpreting blueprints and sketches
B. International organizations for standardization

II. Lines
A. Object lines
B. DLmension lines
C. Center lines
D. Hidden lines
E. Other lines

//I. Views
A. Orthographic projection theory

1. one-view drawings
2. multi-view drawings

B. Auxiliary view drawings
C. Arrangement of views

rv. Dimensions and lotes
A. Construction, size and location

dimensions
B. Dimensioning geometric shapes
C. Dimensioning methods

1. aligned
2. unidirectional
3. tolerances
4. callouts for threads, tapers, and

machines surfaces
5. dimensioning with shop notes

V. Sections
A. Cutting planes and full sections
B. Half sections, partial sections and

conventional breaks

VI. Sketching
A. Sketching lines, circles and irregular shapes
B. Lettering
C. Orthographic sketching

V/I. Interpreting Drawings
A. Details
B. Assemblies
C. Bill of materials
D. Machine specification
E. Drawing changes
F. Specialized prints

Totals

TYPE OF HOURS
A a

2.0

2.0

6.0

8.0 2.0

6.0

1.0 3.0

2.0 4.0

MI=11

27.0 9.0



COURSE TITLE: Print Reading

03URSE NUMBER: 10 -699-1X1

COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

RECOMMENDED/SUGGESTED TEXTS & MATERIALS:

TYPE OP HOURS
a s

3
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X1

COURSE TITLE: Print Reading

MRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit I - Introduction to Print Reading

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Locate and interpret title block information.

2. Convert the basic units of measurement for fractional inch, decimal inch, and metric

system.

3. Read fractional rule, decimal, and metric rule.

REFERENCES:

1. Handout - Decimal and Millimeter Equivalent Sheet
2. Handout - Reading Fractional - Inch Rules
3. Handout - Reading and Writing Decimal Fractions
4. Handout - Abbreviations Reference Sheet

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Basic Blueprint Reading and Sketching, 5th edition, C. Thomas Olivo,
Delmar Publishing Inc., 1988

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Fractional, decimal, and metric scale assignments



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

I. Title Block Information
A. Part name
B. Quantity
C. Print number
D. Date
E. Scale
F. Draftsperson's name
G. Dimensional limits
H. Part material
I. Company name and city

II. Reading and Interpreting Scales
A. Fractional-inch rule
B. Decimal-inch rule
C. Metric rule

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

File folder of Size A drawings and title
blocks transparencies of various
companies.

Transparencies of each rule.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Two hours of homework on assignments outside of class.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X1

COURSE TITLE: Print Reading

MRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit II The Alphabet of Lines

DATE REVISED:

DATE REV/SED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify the following basic lines used on industrial prints: object, hidden, center,
extension, dimension, projection, and combination of lines.

REFERENCES:

Handout of Alphabet of Lines - Figure 2.15 and p. 15

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text, pp. 7-17

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASUREs:

BP-2, BP-3, BP-4A, BP-4B, BP-5, Vee Block Quiz



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

I. Alphabet of Lines
A. Object
B. Hidden
C. Center
D. Extension
E. Dimension
F. Projection
G. Other Lines

1. Cutting plane
2. Break
3. Phantom

H. Combination of center and
dimension

I. Precedence of lines

PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Overhead projector - Example drawing using
all the various lines.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Two hours of homework on completion of BP-2, BP-3, BP-4A, BP-43, BP-5



V 4 4

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

:NSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X1

COURSE TITLE: Print Readin

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 6 LAB

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit III Views

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Interpret three view drawings by understanding the theory of orthographic projection.

2. Identify the arrangement of views.

3. Recognize and identify one and two view drawings of parts.

4. Interpret auxiliary view drawings.

REFERENCES:
Handout 3 - Active involvement sheets on McGraw Hill filmstrips to be completed by
students in class during filmstrips.

......t
INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:
Filmstrip Projector - 3 McGraw Hill filmstrips - Orthographic Projection Part I and
Part II, Isometric Projection. One filmstrip on Auxiliary Views and cassette tape.

STUDENT MATERIALS:
Text, pp. 18-41

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
BP-6A, BP-68, BP-7, BP-8A, BP-8B, BP-8C, BP-9, A-8, A-9

Text #1 - A-11 Feed Hopper and p. 62 and p. 68, R. Schultz
BP-10



WZTC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:
REFERENCE NO. OF

AV-CHALXSOARD DIAGRAM

I. Theory of Orthographic Projection McGraw Hill Filmstrip
Part I, and Isometric Projection and

A. Three view drawings active involvement sheets
B. Isometric drawings

II. Arrangement of Views Overhead Projector
Figure 21-2 and p. 41

A. let angle
B. 2nd angle

III. Two view and one view drawings McGraw Hill Filmstrip
Part /I and active involvement sheets

IV. Test #1
A-11 Feed Hopper - p. 29 Jensen, p.
62 and p. 68, R. Schultz

V. Auxiliary Views McGraw Hill Filmstrip
Auxiliary Views and active involvement
sheets

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Six hours of homework outside of class.



W/SCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X1 HRS/INSTRUCT/ON: LECTURE a LAB 2

COURSE TITLE: Print Reading DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN T/TLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit IV Dimensions and Notes

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify the construction dimensions of size and location.

2. Calculate missing dimensions from other given dimensions on prints.

3. Recognize and interpret dimensions of common geometric shapes such as: cylinders,
circles, arcs, angles, bolt circles, tapers, internal and external threads.

4. Recognize and interpret the following dimensioning methods of aligned, unidirectional,
datum or baseline and tabular.

5. Complete calculations of tolerances with maximum and minimum limits, accumulative
tolerances, clearance, and interference fits.

6. Read and interpret notes for the following shop processes: drilling, counterboring,
countersinking, chamfers, grooves, knurling, reaming, boring, and keyways.

REFERENCES:
Handout - Active involvement sheet to accompany Dimension Part / and Part II filmstrips.
Handout - American National, Unified, and Metric Screw Thread Table; Giesecke, Appendix 10
Handout - p. 64, Jensen

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:
Filmstrip Projector
McGraw Hill Filmstrips: 1. Dimensioning-Part I; 2. Dimensioning-Part /I; 3. Threads
Overhead Projector - Tolerancing Problems

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text, pp. 42-93, Tolerance Worksheet

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
BP-11, p. 73, BP-12, 39-13, BP-14, BP-15, #2 Test - 11A011 p. 75, R. Schultz
39-16, Tolerancing Problems A-32 and A-33M, Jensen, 39-17, #3 Test - 11A013 p. 81
R. Schultz and p. 95 and 97 Jensen
BP-18, 39-19, BP-20, 39-21

79



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

I. Construction Dimensions

A. Size
B. Location

II. Dimensioning of Geometric Shapes

A. Cylinders
B. Circles and arcs
C. Angles
D. Tapers, chamfers, fillets and

rounds
E. Internal and external threads

III. Dimensioning Methods

A. Aligned
B. Unidirectional
C. Datum and baseline

IV. Dimensioning Methods with Shop Notes

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Filmstrip Projector
McGraw Hill Filmstrips:

Dimensioning, Parts I & 11

Transparencies - examples
and chalkboard sketches

Filmstrips - Parts I & II

Overhead Projector -
Transparencies on each shop process

A. Holes
1. Drilling
2. Counterboring
3. Countersinking
4. Boring and reaming
S. Keys, keyways and keysets
6. Grooves
7. Knurling

V. Tolerancing Overhead Projector -
Transparencies on Tolerancing

A. Unilateral and bilateral
B. Accumulations
C. Limits
D. Clearances
E. Interferences

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Eight hours of homework outside of class.

s()



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -699 -1X1

COURSE TITLE: Print Reading

MS/INSTRUCT/ON: LECTURE 6 LAB

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit V Sections

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

Interpret sectional views on prints through the understanding of

planes and cross hatching.

Read and interpret prints with the following kinds of sections:

partial, removed, and assembly.

Recognize the following conventional practices used on sectional

a. conventional breaks
b. cross hatching symbols
c. sectioning of shafts, pins and fasteners

the theory of cutting

full, half, broken or

views:

REFERENCES:

Active involvement sheet on Sections.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDs:

Filmstrip Projector - McGraw Hill Filmstrip - Sections

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text, pp. 112-120

LIST OP EVALUATION MEASURES:

BP-25, BP-26A, BP-26B, BP-26C

SI



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

Z. Sections

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALRBOARD DIAGRAM

Filmstrip Projector
McGraw Hill Filmstrip - Sections

A. Theory of sectioning
B. Cutting planes
c. Cross hatching

/I. Types of Sections Filmstrip
Overhead Projector

A. Full Transparencies of various sectional views
B. Half
C. Offset
D. Broken out or partial
E. Revolved or removed
F. Assembly

III. Conventional Sectioning Practices Overhead and filmstrip

A. Breaks
B. Cross hatching symbols
C. Sectioning of standard

components
1. Shaft and pins
2. Fasteners
3. Ribs, webs, and spokes
4. Aligned practices

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Six hours of homework outside of class.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X1

COURSE TITLE: Print Reading

MRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 1 LAB 3

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VI Sketching

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Sketch horizontal, vertical, and slant lines.

2. Sketch curved lines, circles, and irregular shapes.

3. Apply dimensions to freehand sketches of multiview drawings.

REFERENCES:

INSTRUCTO.* EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Text, pp. 150-171, 178-181

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASUREs:

BP-31A, BP-31B, BP-32A, BP-32C, BP-33, BP-34B, BP-37A, BP-378

S3
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

I. Sketching

A. Materials

B. Techniques
1. Straight lines
2. Circles and arcs
3. Irregular shapes
4. Proportions

II. Procedure for Sketching

III. Application of Dimensions to
Freehand Sketches

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Chalkboard examples of all the sket*hing
techniques.

Overhead projector -
Transparencies of putting dimensions on
freehand sketches

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Four hours of homework outside of class.
Extra credit assignment - Read text pp. 186-189 and BP-39

S.1



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X1

COURSE TITLE: Print Reading

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB 4

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VII Interpretin Drawin s

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Read and interpret views of detail drawings.

2. identify characteristics of working drawings, detail drawings, and bills of materials.

3. Interpret drawing revisions used on detail drawings.

REFERENCES:
R5E351765-= 4 pages on working drawings: 1-Details, 2-Assembly Drawings, 3-Bill of
Materials and Parts Lists; 4-Engineering Procedure
Jensen pp. 54-56, Handouts, Jensen pp. 223-223

INSTRUCTOR nUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:
Filmstrip Projector - Filmstrip and cassette tape - Detail and Assembly Drawings
Overhead Projector - Examples of Detail, Assembly Drawings, and Bills of Materials

STUDENT MATERIALS:
Study - Handout Test of Working Drawings

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
A-29 p. 77, Jensen; A-30 p. 87, Jensen; A-39 p.123, Jensen; Test #4 - Working Drawings
Detail, Assembly and Bills of Material



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

I. Working, Drawings - Follow outline on
four pages of handouts

A. Details

B. Assemblies

C. Sill of Materials

II. Drawing Revisions - p. 56, Jensen

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGfiAM

Filmstrip Projector
Filmstrip and cassette tape
Detail and Assembly Drawings

Overhead Projector
Examples of Detail and Assembly Drawings

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Four hours of homework outside of class.
Extra Credit - A-38M, pp. 120-121, Jensen
Students study handout of test on working drawings - answers included.
They take the same test with the questions arranged in a different order.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outtine 06/30/9 ,

COURSE TITLE Introduction to Quatity Assurance
COURSE NUMBER 10-623-1XA CLASSROOM PRmmerrnwrroms (A) 54.00

SEMESTER HOURS 54 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B)

CREDITS 3.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION CC)
CEU'S SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP CD)

CECPS ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE CE)

COLIBSE-IIESCRIETIONI
GuaLity assurance is a pLanned and systematic pattern of alL actions
necessary to provide adequate confidence that a product wild conform to
estabLished requirements. This introductory course briefLy examines
each of the aspects of xesponsibiLity in which a quaLity assurance
technician must be proficient. It aLso Lays the groundwork for more
in-depth study into the courses that foLLow, as the student progresses
through the program.

COURSE-CQUEEIENCIESI
Upon successful compLetion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards wiLL be abLe to:

1. Define quaLity and how it is measured,
2. Discuss some factors that should be considered when pLanning

product quality leveLs.
3# Name six key departments with which quality control has

Primary interface.
4, ExpLain the reLationship between design and producabiLitY#

maintainability, safety and reLiability.
S. Explain ihe three stages of product Life,
6. Discuss the reasons that Japanese firms are strong competi-

tors In the manufacturing of various products.
7. Define a quality control circle.
S. Discuss the functions of receiving inspection.

9. Give an exampLe of a critical defect, a major defect, and

a minor defect.
10. ExpLain the differences between inferential statistics and

descriptive statistics.
1.1. Discuss the benefits and Limitations of controL charts.

12. Discuss some of the duties that a metrology e.naineer might
be expected to perform.

13. ExpLain the kinds of records that are important in Liability

Litigation.
14. Discuss the differences between directive and non-directive

approaches to Leadership.

PREPARED BY4-- --
COORD. APPROVAL:
DISTRICT APPROVAL:

87

SUBMITTED BY:
DATE:
DATE:

REVISED:
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COURSE TITLE: Introduction to Quality Assurance
COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XA

COURSE.OUILIUE_MXLAMISI

I. Development of Quality Organizations
A. Planning for Product effectiveness
B. Organizing to ensure product quality

II. Engineering a Quality Product
A. Reliability and maintainability
D. Productivity and quality

attert-i-leyeri-os-Las

A Definitions and objectives
B. organi4ation

Ai
IV. The Materials Control. System

A. Procurement
B. Source inspection
C. Receiving and inspection
D. Meeting government regulations

TYPE OF

6.00

6.00

rw.,VOr iv
6.00

V. Industrial Inspection
At Statistics for quality control
B. Theory and applications of control

charts

VI. Nondestructive Testing
A. Defects which can cause failures
B. Methods of nondestructive testing

VII. Quality Costs and ImpjAcations
A. Value engineering
B. How costs are classified

VIII. Quality Costs and Implications
A. Safety precautions
B. Handling Liability claims

IX. Management Concepts in Quality Assurance
A. Delegation of authority
B. Leadership in quality organizations
C. Training employees to do quality work

Totals

BECOMMENDEDZSUMESIEILIEXISALIZIEBIOLS1

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6000

54.11.05)

2
06/30/89

HOURS
_a_

QUALITY ASSURANCE: MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY, Gallant/Charger
Publications, Inc. (distributed by American Society for Quality

Control.).

s s

11111.
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WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10 623 IXA BRE/INSTROCITON: LECTURE LAB

COURSE TITLE: Intro. to Quality Assurance DATE PREPARED: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN Trru AND/OR NUMBER:

Course Activities.

DATE REVISED;

DATE REVISED:

xce=casmagenzax
)1112611XXXcle6312=XXISALKNORIPCMCNIMMXibl:DEORMEQUOCX

1. Students could be required-to read and report on one or more articles-

perttnent to the unit 'subject using the attached review sheet.

2. Tours of local industries set up for this class or in conjuction with

the Mfg. Processes class to see quality functions in various industries.

3. Ask quality managers from local industries to come to class and speak

bn their quality departments functions or a specific area of interest

to the class ie: vendor certification, new product introduction, product

labeling, measuring techniques, inspection techniques etc.)

4. nye students write reports on industry tours ie: what role did quality

department seem to play in the organization, what is organizations
quality philosophy(do they have a mission/vksion Statement?), what kind

of inspect.ion equipment did they use, inspection techniques, 100% or

sampling inspection, who is doing inspection, are they using spc charts,

what kind of material controls, design contkols, process controls do

th ave etc.? Stude ts could make their own ualitY audit document

and use it as their report format.

BEFREENOMIX

5. Acquire Quality Manuals from several industries and have students do a

comEarison ear...ere them.
ItISONIEMMXIMIMENXXXXXMXXXXXX

6. Use small groups to discuss key points in various articles listed in

unit lesson plans and write a consenus paper on whether they agree or

disagree with article and why.

STUDENT MATERIALS :

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

69



PERIODICAL REVIEW

Student Name Date
.........

Name of Periodical

Date of Periodical Vol. No.

Title of Article

Pages to

Summary of Article:

What did you find new or interesting about the article and why?
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WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE EMBER: 10 -623-4XA IIRS/INSTROCTfON: LECTURE 6 LAB

COURSE TITLE: Introduction to Quality Assuramt PREPARED; 6/90

.ilP

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE MD/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED;

Unit #1 Development of Quality Organiz5kkoinvisED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1.Explain the historical evolution of industry and it's impact on
top managements view of the.quality function. -

2.Define quality terms and functions.

3.Identify the five (5) features of planning.

.4.Describe effective control devices used in major functional areas.

5.Recognize how scheduling techniques affect the quality function.

6.Explain how the company's organizational structure , policies and
procedures affect quality and productivity.

7.Distinguish informal communication channels from formal communication
channels and their effect on quality and productivity.

8.Assess the impact of plant layout and material flow on quality and

REFERENCES: 1. In Search of Excellence'by Tom Peters (12 attributes of a quality
revolution)

2. Quality Assurance: Management & Technology Student text - pp.5-98.
.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPHENVAV NEEDS: Overhead Projector and following overheads.

OverheadsLCardinal Principles of.Quality
_Definition of a Customer

Definition of Qualit
-Total Quality Control Interface

STUDENT MATERIALS:1,Article - T e ou o an mac ine Fortune; May 21, 1990
pp. 66-72.

2. Article - "Manufacturing the Right Way" Fortune; May 21, 1990. pp.54-64.

tO OU9 Do It The Wron Wa " Fortune; Ma 21 1990 .75 76.
LIST OF EVALUATION MMUS:



REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE AV/CRALKBOARD DIAGRAM

- Have students give their definition of quality.
- Complete personal quality sheets (5 sheets).

Lecture/Discussion

Industrial revolution from skilled craftsman to unskilled worker.

Definition of quality.

Discuss quality terms:
- quality control
-quality assurance
-reliability
-inspection

Five features of planning.

Controls:
- program controls
-design controls
-material controls.
- process. controls
- maintainability controls

Scheduling:
-Gnatt chart
-forward scheduling
,-backward scheduling
-mfg. scheduling

Organizational structure
-organization chart
*-company vision/mission
- dept. responsibility/authority

How communications work within company.

Problems impacting quality/productivity that arise from plant layout &
material flow.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

.
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QUALM CONSCIOUSNESS
CHECKLIST

Quality begins with awareness. You probably developed an early "quality

consciousness" as a consumer. Remember how you bled the mint-green

toothpaste better than the white kind? Later you made many life choices based on

quality: where you lived and worked, who your friends were, what lifestyle you

wanted. Consider each of the following statements and mark it true or false based

on your current awareness of quality at work and.in your personal life. See the

authors' comments on the next page.

True/False

011111111111111MM

AIIIMIRmINNI1111

=110.11

1. Quality is preventing problems rather than picking up the

pieces afterward.

2. Quality can always be improved.

3. The KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid!) method is the best way to

insure quality.

4. The most important reason for a quality program at work is to

have satisfied customers.

5. Constant attention to quality is unnecessary.

6. First impressions aren't important in creating a quality

environment.

7. Quality is the little things as well as the big things.

8. A quality program must have management support to be

successful.

9. Quality guidelines are best communicated by word-of-mouth.

10. Most people want to do quality work.

I 1 3



CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)

True/False

egamsweamoweetIo

:;:

U. Customers pay little attention to quality.

12. A quality program must mesh with the organization's goals
and profit plans.

13. Quality means conformance to standards.

14. Quality should operate in all parts of a business.

15. Personal quality standards and business quality standards
have little in common.

16. Quality requires commitment.

17. Quality relates to the process as much as to the goal.

18. People who talk about quality are idealists.

Tr.



ANSWERS: 1.-4. T; 5. F (Quality does Dot take care of itself. It takes time,

energy, and creativity to maintain a successful quality program.) 6. F (The

first impression may be the only chance to sell an idea, service, or product.

Quality is important down to the smallest detail, and it has to be rightthe

first time.) 7. T, 8. T, 9. F (Quality guidelines must be issued offidally from

the top and they must be in wiiting. Theyshould also be agreed to by

employees.) 10. T, 11. F (Customers today are sophisticated mut demanding,

and pay as much attention to quality as to price.) 22.-14. T, 25. F (Personal

and business quality standards are inseparable. People with high personal

standards will be the ones to lead business quality programs.) 26.47. T,

10. F (People who talk about quality are realists. The only way to compete

successfully today is to continually improve quality.)

u01.

; -
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NOTICE YOUR PERSONAL
STANDARDS

You may have noticed that some of these personal quality standards make you
feel uncomfortable. You have already compared them to your own personal
expectations and you've made a judgement call about whether they're too stdct or
too lenient.

If your personal standards are rather strict, you may have thought:

Ten miles above the speed limit is illegal and I wouldn't do it.
Exercising only twice a week isn'tgood enough for cardiovascular fitness.
How could someone think of writing a check before depositing the money?
You should never flirt!

If your personal standards do not focus on these areas, you may have thought:

Heck, I go 20 miles above the speed limit (my radar detector helps!).
Exercising twice a month is more than enough (you could kill yourself!).
If a check bounces, theycan send it through again...I'm not a crook!
Romance is the spice of life! There's nothing wrong with it, even at work.

NOTICE YOUR STANDARDS

13
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PERSONAL QUALITY STANDARDS
(Continued)

See what you think of the following personal quality standards. Take a look at the
subject or topic of the standard and also the level of performance attached toeach
one. Compare these standards with your own, and check whether yours are the
same, higher or lower.

My standards are:

Higher Same Lower

0 0 0 1. Get to all appointments within 5 minuits of the
afgeed time.

0 0 0 2. Never criticize family members in front of
outsiders.

0 0 0 3. Stay within 20 miles of the speed limit.

0 0 0 4. Never speed in school zones or near children.

0 0 0 5. Exercise at least twice a week.

0 0 0 6. Wear only neat clean clothing outside of
the house.

0 0 0 7. Wrac checks no more than one day before
depositing the money.

0 0 0 8. Return phone calls within one hour of receiving
the message.

0 0 0 9. Flirt occasionally with attractive men/women in
social situations.

9 7



IS THIS PERSONAL QUALITY?
YOU DECIDE!

James drives into a clean and apparently efficient gas station to fill up. As he
drives in he sees a woman pull out, so he takes the sameunleaded pump she
had just used.

There's no one around, so he steps over a large puddle of water and starts
pumping. When the tank is half full, an attendant casually walks up and
says, "Hey, bud, you better be careful, that puddle you're standing in isn't
water...it's gas. The hose broke on a lady a while ago...you should've seen
the gas spurting out!"

James asks, "Well, why don't you clean it up? Customers don't expect to
come here and step in gasoline!" The attendant replies, "Ah, it'll evaporate.
That'll be $12.50 for your fill-up, sir."

What do you think about:

This attendant's personal standards:

Is quality an issue here?

What would your standard be?

17



Quality Is Consistent
Conformance To
Customers' Expectations

Consistent. . . means doing the job right every
time

Conformance . . . means to bring the product or
service into agreement with customer's
specifications and expectations

Customers. . .the reason your company exists

Expectations. . .a combination of written
specifications and emotional needs (wants)

ESSENTIALS - 3
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CARDINAL PRINCIPLES OF QuAury

1. "Quality" is defined as exactly what the customer needs.

2. Every service or goods producing operation can be viewed as a system.

3. By the laws of random events, variation exists in the outcome of every
system.

Corollary: Less variation is better.

4. Management must change the system for quality to improve.

5. Quality and productivity are related.

6. People don't want to do a bad job.

@Leddick, Susan. Used with author's permission

THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN LN1DUSTRY

I - 24
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WHAT IS A CUSTOMER?

A CUSTOMER is the most important person ever in this office...in person
or by mail.

A CUSTOMER is not dependent on us...we are dependent on him.

A CUSTOMER is not an interruption of our work...he is the purpose of it.
We are not doing him a favor by serving him...he is doing us a favor by
giving us the opportunity to do so.

A CUSTOMER is not an outsider to our business...he is a part of it.

A CUSTOMER is not a cold statistic...he is a flesh-and-blood human being
with feelings and emotions like our own, and with biases and prejudices.

A CUSTOMER is not someone to argue or match wits with. Nobody ever
won an argument with a customer.

A CUSTOMER is a person who brings us his wants. It is our job to handle
them profitably and to ourselves.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN NOUSTRY

/R
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PHILIP CROSBY ASSOCIATES

We will perform defect-free work for our clients and our associates.
We will fully understand the requirements for our jobs and the
systems that support us. We will conform to those requirements at

all tintes.

After the policy has been made clear, a usable quality status
report must be brought to the important meetings. Quality should

be listed as a CEO agenda item in order to reaffimi its seriousness.
Reports will' be made on the status of:

The quality improvement process
a How many employees have been educated?

Are the teams functioning properly?
a What success stories do we have to share?
a What problems need action?
The cost of quality

Do we have the format in all operations?
a What are the trends?

Where do the biggest improvement opportunities lie?
a What problems need action?

a Conformance
a Are we meeting our requirements?
a What actions do we have to take to emphasize the need,to meet

them? 9

In order to continually reaffirm dedication to' the process, the
CEO will have to get used to making a short speech regularly.



MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT
I.

Support Of Philosophy
ell Total Quality Management
111 Meeting Customer Expectations

Prevention of Errors

Understanding
N Investment Required

Benefit Potential
Long Term Payoffs

Ownership
Part Of Business Plan
Willingness To Participate

NI Recognition Of Successes
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QUALM MANUAL

POLICIES

Quality (Policy statement, definition of quality-oriented job responsibilities)

Engineering Change Control Policy

New Product Development Policy

Inventory Management

Quoting New Products and Revisions Policy

PRACTICES ("Hoy To Do...")

Product specifications

Gage control

Quality control in-process

Quality control final

Quality systems audit

Customer reported discrepancies

Process capability studies

Quality assurance of supply inventory

Lot acceptance sampling plans

Record retention

Measurement capability

Designed experiments

Engineering change control

Gaining product approval

Organization and control of manufacturing documentation

Interchangeability

Drawings and specifications

Inventory control

(11/89/ar/E3.64)



PROCEDURES ("Sov To Do...")

Prelimitary process capability studies

Ongoing p:ocess capability study

Lot control and traceability

Corrective action related to customerreported discrepancies

Gage control

Corrective action related to internal discrepancies

Inprocess control

Receiving inspection

Final inspection

Initial sample inspection of product

Quality system audit procedure

Initial sample inspection for components

Measurement capability

Dock audits

Control plans

Gaining product approval procedure

Approving company policies and practices

Cancelling policy and/or practice statements

Developing and writing policy/practice/procedure

Cancelling procedures statements

Customer order revision discrepancy

Establishing visual samples

Inspection plans

Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)

Receiving, storing, and issuing of supply inventories

New product quotations procedure

119
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WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COME NUMBER: 10-623-1XA RRSIINSTREICTION: LECTURE 6 LAB

COME TITLE: Introduction to Quality AssurangRE. PREPARED; 6/90.

INST4UCTIONAL PLAN Trru AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit #2 Engineering a Quality Product

DATE REVISED;

DATE REVISED:

srsmao=.

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon auccessful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Associate customer satisfact.ion with product characteristics.

2. Recognize.the importance 'of design on producibility (mariufacturability)

3. Define reliability

4. Identify factors to be considered in designing for reliability.

5. Explain the five (5) specific ways reliability is achieved in design.

6..Illustrate periods of product failure using the bathtub curve.

7. Deicribe the relationship of maintainability to reliability.

8. Construct a closed loop failure reportingl.failure 'analysis and corrective
action system.

9. Distinguish between the fo;ur (4) stages of tdsting design & fabrication.

REFERENCES: Quality Assurance: Management & Technology_ - Student text pp.99-164
Article " Back to Basics " Business Week Innovation Edition, 1989 pp.14-18.
Artic.le " Nurturing those Ideas " Business Week /nnovation Edition, 1989 pp.106-.
A ic es "Avoidin the same old rind" S."Rain almost rounded Army's Helicopter118
INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS: Overhead.

Article " Robust Quality" Harvard Business Review, January-February 1990 pp.65-75

overhead - Deming's Change Reaction

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text - pp. 99464

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

110



REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE AV/CHALKBOARD DIAMI4

LecturelDi scuss ion

Characteristics to be consideted in product development.

Designing for quality:
-drawings & specifications
-tolerances & allowances
- design reviews.

Definition of reliability

Factors to be considered in designing for reliability:
-cost
-human
-producibility

Five ways reliability is achieved in design:
-maintainability
-good design concepts
- design simplification
--design xedufidancy
-derating

Bathtub curve

Maintainability:
-relationship to reliability
-types of maintainability
-characteristics of maintainability

Definition of a failure

CharaCteristics of a closed loop failure control system

The role of testing in reliability

Introduce the concept of gualityrs influence on productivity.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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R almost growided. Army's Apache
"

-.44

choppers in Panama invasiqpi

r. -

itmc

Knight-Ridder Tribune NewsRare photo shows four Army AH-
64 Apache attack helicopters flying at same time. it's rare
because craft has long history of breakdowns.

MARK ThOMPSON WASMINGTON BUREAU

ilArhen rain threatened to
'ground the Army's $14 million
Apache helicopters during the in-
vasion of Panama, Army me-
chanics had to use kitchen ovens
to dry out the choppers' sensitive
electronics parts.

The Apache, supposedly an all-
:weather aircraft, "cannot be
:flown in the rain," pilots told .

congressional investigators earlier, this lnonth.
"They told us that they definitely would not have
been able to conduct the invasion if the rain bad not
stopped," the investigators reported.

It turns out that the Apache, the Army's newest
attack helicopter, can't fly very well in any kind of
weather.

Nearly ball of the Apaches have problems before
they take off, and once they're nmning, something
goes wrong every 54 minutes. The Apache devours
spare parts so fast it costs $5,700 an hour nearly
$100 a minute to keep it flying, according to an
Army memo. The problem gets worse as the heli-
copter gets older.

The Apache's woes are a legacy of the Reagan
administration's $2 trillion military buildup, when
the service; rushed costly, complex weapons into
production without ensuring their design was
stable or that enough money remained to support
them in the field, Pentagon officials say.

And now the Army Ls committed to spending $12
billion for an 800-helicopter fleet designed to fight
the kind of war against Soviet tanks that no,
longer seems likely. . . .

The Army was so concerned about Ap;che
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breakdowns that its main goal it a top-level meet-
ing last year was to "eliminate the phrase 'When it
works!' from the description of Apache as the best
helicopter in the world," according to a written
summary of the meeting.

While the Army boasted of the Apache's per-
formance in Panama all seven missiles fimd hy
Apaches hit the target, and one Apache mowed
down 11 Panamanian Defense Forte infantrymen
from more than 1.5 miles away the service was
intim on the superhuman efforts it took to keep the
ships flying.

The first two Apaches given combat missions
'assigned to attack Panamanian forces at Rio Hato
during the opening moments of the invasion
failed, including one crippled before taketdf by a
broken hydraulic pump.

When the ne,M for spare parts exceeded esti-
mates, the Army began cannibalizing them from
other Apaches in Panama and the United Stata.
Eventually, the shortages got so severe the Army
had to start yanking parts off the McDonnell Doug-
las assembly line in Mesa, Ariz., investigators
found.

After only one day of combat, four of the six
Apaches initially assigned to Panama had been
grounded by small arms fire and breakdowns, de-
spite round-the-clock maintenance by Army me-
chanics.

"Approximately one out of every two Apaches
'launched comes back with a maintenance prob-
lem," says a March 1989 internal Army report that
only now is coming to light as pert of a congres-
sional investigation. "The Army cannot carry this
type of burden."

Two of every three Apache parts fail more often
than predicted, Army documents say. The Apache's
$85,000 rotor blades last only 164 hours, well short

1..

of their exieaid 1.500-hour like. '1`And taxpayers aren't the only ones footing the n
;hill for shabby parts. A failed tad rotor component -70
"cost one aviator's life, one aircraft and paralyzed
another aviator," said the March 1989 Army re-
port 7 Oa.

'Pilots' perception is that these are old problems
and that nothing is being done to fix them," it said,
despite Army orders grounding the fleet for safety te
.reasons at least seven times in the 44 months the
'Apache has been in service. .

Last week, Lt. Gen. Donald Pihl told a congres-
sional committee that the Apache's record is "un-
satisfactory," but that a "tiger team" has been cre-
fated to improve it. "We bow we tan fix" the
'problems, he said. .;

McDonnell Douglas spokesman Ken Jensen said
Wednesday that maintenance problems with the
aircraft have "been a major issue within this corn-
.pany for more than a year." But Jensen said the
problems "are being resolved."

"The Army bought a Ferrari and is only willing
to maintain it like a Yugo," one pilot griped to in-
vestigators. Army files are crammed with com-
plaints about overworked Apache mechanics, al-
though an Army official said Wednesday the
service plans to boost the maintenance force hy 35
'percent.

The Apache's problems first came to light last
year when Col. R. Dennis Kerr said he would prefer
to fly the Vietnam-era Cobra gunship into combat
instead of his unit's Apaches after all 12 failed dur-
ing a five-day war game. Rotor blades splintered,
cannons jammed, and when the cannon worked it
shook so violently it shut down the Apache's elec- :
tronic target finders.

Kerr's candor generated a call for an investiga-
tion by the General Accounting Office .

L'e
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Sitting iri his offilie idthePower-tool
headquarters,-Strykon:#6, staresems at E. filmed I summation of,
Murphy's Law.rAnything that can. go rongcwillgO wrons"..:

'3. *s.-44i1.'-1;.;.4,41-:3417;

hte 1987Allaldthcrit,'Richard.:
- PoTe, thew director °nate and mar& .3.kept& *eel hintlo. figure out a way:.:;;Ta tolcompreii4hInnirfdfiet

a .
there wavice unierstanding that
they would be setfree of the "mucky-

.And the-inspirational. spirit was a
'plucky mainimed Jamas D. Stryker,
:whom colleaguesealltheStrykeforce,*
asi if he Were a comic-strip superhero
of business. . . : .

'More than. two years ago, under the
code nanie Oteration Lightning, a
grab-bag teaurta the: power-tool divi-
sionof Ingersoll-Rand Co. embarked
on an attempt to make a new product
in one-third the normal development

. time. . ,;- -

The team members brought a range
of skills. and temperaments,. coupled
'with an airy disdain for conventions,
*to the task of creating an air grinder;
a $225 flashlight-sized tool to finish -
and _polish' the-pieces that become
Averything from bar stools to jet
:planes. -
*, = 4 -3

'7 e :At the same time; they:ware warriors
Amen:battle to learn how to :-

iZwchosOpitssgthiririppling . amount':
iris taking to bring products

-to life. . .%;
'mambas:three' Yeair to make a

.!,:.;:;.?..1,,toot,IthErt:three and a half and it MS
A hading..tOward.four,". Stryker said.

Part of it.'yeas commitment, part of
it was .Murphy's LaW.We finally said

',....3enbugh:Then:cause 'the. blood and
:1-weat and

...Atiperatidri;Lightning 'reeitients ..iiiii.-
ncefortbtettnilpp4ly.4-;. Albeit a $3

illioa :wad ';:equipment
hack tart 871, .. when

'41.;,Shisoa*.;.41,gmspIllisiiatited !a.;,stearni.7.14
rp.,.,,tt-driveif.rilekdrilLt,-:but it. mirrors is'it

-..-....I.-.3WellM.7setiie.c?Oflurgency rippling
throtigh Abiersicaibusiness: With the."

; :F...-adverit of theglnbarmarketplace and '
AZ the,tfeverislis:work4ethic..of Pacific

"Riin..-countrie, 'crew* better prod- .
ticta! faster.: has .11402022 not only a

. . :7;*-wish:cbta_Wiffieessity.. iihif of the
:".nearly..400 thiet'axecutiVes recontly

surveyerl,fiy the United Research Co.
cited stortenizg product-develop-
'meat cycles as their top priority.

Stryker, Itliethaatrottsiiiinessi devel-
OltulenOpentlsottrillariog at the

latowingcthat theyihadttetterdp with Why .. things dtagglb

7 .1.71fox pondered.** dentApineat reee't-ess, bestssnas asuccession fif.wallsai7:Maiming wofilirtlinEtip a product:
and.throvat'ovectkemall separating

411 %to
Toolles NI 3D

Om. ...MOD am ,. mg. ...OM,

`..;?i.....it,.!;!'. 'St Y'114::24::::`.° f.`"-13.0

: .

Continued fromlitati1D...:-
it fivd the eigineering department.
Engineering wouldwork.up a design
and toss it to manufitchuing; .which
.would nuke the product and throw it
to sales.Sales mould trYto sell it to
customarwho perhaps did not want

.. it in the first placeitliaa----.

niand.that butlers he'demol-
ished and-a-teattr'--.1niting

.4onarimtiAtitainectikg and knanufao-
!using :--..work in umsoli,'iomething

3 not .miliki7.theilecaretiveg:skunk
worits'Ondi. aeatiid yeari agd bi the.:
Lockheed Corp; andypitated by oda-
.ers.

. .:..-;;;;Pur..:-..n., fv.T.:::: 2t
ConVinied' progress. Often stall s for
want of a road map, Stryker devised
an elaborate smies of steps, expressed
in connecting colored boxes on a
rectangular sheet of paper, for the
team to follow. -'

44' to..to 4 ftweet...,r

Paine "velunteered" Stryker to apply.
the process to maldng the grinder, a
tool whose sales growth had been
hampered by a sleepy marketplace.

"I was hoping I wasn't being another
Don Quixote," Stryker

In late Fehtuary 1988, Poore went to.
the tool group's main plant in Ath-
ens, Pa., and announced the linen-
don to develop a grinderin about a r
year, in time for the April 1989 annu-
al distributors' conference. . . t

.
How was the deadline picked? "How
did Kennedy set putting a man on
the moon the end of the decade?"
Stryker feid. "It just seemed like a
good number." .5: .

A core. team a half-dezen people
. . that yould swell to-sevesal dozen

.

Was pateliid..togethir,: led ;by- Brian I
gmanagpNemer ;i)thr .alodceimuacwiiothasstryprficedfu:st I

. the coed. 7: 'A-a; 71...1 . .

1--.: ..,:_: . e:teamebiidgeS. two . uni;erses:.. . . . . ..
. . . marketing:based iif...Libeity 'Corner 1

in eential New Jersey, and the cosi-
news and manufacturing people in.
Athens, tucked la .the :hills on. the
northern border of thestate: .' :

. . . . ,-% -.

.: It was not lost on the team that the
project symbolized not Qnly a chance .
te accomplish 'something profitable,

i but alscito habit ths division's status..
! ''7:.:t '-ti*.;..4-e-. :3 -- .;.tr.: '..:r: ,
i For amens .the 25 Irigersoll:Ritild di-
, visions, the power-tool division did

not draw great envy. In recent years,
it seemed it might asphyxiate on its
Cle-t00 inedubts, and it was looked
on as dul3 and trite: Members of the

- division were aged "tootles." Tool-
ies sold commonplace thihgs. Toolies-- .... ,114
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-at

sold coeap things became papered with engineering di- er commeaced in earnest.
agrams.

But .Toolies could -dream, too, and ."There were times that months
- not the lam of which wss to become A prerequisite- was . that - the team:- seemedlike years,". McNeill said. .:..

a vital cog ko that no one would . members feel that they had a stake in
_again tease them.. .: *... :. .. ; all steps. "It was always the Mines 7 The nerves of many team members
. . project.'!. Stryker said. "That Way we became jangled. Spats ensued. :. . :

'Ai thr teem.-ciialeiced, 'people were avoided the 'not-invented-beret .syn- . .- , t. . .-.. : '...!:.4..r:.: . .

squeezed into new roles, and some- ,;:drome..",,,, -t": -. ::... 4. ., - .. .: ..*: Spouses of Some previously ehuminy
times tha,fit drew grunts of pain; For ..... ....::: --:;--;.0%.".....,...."-* team members turned away in a huff

I. instanea; Jim Halton,. a.managetirrItSigaificantlY tap . management .was ,-; when they bumped into one another
...i:.,:ii,i;4;;;;;.;:.:;':::F.::..i. ;;::::kr:n' ,.:.;':In'' '. hismallyfacturimr.' .wasktaldlo. trans.. pith-kept stators hulgthrsI7r7:!:,'.*--7, :at the govery store or thelleniteis:-±.'

, ,
.....u.s. S....!.. : :. 47 .4T424.........144: 1,1-......74!..,.; r :. * .. 4. =% . :f ..t.:71T.T.....97,77omonatngs to en eenng to be- ..: - . . ... . . : .... ... .: .. , .. .

. : come the man , .,.. 4 contact with, 2.To build ciohesion and calta.:addled ..;1 got So heitiout of shapeint. one
;.the team. "No,4 iwon't,". he. said. 7,...wits, Snykerand Mare11l staged texef,::: meeting that l.walked. out and went
""lettn, ru ..say,1! his -.boss: replied : rational outingi to Unhorse races, a ,-: butae,' Hahn raid. "I didn't return

::;',erisp!y.'...:. : 'Z. ..a."6::_...' :.;-..;.'htw,key:game,*:_at.,Striker's home la ,,,until the next nvekr:"=:-:-74:- - --
: .....; 4-.:.;?.:1 .":' tftyn-&-77.:::-.7.-.,c"---: e:Cliaton;.N.L;;:;r- f :IA :73,-"'-%" ..?"---;:-14--:4'.2-'44":.4.rj z.0.0"Te.':---11:. r-v.:---.V-
i- ; ,....-T .z..t. ,....,:. ; -z--.. -- :;The teanecrisidossed the conatty to -r.: Z./i-':';-.:.tir:',......... - ...- .1 .....,:,TTO conserve tune, roaauatunig be-

*:. ter-See 'what =tom= *wanted.-For ;But while- the' effort beit; in-. great ':, gan making puts befotraengieeering
- : iomenieMbeis;thi.s ope.ned uple* -1, ftm: it 'middy 'became, spiced-with finished the design. k.tt.D.,:trta::7; , :
::' vistas. -"In the 11 years rd been at ....dissent: No one, for instance, forgot , : :1' :. . -..t :',1--,...*. - . :- :

. : Ingersoll-Rand, I had never been out the rumpus over the Purple Incident. Inevitably, the drunch forced eem-
'.. .' of the plant," Halton said: "They la July 1988, the team met with promises. To speed.things up, man-.........::.-a.

. .!i , gave me an American Express card distributors to unveil nonworking agement ekpanded the budget, and
and business cards. Boy, it was fun." prototypes of the two models. some suppliers wen paid overtime. :

A t ..... 4 Ir - I
.

From. these excursions, it was deter- - One wait black. .The more radical Stryker 'felt tie grinder'; tinge came
mined, among other things, that cus- ,. model was purple. . out poorly, "But it was too late to fix
tomer' coveted a more durable tool .. it." The team also opted to ignore
that was easy to fix, hard to stall and The distributors regarded it with een- accessories to be sure the basic unit.

. shaped to relieve the hand-pain af- tempt. "You must be nuts!" one dis- was done.
flieting many operators. -:. . tributor shrieked. Forget the color,

. . they were told, it's just for this proto-
Certain distributors were inter- type. Still, distributors felt the cosn-
viewed, too, and although they would pany was lying and they would have
ultimately change their minds, at this .. to persuade customers to buy the
point they thought the process was a world's most hideous grinder.

.

shun. .

.OetiMMOISOMONI Crises gave way to schisms.
As Tim Bradigan, a distributor in

In November 1988, the most roister-
ous meeting of -all took place. Six
hours passed, with. fingers pointed
everywhere but at *anyone's own
chest. Finally, everyone vowed to
meet the deadline, but as McNeil
noted: "Nobody really believed that.
But they had to say it just toget out

Georgia, said, "We thought once The team assembled soon after to of there.". ;-
again Ingersoll-Rand was going to ready a presentation for top matage- t.

make something in a dark room and ment slated for the next day. To mollify the team, Mark Amlot,
ram it down our throats." -. the Athens plant manager, threw a

. . ..
. . The matter of what material to make dinner party at the nearby Guthrie

A design firm hired towork up the grinder out of remained a sticking Inn. Spouses came, too. :
sketches thrashed out 100, winnowed point. Durability was paramount,
the choices to 30 and then the team and many members felt composite Brian McNeill passed out Ingersoll-

.. narrowed them to eight.. ; - .. was the ticket, . But the engineers, b Rand -gym bags with T-shirts and

..,...4...t;?, ,.. . .... ;-,-vr : ..i. -.*., ...., .. among others, were dubious. - . _ trinkets inside. .:-,.....-.4.,..;",-T--...-4-...:,.--,,.

Butt*.at a lime 1988 meeting to pick..:::-.4,4.-:-.. zir,....m.;....14.r,.:. - al:0 .4. ... 4... , .i i,-t...:. : : ::T::,-,..27E0--,=1
:one to be converted into a prototype, ..:113at 'night, the engineers took'a steel -1 Around this tirie, MeNeilr and
Stryker saw that the most appealing ; tool, an aluminwn tool, a competi-j; Stryker began to privately Idiscuss

........ ... . .:: . . model Was a sharp departure D- ... tor's metal tooland a composite pro- ;. contingency plans. .... ..,.. -,-...:4_, : -
tEr.Neciitht.;....41-5-13-44rgife4:::A:0 shaped and fishionekl.from rompos-. tttotype and looped ;ape around each.;*.u......- --,.......' ;1. -..::...-f....F. t :1;,:: !
.:*:!;'.;:?.,...;::.:T:k.:-:;...;:!!,.i.::::.1;.".it,e.material, rathei than *chiller and : :They fastened them to the bumper of ':rs."Olie:pjart,": Stritier said,z1was to

*.: meul. He felt queasy. When he 'said ''cine of dui. e- iigineer's"cars **and') 'Show up at 'the 'distributors' nester-,............,...........,.........................
..: - they should pick a second model in '":dragged them around the parking lot -mace and make one of those shadow

the event the preferred desiga back- of the motel where they were staying. . puppets on the wall and say, I know
fired, tempers exploded. ,- . . *.' '.. r.' ...:: this looks like a duck, but it's really a

t .
1 '. "...* . .: : :- . i ."The next moraing, they passed' theni grinder.".. ....": - i. s',.:.- t';',* ..*.
"It was also looked on as a manhood around at the meeting. The. alumi-

, issue,". Stryker said, "People were num was hopelessly dented. The me- Yet, as lamps burned longer durieg
: telling me, 'You said you could make .' tal tools were- so scarred they hurt ..: ahe final push, the 6rst grinder mod- .

: a deeition and then you couldn't .1 one's hand. The. Composiie was stm el, dubbed the 0/clone, came yi life:.
make it.'." ..., .. .-; ...-.,-.%. -,..... . ........ , feeling great. ,-...s, i.,.' - . ., . - ,. *. - ....-. .,.:....;..,.....
I:;:: -. -.'. ... ....-.. . vii; ... -* '7*- ;;*. ::--,1;?.. y. !. e. . :- 7.:* .,.... :-.- : At . the ec;fiferenei;in:;cotisdale
But tiro it would tie..; 1 ' '. *. - Fiona thein 'tia,... Was Composite cit. *Ariz., about 25 grinders wee! haideci

PA"'Ke 1:: 'x*I.`;'''' '.'''''''''".^:1 e. r ..,PUSt. The team later. subjected coral . out to pat delight. .1 '..1. ....:.i
Throughout the process, Weekly feam posites top= re' fined testing. . : .7 .. . - ;' "
meetings wem held in a special "war 4- -. :....: -: ,i--.....!..." : ' .... .. . In June 1989 the tool Was put on site,
room," a concrete-block, windowless With months to go, the scramble to -and it has been selling briskly.'*;' :.
chamber, the walls of which-swiftly engineer and manufactire the grind- . -.,,,f- - ....,,,.....,...:_,.4-x-.,..:.. . r.i.; ,'' ::.....: ....p.,...............,A., g.. .e....:.vp:- ..*.a "r"-.

I .. i ::-:-... ... '. ,. 4, . . ' ' : . . .. i r* -

'. ...... - .. 1....... .. -......... yr.. Z 4.0 41........... ineilr,. :_ . ............ .. r
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DEMING'S CHAIN REACTION

Improve
quality

Improve .

productivity

Decrease
costs

Increase
market

Provide jobs
and more
jobs
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WISCONSIN INDIANBEAD TTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

1.1.2.06

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XA

COUR$E TITLE: Intro. to Quality Assurance

MS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 6 LAB

DATE PREPARED: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit # 3 Employee Involvement

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Differentiate between traditional work groups and teams.

2. Identify the four (4) conditions essential to succeesful teamwork.

3. Recognize the influence of company culture on teamwork.

4. Discuss the different types of teams and their functions.

5. Demonstrate two problem solving techniques.

6. Define employee empowerment.

RugamirEs: 1. Article - "Ifolvo's Radical New Plant', Business Week, Aug
pp. 92-93.

2: Article - "The Payoff from Teamwork", Business Week, July 10, 198
3. Article- "Who Needs a Boss?", Fortune,May 7, 1990 pp. 52-68.

INST_RUCTOET/AvtfENEEDS: 4. Article - "A Wave o Iaeas, rop. y Irop
Business Week, Innovation Issue 1989, pp.

overhead projector
overhead - Groups versus Teams
overhead -.60 Excuses for a Closed Mind

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text pp.165 - 176
Above articles.

. 28,1989

9 pp.56-
62.

22-30.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
117



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REFERENCE NO. OF

AV/CHALKBOARD OtAGRAM

Work groups and how they are different from teams.

Define employee empowerment and why companies are utilizing the concept.

Conditions essential to successful implementation of teams in the work place.

Bow to define company culture and how it affects the feffectiven:ess of teams.

Different types of teams and when you would use them:
-cross functional teams
- quality improvement teams

tatk teams
- quality circles

Demonstrate-=fishbone and pareto charts and their use in problem solving.

Activity

Have students working in small groups construct fishbone anctpareto charts
to Address a 'problem.(Ideas: How to improve the coffee.;_How to reduce the
amount of-money spent on groceries weekly.) -

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

.



60 EXCUSES FOR A CLOSED NOND

1. We tried that before:
2. Our place is different.
3. Cost too much.
4. That's beyond our control.
5. That's not my job.
6. We're all too busy to do that.
7. It's too radical of a change.
8. We don't have the time.
9. Not enough help.
10. That will make other equipment obsolete.
11. Lees make a market research test of it first.
12. Our plant is too small for it.
13. Not practical for operating people.
14. 'The people will never buy it.
15. The supervisors will scream.
16. We've never done it before.
17. It's against company policy.
18. Runs up our overhead.
19. We don't have the authority.
20. That's too ivory tower.
21. Let's get back to reality.
22. That's not our problem.
23. Why change, it's still okay.
24. I don't like the idea.
25. You're right, but..
26. You're two years ahead of time.
27. We're not ready for that.
28. We don't have the money, equipment, room,

personnel...
29. It isn't in the budget.
30. Good thought, but impractical.
31. Can't teach an old dog new tricks.
32. Lees hold it in abeyance.

33. Let's give it more thought.
34. Management would nevg do it.
35. Let's put it in writing.
36. We'll bethe laughing stock.
37. Not that again.
38. We'd lose in the long run.
39: Where did you dig that one up?
40. We did alright without it
41. That's what to expect for _staff.
42. It's never been tried.
43. Let's shelve it for now. -

44. Let's form a committee
45. Has anyone else ever done it?
46. Division won't like it.
47. I don't see the connection.
48. It won't work in our plant.
49. What are you really saying?
50. Maybe that will work in your department,

but not mine. II
51. The Employee Involvement Committee

never do it.
52. Don't you think we should look into it

before we act?
53. What do they do at our competitor's plant?
54. Let's all sleep on it.
55. It can't be done.
56. It's too much trouble to change.
57. It won't pay for itself.
58. I know a fellow wbo tried
59. It's impossible.
60. We've always done it this way.

AND THE OLD TIME FAVORITE: WE'RE NO WORSE THAN OUR COM:Pk, ilORS!
.. . . . .

Note: Brainstorming is a difficult process - Here are some typical impedinients.

: :...

THE TRANSFORMAITON OF AMERICAN IVINISTRY
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GROUPS VERSUS TEAMS
Grou s Teams

- Members think they are grouped
together for administrative
purposes only. Individuals
work independently; sometimes
at cross purposes with others.

- Members tend to focus on them-
selves because they are not
sufficiently involved in planning
the unit's objectives. They ap-
proach their job simply as a

hired hand.

- Members are told what to do rather
than being asked what the best
approach would be. Suggestions
are not encouraged.

- Members distrust the motives of
colleagues because they do not
understand the role of other
members. Expressions of opinion
or disagreement are considered
divisive or non-supportive.

- Members are so cautious about
what they say that real under-
standing is not possible. Game
playing may occur and communi-
cations traps be set to catch
the unwary.

- Members may receive good train-
ing but are limited in applying
it to the job by the supervisor
or other group members.

- Members find themselves in con-
flict situations which they do
not know how to resolve. Their
supervisor may put off inter-
vention until serious damage is
done.

- Members may or may not partici-
pate in decisions affecting the
team. Conformity often appears
more important than positive
results.

- Members recognize their inter-
dependence and understand both
personal and team goals are best
accomplished with mutual support.
Time is not wasted struggling over
"turf" or attempting personal gain
at the expense of others.

- Members feel a sense of ownership
for their jobs and unit because they
are committed to goals they helped
establish.

- Members contribute to the organi-
zation's success by applying their
unique talent and knowledge to team
objectives.

- Members work in a climate of trust
and are encouraged to openly express
ideas, opinions, disagreements and
feelings. Questions are welcomed.

- Members practice open and honest
communication. They make an
effort to understand each other's
point of view.

- Members are encouraged to develop
skills and apply what they learn
on the job. They receive the
support of the team.

- Members recognize conflict is a
normal aspect of human interaction
but they view such situations as
an opportunity for new ideas and
creativity. They work to resolve
conflict quickly and constructively.

- Members participate in decisions
affecting the team but understand
their leader must make a final
ruling whenever the team cannot
decide, or an emergency exists.
Positive results, not conformity
are the goal.

120 (4/90/dt-nl/KROY.3)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

1.1.2.06

COURREMBER: 10-623-1XA

COURSE TITLE: Intro to Quality Assurance

ustranumaloth LECTURE 6 La
6/90

DATE. PREPARED:

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUNIER: DATE REVISED:

Unit # 4 The Materials Control System DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Assess the value material management can add to a compaal quality level.

2. Identify the goal of.material management and classify it into funciiorkal
objectives.

3. Demonstrate the role of the purchase requistion, specification and
quality parameters the material control system.

4.Discuss the two aspects of supplier certification.

.5. Demonstrate supplier rating methods.

6. Evaluate when to use a source inspector.

7. Determine the role of receiving and inspection'in a compaAas material
control- system.

REFERENCES: 1. Student text - pp.177-197.
2. Article -"A Pursuit of Excellence", Nation's Business, January 1990

. pp. 27.
3, Ar ow Velcro Got Hooked On Quality" Harvard Business Review,

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV WEEDS: Sept.-Oct. 1989 pp.

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text"- pp, 177-197
Above articles.

LIST OF EVALUATION mEASURES:



1,0

REIMS= NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE AVtaRALIMOARD UNMAN

The goal and objectives of material control.
- JIT
- appropriate quanities
- proper price
- proper quality

The role materials management plays in quality/productivity.-

How purchase requistions, specifications help control material quality levels.

Some typical quality parameters used in material control.

Supplier certification
-rating methods

The role of source inspection.

The role of the receiving and inspection departments in material control.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

1'19
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WISCONSIN INDIANBEAD VTAZ DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

amp NUMBER: 10-623-1XA

COURSE TITLE: Intro. to Quality Assurance
ERS/INSTRUCTiON: =mu 6 LAB

DATE. PREPABEV 6/90:

.11!11

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit # 5 Industrial Inspection

DATE REVISED;

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COWPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Recognize the purpose and scope of industrial inspection.

2. Discuas how SPC fits into industrial inspection.

3. Define types and degrees of nonconformances.

4. Construct a variables and attributes chart.

5. Assess when to 100% inspect and when-to use acceptance sampling.

6. Discuss . the use of quality audits.

7. *Definle statistical process control.

8. Differentiate between descriptive and inferential statistics..

9. Calculate three (3) different kinds of central location measures.

10. Calculate measures of dispersion.

alitRacitisuss the concept of probability and resulting distributions.

12 Illustrate unassignable /assignable causes of variation.

References: Student Text, Transformation of American Industry.
INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
Overhead - 1.00% conformance Philosophy

4..,=ce_sA...c_Int_s_g_Ers) 1
STUDENt MATERIALS: Student text - pp. 209-293-

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
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INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE

Purpose and scope of industrial inspection.

Types and degrees of.nonconformances.

Methods of inspection.

Inspection planning.

Problems of saMpling and 100% inspection.

Quality audits.

Functions of statistics.
- inferential
-descriptive
-central tendency
- dispersion

Probability concepts

Concept of variation.
-;.assi§nab).e
unassignable

Cpntrol charts and their application
-attribute
-variable
Lcontrol limits

Benefits and limitations of control charts.

ACtivity
*

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV/CHALKBOARD DLAGRAH

Inspection exercise "How good an inspector are you?"

Give students one minute to read paragraph and find all the defects (f's).
Total =35 At 30 seconds remind class they only have 30 seconds left and
to be sure and find all the defects. After completion remind students
that inspectors do get interrupted during their inspection and what effect

rIT'L kn t.Ion accurfficv.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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100% Conforma ce
Pi 7ilosophy

What It Is!

1. An Understanding That It Is Always Cheaper To
Do It Right The First Time.

2. A Commitment That Even/ Job Will Be Organized
And Planned With A Goal Of 100% Conformance.

3. A Recognition That The Majority Of Errors Are
Caused By Management.

4. A Belief That Every Error Has A Cause Which Can
Be Identified And Eliminated.

5. Planned And Measurable Improvement Towards A
Goal Of 100% Conformance.

What It Is Not!

1. A Worker Motivation Program.

2. A Management Directive Aimed At Prceuctbn
Workers.

ESSENTIALS - 9
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Exercise 5.4

Project Inkaterriereadon: Data Gatheringand Problems Sabin

REASONS FOR SAMPLING

How Good an Inspector are Yon?

100% inspection is not always 100% effective. As a demonstration of the effectiveness of 100%
visual inspection, you are to determine the number of fs in the following paragraph. Read
through once and count the fs.

The necessity of training farm hands for first class farms in the

fatherly handling of farm livestock is foremost in the minds of

farm owners. Since the forefathers of the farm owners trained

the fama hands for first class farms in the fatherly handling of

farm livestock, the farm owners feel they should carry on with

the family tradition of training faun hands of first class farms in

the fatherly handling of farm livestock because they believe it is

the basis of good fundamental farm management

Total number of fs: -

34
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

1.1.2.06'

COURg !AMBER: 10 -623 -1XA

COURSE TITLE: Intro.

ERS/INSTRUCTi2N: LECTURE 6 LAB

o Quality Assurance DATELPMMUWED: 6/90

rmsmaxoNAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit 6 Nondestructive testing

DATE REVISED:

DATE RrVISED:

attmummantoptaMtatit

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Describe the scope and purpose of nondestructive testing.

2. Identify anomolies in ietals that can cause failure....

3. Classify anomolies in metals into defects and discontinuities.

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the principles of ultrasonic testing.

5. Compare the methodology of the three (3) fundamental ways in which
ultrasonic principles are applied to the inspection of materials.

6. List the advantages and limitations ultrasonic inspection.

7. Describe the principlesof industrial radiography.

6. Compare the use of wet and dry particles in magnetic particle'inspection.

9. Explain the advantages'and limitations of pentrant inspection.

10. Evaluate the factors needed to decide what type of nondestructive test to use
REFERENCES:

Student text pp. 295-368.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text pp. 295-368

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
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REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR. PRESENTATION OUTLINE AV/CHALKBOARD OtAGRAM

The scope and purpose of nondestruátive testing.

Define defect and discontinuity and the factors that contribute to them:
- primary processes
- secondary processes
- fatigue

Ultrasonic principles and methodology:
- three basic elements-of an ultrasonic test system.
- piezoelectric effect
- pulse echo
- through transmission
- resonance
- contact method
- immersion method.
- test standards

Applications of ultrasonic testing.

Limitations of. ultrasonic testing.

Industrial radiogragy principles:
- how' x-rays are produced
- properties of x-rays
- standards
- related x-ray techniques

Magnetic Particle inspecting methods:
- establishing the magnetic field
- types df current
- permeability and reluctance

Liquid penetrant inspection:
principles.of penetrant inspection

- types of penetrant inbpection
- procedure of penetrant inspection
- advantages and limitktions

Eddy current testing theory:
- standards
- app141-.RJ-4ril amci 1imitaPinnq

immxceramonzmrcyrunicRWIMWAIPORWCY-Pa
.

Other nondestructive testing methods:
- microwave testing
- holographic inspection

Choosing the most suitable nondestructive test method.



1.1.2.06

WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

I0-623-1XA
COURSE HOMER: RaS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE LAB

COURSE TITLE: Intro. to Quality Assurance DATE. PREPARED: 6/90
011=111E.,

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/oR NURSER: DATE REVISED;

Unit 7 Quality Costs and Implications DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Determine how to meet customer requirements with minimum cost.

2. Assess. cost/quality objectives through value engineering.

3. Define value engineering.

4. Apply a systematic problem solving process to a specific task.

5. Distinguish between convergent and divergent thinking.

6. Describe how value analysis can benefit the whole company.

7. 'Classify costa according to origination and definition.

S. Evaluate quality costs according to four (4) classifications.

REFERENCES: Student text pp.. 399-417
Article, "Cost Cutting: How to do it Right", Fortune, April 9, 1990.

INSTRUCTOR A NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student Text pp. 399-417.

L/ST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
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OSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REFERENCE NO. OF

AV/CHALK:20AM) DIAGRAM

Establishing quality level by analyzing customer needs.

Cost/quality relationship ;

Value engineering's impact on cost/quality ielation;hip.

Value engineering's systematic problem solving procedure.

How costs are classified in a company:
- direct &.indirect costs
- fixed & variable costs
- methods & standards

Classifying and reporting Oality costs:
- prevention
- evaluation
- pre-delivery.failures
- post-delivery failures

OTRER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
.
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1.1.2.0

WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL FLAN

COMP NumBER: iO2.1xA RS/INSTRUCTiON: LECTURE 6 LAB

COME TITLE:Intro. to Quality Assurance DATE. PREPARED: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR RIMER:

Unit #8 Quality Costs and Implications DATE nnum:

DATE REVISED:
AMVMlo

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Construct a safety policy statement.

2. Define safety terms.

3. Establish safety responsibility within organization.

4. Discuss consumerism and liability prevention.

5. Differentiate between express and implied warrenty.

6. Identify the five (5) major areas in which a manufacturer needs to take
action to ensure product safety.

7. Construct questions that would need answering in a liability claim.

REVERENCES: Student Text -.pp. 419-426
Article, "Getting Ahead", Design Engineering, November 1981, p. 85
Article, "The New Big Issue In Product Liability: Warnings", May/June 1987
Hazar.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV RIDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text pp.419-426

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
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INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REFERENCE NO. OF

AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Safety policy statement: purpo'se, objective and scope.

Safety terms definition:
- Harm
-Risk
- Hazard
- Risk of Injury
- Unreasonable Hazardous Product
Prodact
unit-

Who is responsible for safety?
- Management
- Prcduct-Safety Committee
- Chairman of Product Safety Committee

Consumerism and liability prevention.

Express and Implied warrenty.

Strict liability:

Five aCtion areas to ensure prodiact safety: -

- Product development and design
- Manufacturing
- Information
- Marketing research
- Product liability insurance

Important.factors to be investigated when addressing liability claim.

Activity

Have student ;irepare a safety policy statement.

OTEER INFORNATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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WISCONSIN INDIANREAD VIM DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

mum NUMBER: 10-623-1XA antimmarraim LECTURE 6 LAB

come TITLE:Intro.,to Quality Assurance DATE.PREPARED: 6/90I'
INSTpUCTIONAL PLAN Tyra AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED;

Unit #9 Management Concepts in Qtality DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify the elements in.the Staircase of Continous Improvement.

2. Explain the Total Quaiity Management.

3. Evaluate the relationship between responsibility and authority.

4. Illustrate the art of delegation.

5. Assess elements of effective leadership characteristics.

6. Evaluate the roles of: Quality Manager, Quality Personnel, First Line
.Supervisor and how they influence quality.

7. Compare methods of motivation.

8. Recognize the-benefits of employee training.

9. Apply learning concepts to creation of neli skills training plan.

REFERENCES: Student text pp.427-451
Article, "Tomorrow's Companies" The Economist, March 4, 1989.
Article, "Prize Achievements" Nation's Business, January 1990 p. 29.
Article. "This Woman has Changed Business Forever", Inc., June 1990 pp.34-47.

aternEntrIthnatEZISCXXX
Article, "The Seven Keys To Business Leadership", Fortune, Oct. 24, 1988 pp.58-

62.
Article, "Management time: who's got the monkey" by William Oncken & Donald L
Tha SLY T T.Pac3Prship MOdel A Trainina $ stem Model.

STUDENT MATERIALS: Article, "Management Time: Who's Got the Monkey.
Cise study: Neil - Production Manager.
Student Text

Wass,.

"Test Your Leadership Savvy" Kennedy's Career Strategist, Oct., 1987.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:
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INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REFERENCE VO. OF

AV/CMALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Elements in staircase of continuous improvement:
- an obstacle course
- a stste of turmOil
- a force in transition
- a preventive management strategy
- a team effort

Total Quality Management:
- constancy of purpose
- training
- concurrent engineering
- process improvement
- culture improvement
- employee empowerment
- waste reductioh

Relationship of authority and responsibility & the art of delegation:
- Monkey/monkey who's got the monkey. (article/film)

Effeciye'leadership principles:
.- trust your-subordinates

develop a vision
- keep your cool
- encourage risk
- be an expert
- invite dissent
- simplify

Leadership in quality orclanizations:
- quality manager
- quality personnel
- first line supervision
- manager-worker relationships
- industrial politics

Forms of motivation:
- job enrichment
- motivation by force
- extrinsic rewards
- intrinsic rewards

xprzmamuuMOMOMICR9i441QQ9Sx4Nixx
.

Why train:
-safety
-cost
- waste

Training principles

Activities
Student take "Test Your Leadership Savvy"
Case Study - Neil, Production Manager.

1 15
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From: c:emtedv's Career Strata ist, October, 1907.

Test Your Leadership Savvy

Test your understanding of organizatiogal leadership by

answering the following true/false questions.

1) Leaders always put the organization's needs ahead of the

needs of one individual.

2) Leaders have courage which is one reason they have followers.

3) Leadership is inborn. You either have it or you don't.

4) Positioning oneself as a leader is part of the process of

becoming a leader.

5) Leaders must have support from those they lead.

6) Leaders must be more interested in building power than

getting results.

7) Men make better leaders than women because people will follow

them more readily.'

8) A skilled leader allows his/her followers to believe they
chose their own course of action.

9) Leaders are most effective in front of group. It's important

to be a persuasive public speaker.

10) A leader with strong ethics would have difficulty in most

organizations. It's better to be pragmatic than principled.

11) Top management selects leaders the same way it selects

managers.

12) Most people want to be leaders but they just don't

have the talent.

13) People play leadership roles selectively. There is no such
animal as an "all-around leader."

Here are the answers:

1) True. Would-be leaders who don't
needs first are identified.as "out for

manipulative. That means they have no

put the organization's
themselves" or
followers.

2) True. Without courage it's impossible to have followers.

We know a secretary in the art department of a 150-person
advertising firm who took command when she learned an art

director had AIDS. While top management dithered about how
to respond, she went to the art director and said, "This is aC>
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terrible thing. I want you to know that we will all (faint

but significant emphasis on all) be here for you." The CEO

dropped by later (after his secretary had reported this

event) to say the same thing.

3) False. Leadership is learned. It is often a process of .

trial-and-error, of learning what rallies people. It also

involves plumping the egos of the unworthy.

4) True. Leaders make themselves known by positioning

themselves as peopie with a vision of what the organization

can become.

5) True. Leaders must have followers. The power-hungry, on the

other hand, may try to build power by threatening rather than

attracting people.

6) False. Leaders only have power when they get the result.

Failure is another word for powerless.

7) False. Organizational leadership is gender-blind and

separate from position power. People may follow a secretary

more willingly than a CEO.

8) True. A leader can point the direction and stand back,

letting others assume roles in carrying out a particular task

or course of action.

9) False. Most leadership is
Leadership is going one-on-one
their concerns, and persuading

exerted behind the scenes.
with individuals, hearing
them to see a different view.

10) False. Every organizational leader is judged on his ethics

and values. Those who don't meet group standards (generally

very high) lose their followers regardless of economic or

power considerations.

11) False. Leaders emerge. Top management names managers

and hopes some or all will be leaders. Often it is

disappointed.

12) False. Most people are willing, generally contented

followers. The risks and visibility of leadership have

limited appeal.

13) True. Leaders tend to emerge around an issue or crisis. No

one is able to muster people for a generic cause.

Comment: The least discussed career issue, in our experience, is

the misconceptions people harbor about who is and who isn't a

leader. If you'll consider these points, you may have a better

view of the pecking order in your workplace.0
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NEIL - PRODUCTION MANAGER

144

A MANAGER DESIRING TO INCREASE HIS EFFECTIVENESS

A TRUE STORY

At exactly 7:00 in the morning, Neil backed his car out of
the driveway and started his ten mile drive to the plant.
When Neil began work at the plaht about fifteen years ago, he
remembers clocking in at exactly 8:00. Now that he is a
production manager, he arrives at 7:7,0 A.M. in order to get a
little bit of planning time before work starts. As usual
Neil tuned in his favorite radio station. As the station
played music, Neil's mind began to drift as he thought about
production problems and his schedule for the day.

His company is a successful one that produces quality
component parts sold nationally. The company has 475
employees. The majority of the 47S employees works in one of
ten production departments. 26 people report to him in his
production department that produces subassemblies for the
computer and electronics industry.

Neil started with the comoaoy as a regular hourly employee,
but after two years he was promoted to expeditor, since he
displayed an excellent understanding of the production
process from beginning to end. His "people skills" were also
regarded as a plus. Neil was extremely successful as an
expeditor. He was promoted to foreman in his department.
Neil was promoted to production supervisor several years
later. Five years later he was promoted to production
manager in his present.department when the opening became
available through retirement. His department is one of the
smaller ones in terms of number of employees reporting to
him, but his product line is .critical to the company.

Neil was in good spirits as he relaxed behind the wheel. He
thought about the various projects that he needed to complete
and got psyched up as he told himself, "Today, I am really
going to get thinas accomplished." He mentally:ran through
the day's work, attempting to establish priorities. He
deceided he would work on the scheduling project since it was
most important. Next hp would consider the packaging
problem. Neil then remembered that the vice-president had
asked him for his thouahtson the new cost project. He then
realized that he had not thought about that for several
weeks.

As he drove along, he said to himself, "Gee, I haven't had
much time lately to sit down and think or plan - things have
been so busy. Today be different.



He considered some of the obstacles in the production
ooeration, and he began to break down the procedures and
steps. He was sure he could drastically reduce costs with
some of the new ideas he had contemplated from time to time.
The ideas were not new ones, but somehow they got shelved and
nothing ever came of them.

As a car honked at another ahead of him, Neil immediately
thought about the inventory problem. He remembered thinking
about it two months ago. He visualized the notes on his desk
as he recalled his analysis of the problem, and he deceided
today he woulri put it into effect. He then thought of a few
more projects and said, "I'll deal with them right after
lunch."

As Neil cTulled into the parkino lot and entered the plant, he
could see that something was wrong. He was greeted by Carol,
the production lead operator. "Cood.morningl.Carol."

"That's what you think Neil. My overload employee is too
hungover to work, and the overload place doesn't know if they
can get me a replacement before the day over." Carol replied.

"Is it serious?" asked Neil.

"/ don't know for sure. I ,just know that we must get that
Acme Electronics order out today or else we are in trouble,"
replied Carol. "Being a person short doesn't help."

yeil assured Carol he would take care of the problem. Rather
than call Personnel, he deceided to juggfg-KTV-ZWIretment
staff around in order to help Carol. "Just sit tight, Carol.
I'll have someone for you in 45 minutes."

As Neil headed for his office, he was areeted_12y Lois, the
quality control supervisor. Lois showed several finished
products to Neil. "We can't possibly ship these in this
conditiion, can we?" Lois then commented that half of the
finished products have rough edges and aren't very
acceptable. Neil said he would get in touch with Carol to
see what the problem is. As he entered his office, his
secretary reminded him that he was fifteen minuites late for
the industrial-engiagerintiag Also, he had a message
from Tina in customer service. 5 tan" 4°1."-tp..2"elL
As Neil rushed to his meeting, he remembered that he didn't
get a replacement for Caroi. He asked his secretary to get
in touch with Dave, one of the production operators, to
discuss the rough-edge problem. "Ask him to meet me in my
office in about an hour."
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When the industrial engineering meeting had ended. Neil
rushed back to his office to meet with Dave. His secretary444
gave him a message that his boss wanted to discuss the
production reports. Neil aparairE53=D5W7Wrar-FiRaMuled
their meeting for after lunch. Also, he said to Dave in
passing. "Tell Carol I'm working on getting her some help.
Thanks!"

Neil met with his boss and discovered that production was
running a bit behind schedule. He told his boss he would
have a meeting with his people right after lunch to determine
the problem. He assured him it would be resolved
immediately. When Neil returned to his office, one of the
assembly workers was waiting for him te_liscuss the changes
in the assembly operation. Neil approved the changes and
wade the -necessarv -teieMne calls to inform those concerned.

Neil asked his secretary to call all.the production people
and arrange to have them meet with him An the conference room
at 2:00 o'clock.

Neil walked through the production area trying to find Dave.
As he passed the incoming parts test station, he talked with
Evey, one of the production workers. He told her she was
doing a great job. Neil knew that Evey wanted to hear that
since she needed frequent reassurance. Just then the lunch
whistle sounded and everyone scattered +or lunch. Neil
returned to his office and deceided he would develop some
notes far his 2:00 o'clock meeting.

As Neil began to collect his thoughts, a sales representative
from the southern region called and asked him for a better
delivery date on a order; Neil said he would look into it and
get back to him right away. Neil then glanced.down on his
desk at a memo from the personnel department asking Neil to
set a time for the company chemical abuse awareness procIrs7ff
for the peop.le in his department. He remembered that he had
not returned the call to customer services this morning. He
called, but Tina had left the building and was going to be
tied up in a meeting all afternoon.

Shortly after lunch Neil met with the personnel!director in
order to discuss same major issues that related4to Neil's
production people. They discussed the new performance
evaluation program, the.change in vacation policy, and the
overtime problem exceeding his budgeted allocation in this
area. Neil would need his boss to ok this budget deviation
with the payroll department immediately. Neil told the
personnel director he would analyze the issues and generate a
report by tomorrow. Also he would discuss this matter with
his boss ASAP.

1 4 ti



Neil went to the conference room for the matia9 with his
production peo le. He mentioned the new performance

±tttrSjrogram, the vacation changes, and the overtime
issue. He was very participative in the meeting, honestly
wanting to get sincere feedback from his people on the is*Ues
discussed. Neil said he would incorporate all their thoughts
in the report he would send to the personnel director

.

tomorrow. Neil then discussed the production schedule. He
mentioned that they were "a bit behind." He asked them to
think about how each of them could be more efficient in their

He suggested they meet again tomorrow to analyze the
production schedule problem further. He set the meeting for
9:00 A.M. in the training room.

It was after 3:Z0 P.M. when Neil returned to his office and
remembered that he needed to investigate the delivery date
for the sales representative in the_kgmtb
asked his secretary to gather some preliminary information so .

he could study the matter in the mornino.

He went to the coffee machine and purchased a cup to take
back to his office. Two production managers from other
departments asked him to sit with them, but Neil indicated he
was to busy to take a break.

Back at his office, Neil beoan to collect his thoughts for
the personnel report. He Considered the new employee
evaluation program and all its ramifications. He also
remembered what his people said in the meeting. He started
to write the report on his notepad. Before he knew it, it
was 4:7.0 and he was tired. He put the ten-page handwritten
memo on his secretary's desk with a note asking her to type
it and send it to personnel.

Neil was ready to head home. On the way out:6+ the plant he
stopped to talk with the cleaning crew chief about
housekeeping problems in the production area. After a short
discussion,.Neil wasn't sure if it was hisp_eoplel_s------fi
responsibility or the cleaning crew. One more issue to
address in the morning.

As he walked toward his car, his mind began to .trace hisday's activities. He started his car and put dh the radio.
As the music played, he asked himself if it was a good day.
He was angered at himself as he said, "No!"

As guilt feelings began to surface4 he asked himself, "Am I a
production manager? I have the responsibilit and / have the
authority. Yet I did not accomplish one project that /
planned to. Today was typical, just like other days. I was
enthusiastic on my way to work. Will tomorrow be different?
Will I get closer to completion? There must be a reason!
There must be an answer."
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Neil figured the answer was might work. Of course, "I'll
work on the cost project at home tonight. But where does
relaxation fit in? Wow! I didn't even have lunch today."

By now Neil had reached his driveway. He slapped his
forehead and remembered that he hadn't got a replacement
person for Carol who met him first thig this morning. "Boy!
Will she be bent out of shape tomorrow."

"I guess I don't know the answer, but everything seemed so
simple this morning. I'm going to have to give Chuck a call.
Well tomorrow's another day

Well - That's The ttory
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HAMM= TIME: VINO'S GOT 'THE MONKEY?
VILLIAM =NEN JR. AND
DONALD I. VASS

An analogy that underscores the waling of assigning delegeting. controlling.

In any organisation, the mansaer's bosses, peers, and asibordinates- in

return for their active support- impose some eiquirements, just as-he imposes

upon then some of his own where eiely ars drawing upon hiesupport. These .

demands on him constitute so much of the eimesigues etas that successful

leadership hinges an his ability to control this "Imodhey-Pon-theisback" input

effectively.
Mt. Oncken is chairman of the board, The William Oneken Company'of

Texas, Inc., a management consulting firm. Mk. Wass in president of this

company.

.Why is it that managers are typically running out of time while their

subordinates are typically running oyt of work? In this article, we shall

explore the meaning of management time as it relates to the interaction

between the.manager and his boss, his own peers, and his subordinatet.- r
Specifically, we shell deal with three different kinds of management time:

pass-nTALED TIME- to accomplish tiose activities which the boss requires

and which the manager cannot disregard without direct and swift penalty.

SYSTEM-IMPOSED TXNE: to accommodate those requests to the manager for active

support from his peers. This assistance oust also be provided lest

there be penalties, though not always direct or swift.

SELF-IMPOSED TIME- to do those things which the manager originates or

agrees to-do himself. A certain portion of. this kind of time, however,

will be taken by hie subordinates and is called "subordinate-imposed time."

The remaining portion will be his own and is called "discretionary time."
Self-imposed time is not subject to penalty'since neither the boss nor

the system can discipline the manager for not doing what they did not .

know be had intended to do in the first place.

The management of time necessitates that the manager get control over the

timing and content of what he does. Since what the boas and the system
impose on him are backed up by penalty, he cannot tamper with those re-.

quirements. Thus his self-imposed time becomes his major area of concern.

The manager's strategy is therefore.to increase the "discretionary"
component of his self-imposed time by minimizing or doing sway with the

"subordinate" component. He will then use the added increment to get
better control over his boas-imposed and system-imposed activities.
Host managers s end much more subordinate-imposed time than they evtn

fai t realize. Hence we s a use a mon ey-on-t e ac a g o

examine IOW subordinate-imposed time comes into being and what the

manager can do about.it.
. . e .

dn. J

WHERE IS THE MONKEY?

Let us imagine that a manager is walking down the hall and that he

notices one of his subordinates, Mr. A, coming up the hallway. When
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they are abreast di one another, Mt. A greets the manager with, "Good

morning. By the way, we've got a problem. *Toy AsMir. A

continuos, the manager recognizes in this problem the same two Character-.

/sties common to all the problems his subordinates gratuitously Wing

to his attention. Namely, the manager knows (a) enoh to get Involved

but Cb enou a make ta. *claim expected of him.

von uaUy, t magtesOr says, "So glad yoibrought this up. I'm in a rush

Aght know. Meanwhile, let me think about It and let you know." Then

ha and Mr. A, part company.

Let.us analyse what has just happened. Before the two Of then' met, on

whose back was the "monkey"? The subordinate's. After they parted, on

Whose back was it? The manager's: Subordinate-imposed time begins the
moment a monkey successfully executes a leap fram the back of a sub.
ordinate to the back of his superior and does not end until the monkey
is returned to its proper owner for care and feeding.

In accepting the moakey, the manager has yeakilaccalLjummleAUL4toidjaan
st...j.Wdinainate. That is, he has allowed Mr. A to-make-Elm
his subordinate by ening two things a subordinate is generally expected

to do for his boss- the manager has acce ted a responsibility:from his
subordinate, and the manager has romised him a -iii re ort. The .

pubordinatej to make sure the manager oes not miss this pa

later stick his head in the manager's office and cheerily query, "Mow's

it coming?" (This is called "supervision.")
1110 MEP

Or let us imagine again, in concluding a working conference with another
subordinate, Mr. B, the manager's parting words are, "Fine. Send me a

memo on that."
---

Let us analyze this one. The monkey is now on the subordinat's back
because the next move is his, but it is poised for a leap. Watch that

monkey. Mr. B dutifully writes the requested memo and drops it in his

outbasket. Shortly thereafter, the manager plucks it from his inbasket

and reads it. Whose move ilta_ki.nowl_AIOLAIMAsaaxIg. If he does not
make that move soon, he will get a follow-up memo from the subordinate
(this is another form of supervision). The.logger the manager delays the

more frustrated the subordinate will becaie-(he'll be
wheels") and the more guAlly the manikactr--"ill-deal...(b4.8 backlog of
subordinate-impose -time will be mounting).

Or suppose once again that at a meeting with a third subordinate, Mr. C.
tha manager agrees to provide all the necessary backing for a public
relations proposal he has just asked Mr. C to develop. The manager's
parting words to him are, "Just let me know how I can help." ".

Now let us analyze this. Here the monkey is initially on the subordinate's

back. But for how long? Ht. C realized that he cannot let the-manager--
"know" until his proposal has the manager's approval. And from experience,
he also realizes that his proposal will likely be sitting in the manager's
briefcase for weeks waiting for him to eventually get to it. Who's
really got the monkey" Who will be checking up on whom? Wheelspinning
and bottlenecking are un .
A fourth subordinate, Mr. 0, lins just been transferred from another part
of the company in order to launch and eventually manage a newly created

business venture. The manngur has mid him that they should get together
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soon to hammer ones set of objectives for his new job, and that "Iwill draw up an initial draft for diswesion with yuu."

Let us analyze this one, too. The subotdinate has tfie welsh (hy formalassignment) and the full
sesponsibiIiiilii aiiil delegattaia, butthe mane er has the next move. Until be makes it, he will havi'ifie .

sankey and the su ordinate will be Atalobilized.

Why does It all happen? Because in eadh instance the manager and thesubordinate assume at the outset, wittingly or unwittingly, that thematter Under considerationals a joint problem. The monkey in each casebegins its career astride both their backs. All it bsis to do nowis move
the wrong leg, and-presto- the subordinate deftly disappears. The manager
Is thus left with another acquisition to his menagerie. Of course,monkeys can be trained not to move the wrong leg. But it is easier toprevent them from straddling backs in the first place.

WHO IS WORKING FOR WHOM

To make what follows more credible, let us suppose that these same foursubordinates are so thoughtful and considerate of the manager's time that
they are at pains to allow no more than three monkeys to leap from eadh.- .

of their backs to his in any one day. In a five-day week, the mamager will
have picked up 60 screaming

monkeys- far too many to do anything aboutIndividually. So he spends the
subordinate-imposed time juggling his"priorities."

Late Friday afternoon, the manager is in his office with the doorclosed for privacy in order to contemplate the situation, while hissubordinates are waiting outside to get a last chance before the tleek-
end to remind him that he will-have to "fish or cut bait."

Imagine what
they are saying to each other about the manager as they wait: Thcialtatler

jalek. He just can't make up his mind. How anyone ever got that high up
in our company without being able to make decisions we'll never know."
Worst of all, the reason the manager cannot make any of these "next moves"
is that

!041_A4r;441_eg.22esteatirely eaten_ep.....in
._Beetine his own bossimposed

ii-d-i-itiiii.711176sed re.quiseei To get control of these, he
needs iscretionary time that is in turn denied him when he is pre-occupied with all these monkeys. The manager is caught in a vicious

circle.But time is a-wasting (an
understatement). The manager calls his secretary

on the intercom and instructs her to tell
his subordinates that he will be

unavailable to aea them until Monday morning. At 7:00 p.m., he drives home,
intending with firm resolve to return to the office

tomorrow to get
caught 0 over the weekend.

He returns bright and early the next day only
to ace, on the nearest green f the golf course across frombis office
window, a_foursome. Guess who?

That does it. Ho now knows who is really working for whom.
Moreover, he

now secs that if he actually
accomplishes during this weekend what he came-

to accomplish, his subordinates'
morale will go up so sharply that they

will each scale tho limit on the number
of menkeys.they will lot jump

from their backs to his. In short, he now sees, with the clarity of a
revelation on a mountaintop,

that the more he gets caunht up, the_more_
ho will fall behind.
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He leaves the offillth the speed of a man running away from a plague.
Itia. plan? To get t up on something else he hasn't had time for in
years: a weekend with his family. (This is one of the many varieties
of 'discretionary time.)

Sunday night he enjoys ten hours of sweet, untroubled slumber, because
he has clear-cut plans for Monday. He is going to get rid ofhis sub-.
ordliate- imposed time. In exchange, he will get an equal amount of
discretionary time, part of which he will spend with hie subordinates
to see that they learn the difficult tut rewarding managerial are called
"The Cart and Feeding of Monkeys."

Tae manager will also have plenty of discretionary time lett aver for
getting control of the timing and content not only of his boss-imposed
time bui of his aystem-imposed time as well. All of this may take
months, but compared with the way things have been, the rewards will be
enormous. His ultimate objective is to nonage his management time.

GETTING RID OF THE MONKEYS

The manager returns to the office Monday morning just late enough to
permit bis four subordinates to collect in his outer office waiting
to see hint ibout their monkeys. He cells them in, one by one. The
purpose of each interview is to take &monkey, place it on the desk
between them, and figure out together how the next move might conceiv-
ably'be the subordinate's. For certain monkeys, thi4 will take same
doing. The subordinate's next move may be so elusive that the manager
may decide- just for now- merely to let the monkey sleep on the sub-
ordinate's back overnight and have him return with it at an appointed
time the next morning to continue the joint quest for a more substan-
tive move-by the subordinate. (Monkeys sleep just as soundly over-.

night on subordinates' backs as on superiors'.)

As each subordinate leaves the office, the manager is rewarded by the
might of a monkey leaving his office on-the subordinate's'back. .__
the next..24-hours, 'the subordinate will-not .be 'waiting-J*6f 'the ianager;
instead, the manager will be waiting for the subordinate.

Later, as if tot remind himself that.there is no law against his engaging
in a constructive exercise in the interim, the manager strolls by the
subordinate's office, sticks his head in the door, and cheerily asks,
"How's it coming?" (The time consumed in doing this is discretionary
for the manager and boss-imposed for the subordinate.)

When the subordinate (with the monkey on his back) and the manager meet
at the appointed hour the next day, the manager explains the ground
rules in words to this effect:

"At no time while I am helping you with this or any other groblem
your problem become my problem. The instant your problem bec:Aes mine,
you will no longer huve a problem. I cannot help a man who hasn't Fict
a problem.
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"When this meetintg is over, the problem vill leave this office exactly the

vay it came in- on your beak. You may ask my help at avr appointed time,
and we vill make it joint determination ot vhat the next move vill be and
vhioh of us vi12. sake it.

"In those rare instances where the next move turns out to be mine, you- -

and I vill determine it together. not make sny move alone."

The manager follovs this same line of thought vith eadh subordinate until
at about 11:00 a.m. heprealizes that he has no need to shut his door. Nis
monkeys are gone. They vfll return- but by appointment only. His appoint-
ment calendar vill assure this.

TRANSFERRING TEE INITIATIVE

What we have been driving at in this monkey-on-the-back analogy is to
transfer initiative from manager to subordinate and keep it there. We
have tried to highlight a truism as obvious as it is subtle. !tamely, before
a manager can developLinitiative in his subordinates, he must see to it
15iiirTNEUEREFEhe diarfirfikes it 6k7"-tbey viii no longer
'fume it and he can kiss his discretionary time good-bye. It vill all revert
to sUbordinate-imposed time.

Nor can'both managee and subordinate effectively have the same initiative
at the same time. The opener, "Boss, ve've got a problem," implies this
civality and represents, as noted earlier, a monkey astride tvo backs,
vhich is a very bad vay to start a monkey on its career. Let us, there--r.
fore, take a. fev moments to examine what we prefer to call "The Anatomy
of Managerial Initiative."

There are five degrees of initiative that the manager can exercise in
relation to the boss and to the system: (ALWAIT uptil told (lowest... --
initiative); (2) ASK vhat to do.; (3) RECOMEgb,._ then take resulting action;
(4) ACT, but advise at once; and (5CT on ovn, then routinely report
(hiiWeit initiative).

Clearly, the manager should be professional enough not to indulge him-
self in initiatives 1 and.2 in-relation either to the boss or to the
system. A manager who uses initiative 1 has no control over either the
timing or content of his boss-imposed or system-imposed time. He
thereby forfeits any right to complain about what he is told to do or
when he ia told to do it. The manager who uses initiative 2 has control
over the timing but not over the content. Initiatives 3,4, and 5 leave
the manager in control of both, with the greatest control being at level 5.

The manager's job, in relation to his subordinates' initiatives, is
twofold; first, to outlaw the use of initiatives 1 and 2, thus giving his
subordinates no choice but to learn and master "Completed Staff Work"; then,
to see that for eathialt/g1JANdos his office there ta_s_latmg-
u on level of ve east ed to it in addition to the a eed- u on
time andhen..t._manag - ubordinate con erence. The latter
should -ecilynoted on the =lager's appointment ca en Er.

CARE AND FEEDING OF MONKEYS

....=..1
147
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and the well-knowd processes of assigning .and controlling, we shall refer

briefly to the manager's appointaent schedule, which calls for five hard

and fast rules governing the "Care'and reeding of Monkeys* (violations of

these rules will cost discretionary tine.
.

--Malys should tte fed or shot. Otherwise, they will starve to death and
the manager will waste valuable time on postmortems or atteapted resur-

rections.

ISAJ'The monkey population should be kept below the mistms number the

manager bas tine to feed. His subordinates will find time to work as

many monkeys as he finds time to feed, but no more. It shouldn't take

more than 5 to 15 minutes to feed a properly prepared monkey.

Ara..16.Monkeys should be fed by appointment only. The manager should not have

to, be hunting dawn starving monkeys and feeding them on a catch-as-

catch-can basis.

--Wys should be fed face to face or by telephone, but never by mail.

(If by mail, the next move will be the manager's-remember?) Documentation

may add to the feeding process, but it cannot take the place of feeding.

RULE
ery-monkey should have an assigned "next feeding ttme" and "degree of

initiative." These may be revised at any tine by smtual consent, but never

allowed to become vague or indefinite. Otherwise, the monkey will either

starve to death or wind up on the xmnager's back.

CONCLUDING NOTE
-

"Oat control over the timing and content of what you do" is appropriate
advice for managing management time. .The first order of business is for the

manager '141 enlarge his discretionary time by eliminating sUbordinate-.

imposed time. The second is for him to use a portion of his new-found
discretionary time to see to it that each of his sykordinates possesses
the initiative without which he cannot exercise initiative, and then to see
to it that this initiative is in feet taken. The third is for him to
use another portion of his increased discretionary time to get and keep
control of the timing and content of both bossimposed and system-imposed

time.

.

The result of all this is that the manager vill increase his leverage,
which will in turn enable him to multiply, without theoretical limit,
the value of each hour that he spends in managing management time.

145
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Figure 19-1 Problem-solving and decision-making
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Overlake Milling Company

FIGURE 5.4 A Training System Model

ASSESSMENT TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

I. Assess Wad I. Select/Develop/Training I. Pretest

2. Derive Objectives 2. Conduct/Monitor/Training 2. Evaluate
Training

3. Develop Criteria 3. Evaluate
Job Performance
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the uses of most of the measuring instruments used in machining.
6. Understand the principles of metal removal in machining.
7. Show why cutting fluids are used.
8. Decide when to use tool room or production machinery for making a

machined part.
9. State the principles and uses of abrasive machining.

10. List common non-traditional machining processes and describe how
these processes work.

PREPARED BY:
COORD. APPROVAL:
DISTRICT APPROVAL:

SUBMITTED BY:
DATE:

DATE:

REVISED:



COURSE TITLE: Production Processes 2

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

I. Processing of Metals: Casting
A. Sand casting
B. Steel casting
C. Die casting
D. Other

II. Processing of Metals: Rolling, Forging

and Powder Metallurgy
A. Hot rolling
B. Forging processes
C. Cold rolling in the steel mill
D. Blanking and pressing
E. Drawing, forming and extruding
F. Cold forming threads and gears
G. Spinning
H. Metal powders explained
I. Compaction of powders
J. Sintering of powder metal parts
K. Cther heat treating processes

TYPE OF HOURS

A

2.0 4.0

5.0 5.0

III. Principles of Measurement 5.0 4.0

A. Measuring systems and tools
B. Principles of machining and metal

removal

IV. Machine Tool Operations 8.0 14.5

A. Basic machine tools
B. Turning machines
C. Boring, drilling and milling machines
D. Abrasive machining

V. Nontraditional Machining Processes 2.0 1.0

A. Electrical discharge machining
B. Laser machining
C. Hydrojet machining
D. Other nontraditional machining processes

VI. Welding Processes 2.0 1.0

A. Metal inert gas
B. Tungsten inert gas
C. Shield metal arc
D. Other quality inspection techniques

VII. Plastics and Composites 2.0 2.5

A. Plastics and composite processing methods
B. Manufacturing and processing composite

materials
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COURSE TITLE: Production Processes 3

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

A

TYPE OF HOURS

VIII. Corrosion and Protection for Materials 2.0 1.0

A. Corrosion in metals
B. Protection methods
C. Decorating paint plating

IX. Automation in Manufacturing 3.0 2.0

A. Automation systems
B. Computer-aided manufacturing
C. Industrial robots

X. Quality Assurance and Control 5.0 1.0

A. Source and receiving inspection
B. Product specifications process sheets
C. In process quality control
D. Quality assurance after manufacturing
E. Business structure
F. Preparing for production
G. Production
H. Economics of manufacturing vs.

service industries

I. Technology information sources

Totals

RECOMMENDED/SUGGESTED TEXTS St MATERIALS:

36.00 36.00

MODERN MATERIALS AND MANUFACTUR/NG PROCESSES, Wiley
GE MANUFACTURING MATERIALS AND PROCESSES VIDEOTAPE PROGRAMS, Geniwn

Publishing Corp.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline

COURSE TITLE Production
COURSE NUMBER 10 -623 -XXX

SEMESTER HOURS 72

CREDITS 3.00

CEU'S
CEC'S

Processes
CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 36.00
LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (3) 36.00
INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course is developed to give the student exposure to manufacturing
processes and techniques used in Industry. Included in the studies will be
discussions of the Importance of manufacturing, technology information
sources, product specifications, process sheets, and how each contributes to

quality.

COURSE COMPETENCIES:
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance with the
grading standards will be able to:

1. Recognize the importance of manufacturing.
2. Describe product specifications.
3. Employ technology information sources.
4. Recognize the importance of planning.
5. Describe the process of sand casting, permanent mold, and die

casting.
6. List a number of cold forming operations and explain their

principles.
7. Describe some principles and standards of measurement and explain

the uses of most measuring instruments used in machining.
S. Explain why cutting fluids are used.
9. Decide when to use tool room or production machinery for making

machined parts.
10. List common non-traditional machining processes and describe how

these processes work.
11. Develop an understanding of the processes related to plastics, food

industry, woodworking, fabricating and the other related industries
as required.

PREPARED BY:
COORD. APPROVAL:
DISTRICT APPROVAL:

SUBMITTED BY:
DATE:

DATE:

REVISED:



COURSE TITLE: Production Processes 2

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

I. Processing of Metals: Casting

A. Sand casting
B. Steel casting
C. Die casting
D. Other

IX. Processing of Metals: Rolling, Forging
and Powder Metallurgy
A. Hot rolling
B. Forging processes
C. Cold rolling in the steel mill
D. Blanking and pressing
E. Drawing, forming and extruding
F. Cold forming threads and gears
G. Spinning
H. Metal powders explained
I. Compaction of powders
J. Sintering of powder metal parts
K. Other heat treating processes

TYPE OF HOURS

A

2.0 4.0

5.0 5.0

III. Principles of Measurement 5.0 4.0

A. Measuring systems and tools
B. Principles of machining and metal

removal

IV. Machine Tool Operations 8.0 14.5

A. Basic machine tools
B. Turning machines
C. Boring, drilling and milling machines
D. Abrasive machining

V. Nontraditional Machining Processes 2.0 1.0

A. Electrical discharge machining
B. Laser machining
C. Hydrojet machining
D. Other nontraditional machining processes

VI. Welding Processes 2.0 1.0

A. Metal inert gas
B. Tungsten inert gas
C. Shield metal arc
D. Other quality inspection techniques

VII. Plastics and Composites 2.0 2.5

A. Plastics and composite processing methods
B. Manufacturing and processing composite

materials



COURSE TITLE: Production Processes 3

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE OUTLINE BY UN/TS:

VIII. Corrosion and Protection for Materials
A. Corrosion in metals
B. Protection methods
C. Decorating paint plating

IX. Automation in Manufacturing
A. Automation systems
B. Computer-aided manufacturing
C. Industrial robots

X. Quality Assurance and Control
A. Source and receiving inspection
B. Product specifications process sheets
C. In process quality control
D. Quality assurance after manufacturing
E. Business structure
F. Preparing for production
G. Production
H. Economics of manufacturing vs.

service industries
I. Technology information sources

Totals

RECOMMENDED/SUGGESTED TEXTS & MATER/ALS:

TYPE OF HOURS

A

2.0 1.0

3.0 2.0

5.0 1.0

11.41
36.00 36.00

MODERN MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, Wiley
GE MANUFACTURING MATERIALS AND PROCESSES VIDEOTAPE PROGRAMS, Genium

Publishing Corp.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB 4

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit I Processing of Metals: Casting

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Compare and contrast: Die casting permanent mold, shell mold, and sand casting
processes.

2. Identify basic casting terms.
3. Identify advantages and disadvantages of casting processes.
4. Identify basic casting defects.
S. Identify basic safety precautions relative to casting.

REFERENCES:

American Foundry Mining Society - Resource Books

INSTRUCTOR EMEMEEVAV NEEDS,:

Film Projector
"Die Casting: How Else Would You Make It?"

Penn State University
Examples of shell mold system and others as obtainable

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Read pp. 393-441, Processes and Materials of Manufacture,
Roy A. Lindberg

Workbook 10-1 to 10-25

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Make a casting
In 500 words, discuss:

1. The kinds of flaws in your casting
2. Other types of casting flaws and their causes
3. Problems you experienced in the making of your casting

I f"))



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKEOARD DIAGRAM

CASTING PROCESSES

I. Sand Casting
A. Green sand
8. Oil tempered sand
C. Pattern Parts

1. Spree
2. Draft
3. Cores
4. Runners
5. Gates

D. Advantages/Disadvantages

Note: One of the faster ways to get from
concept to production

II. Shell Mold

III. Investment Casting
A. Wax
S. Very accurate

IV. Full Mold

V. Permanent Mold
A. Die casting
B. Hot and cold chamber

VI. Continuous casting

Transparency, Figure 10-2
Roy A. Lindberg

Figure 10-12

Figure 10-18
Figure 10-19

Figure 10-24

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

1.10
COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE S LAB. S

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED:

trnitIIProcessinofiletalorinand DATE REVISED:
ow er Meta lurgy

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able tot

1. Identify examples of raw materials processes by:
a. hot rolling
b. cold rolling
c. forging
d. drawing
C. extrusion
f. spinning
g. powdered metallurgy

2. Describe basic steps in processing the preceding techniques.
3. Identify advantages and disadvantages of the processes in objective one above.
4. Describe the basic process of heat treating.
S. Define annealing, drawing, catae hardening, stress relieving, tempering, quenching,

critical temperature.
6. Make hardness tests with a Rockwell hardness tester.

REFERENCES:

American Machinery Handbook

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:
Proiector
Forging the Pivotal Industry
Powder Metallurgy
Extrusion - New Uses
Elements of Surface Hardening
Elements of Tempering
Elements of Hardening
Let's Talk Forging
Extrusion

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Read Units 14, 13, 12, Roy A. Lindberg

L/ST OF EVALUAlION MEASURES:

Units 14, 13, 12, Roy A. Lindberg
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Forging
A. Processes

1. Hammer Drawing
2. Press High Energy Rate Form
3. Open Die
4. Upset
S. Extrusion
6. Roll
7. Precision

B. Advantages of
C. Disadvantages of

II. Hot Rolling
A. M..:terial characteristics

III. Cold Rolling
A. Material characteristics

IV. Stamping
A. Cold forming
B. Cold heading
C. Dies
D. Blanking and pressing

V. Sheet Metal Forming
A. Tools

1. Break
2. Shear
3. Drawing
4. Spinning
5. Roll Forming
6. nold Allowance

s. Dovelc?ments
1. Parallel line
2. Radial line
3. Triangulation

V/. Powdered Metallurgy
A. Metal powder production
B. Processes of
C. Properties of
D. Advantages
E. Disadvantages
F. Typical products

vII. Heat Treating
A. Terms
B. Hardness testing
C. Processes
D. Materials

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 9 LAB 4

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit III Principles of Measurement

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Measure to plus or minus 1/64" with a 4 R graduated ruler

2. Measure to t .001 using a standard micrometer

3. Measure to t .001 using a standard Vernier caliper

4. Identify and correctly apply other standard measurement tools to measurement problems.

S. Explain the differences between the standard inch system, the metric system, and the
decimal inch system of measurement.

6. Understand basic measuring terms: accuracy, precision, reliability and discrimination

7. Coordinate measuring machine

REFERENCES:

F.O.M.
Modern Metal Working by Walker Bergwall

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

The 1" Outside Micrometer
The Vernier Caliper

STUDENT MATERIALS:
Handouts
Rule reading
Mike reading
Vernier Caliper

,11=s

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

From the trade journals, find one article discussing the application of some new
measuring techniques to an industrial problem.



* A A

WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

I. Review Rule Reading

II. Mike Reading - Video

III. Vernier Caliper - Video

lir. Gage Blocks - Video

V. Height Gage

VI. Coordinate Measuring Machine

VII. Other

Handout

Handout

Handout

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALEBOARD DIA RAM

PAGE 2

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading

Measure your machined part

practices,

on CMM and

safety, other)

obtain printout.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD'TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

RIBS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 8 LAB 14.5

DATE PREPARED:

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED:

Unit IV Machine Tool Operations DATE REVISED:

all111.111.

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify and correctly use basic hand tools.

2. Make basic set ups with a tool room lathe.

3. Turn straight diameters to t .001 and lengths to t 1/64.

4. Make basic set ups in a vertical milling machine, milling a flat surface to t .003.

5. Select the proper drill and tap and make the basic set up to drill and tap a hole.

6. Identify basic factors involved in metal cutting theory and how each contributes to
quality.

REFERENCES:

Machinery Handbook

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Prow!sses and Materials of Manufacture, Units 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASUREs:



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OP
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Lathe Safety

I/. Lathe
A. Feeds and speed - surface finish
B. Cutting threads
C. Types of chucks
D. Lathe operations - drilling,

boring, turning, knurling
E. Types of

In. Drill Press Safety

IV. Drill Press
A. Typee
B. Sizing
C. Tap drill selection
D. Accuracy
E. Reaming
F. Tapping

V. Milling Safety

V/. Milling
A. Types
B. Basic cutter types
C. Fixtures
D. CNC

VII. Tool Types and Tool Wear

VIII. Cutting Fluids - Effect on Finish
and Tool Life

IX. Grinding
A. Operations

X. CAD/CAM

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

From the processes discussed in this unit, find an article in a trade journal that
discusses a new application of the technique or the effect of the applications of thl
process on quality and productivity.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB 1

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit V Nontraditional Machining Processes

DATE RWVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. List and describe in basic terms the four main groups of non-traditional machining
processes.

2. List basic principles of operation of chemical milling.
3. List three applications of the chemical millimg process.
4. List several advantages and disadvantages of chemical milling.
S. Discuss the principles and operations of photochemical milling.
6. List several advantages and disadvantages of photo chemical milling.
7. Describe the basic principles of operations of electrical-discharge machinimg.
8. Describe typical applications of E.D.M.
9. Describe the basic differences between E.D.M. and wire E.D.M.

10. Identify typical applications for wire E.D.M.
U. Describe the basic principles of operation for electrochemical machining.
12. Identify several advantages and disadvantages of electrochemical machining.
13. Identify typical applications for electrochemical machining.
14. Identify the principles of operation of water jet cutting.
15. Identify typical applications of umter jet cutting.
16. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of water jet cutting.

REFERENCES:

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

L/ST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Read Unit 18, Processes and Material:3 of Manufacture



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV4EggEBBNO-6551-AM

I. Chemical Milling
A process of metal removal in which
the parts are shaped or dup-etched
to close tolerances by immersion in
a controlled chemical etch solution.
Metal may be uniformly removed from
the entire surface or from selected
areas of irregularly shaped parts
such as castings, forgings, or
extrusions.

A. Principles of Operation
1. Cleaning
2. Masking
3. Scribing
4. Chemical etching
5. Removal of mask

B. Application
C. Advantages
D. Disadvantages

II. P.C.M. - Photo Chemical Milling
A. Principles of Operation

Masks are applied by
photographic methods from
masters that are normally made
oversize. Then photographically
reduced to actual size. The
photo sensitive coating acts as
a mask for the etching process.

B. Applications
Used for very thin metal films

C. Advantages
D. Disadvantages

III. Electrical Discharge Machining
A. Principles of Operation

A spark arcs from an electrode
to the part causing an erosion
of the part. The arc can cause
temperatures as high as 10,000
degrees and pressures thousands
of times greater than
atmospheric pressure. A coolant
or dielectric surrounds the
electrode and works to wash away
tiny metal particles.
1. Electrodes

Copper, graphite, copper
tungsten, brass

B. Applications
1. Die work
2. Molds for plastic

C. Advantages
D. Disadvantages

IV. Wire E.D.M.
A. Principles of Operation

The electrode is a wire that
travels through the work piece
from a feed reel to a take up
-gel. The process is otherwise
miler to E.D.M.

B. %Jvantages
C. Disadvantages
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKHOARD DIAGRAM

V. Electrochemical Machining E.C.M.
A. Principles of Operation

A machining process that may be
described as the reverse of
electroplating. The
electrochemical reaction
depletes the metal of tile work
piece.

B. Advantages
C. Disadvantages
D. Typical Applications

V/. Water Jet Cutting
A. Principles of Operation

Water or water and abrasive
mixtures of water shaped into a
coherent stream fired at
3400 fps into a material
resulting in a clean smooth cut.

B. Applications
Ferrous and nonferrous materials

C. Advantages
D. Disadvantages

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB 1

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VI Welding Processes

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify typical welding processes: SHAW, GNAW, GTAW, FCAW.

2. Describe basic factors that contribute to poor weld quality.

3. Describe basic methods of non-destructive testing of weld quality.

4. Describe basic methods of destructive testing weld quality.

5. Describe basic advantages and disadvantages of the four processes in competency number
one above.

6. Identify typical applications for SMAW, GMAW, GTAW, FCAW.

REFERENCES:

Modern Welding
Welding Journal, American Welding Society

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Projector
"Ways to Weld"

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Read Unit 15, Roy A. Lindberg

Option 1. Select one of the weld inspections techniques discussed in class. From a
welding journal or other source, locate an article on the inspection technique
and write a 350 word summary of the article using the summary form from your
instructor.

Option 2. Find a weld inspection technique not discussed in class and write a 200 word
summary of the technique on the report summary sheet from your instructor.
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: mr-cammaRITTEWW4

I. Weld Quality
A. Grain control
S. Hardness control
C. Service weldability
D. Fabrication weldability
E. Melting point
F. Thermal conductivity
G. Electrical resistance
H. Surface conditions
I. Hot cracks
J. Cold cracks
K. Pre-heat
L. Post-heat

II. Arc Weld - SMAW
A. Power supply
H. AC DCSP DCRP
C. Shielding and flux coatings
D. Advantages
E. Disadvantages

III. Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW)
A. Power supply
B. Electrode
C. Materials bast suited to this

process
D. Advantages
E. Disadvantages
F. Shielding gas

IV. Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
A. Power supply and equipment

differences
B. Shield gas
C. Wire feed system
D. Dip transfer
E. Spray transfer
F. Advantages
G. Disadvantages
H. Applications of

V. Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)
A. Equipment
S. Rod differences
C. Applications of
D. Advantages
E. Disadvantages

VI. Other Processes

Non-destructive weld testing techniques

Applications of

Applications of

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Option 1. Tour weld shop demonstrations of processes and robot.

Option 2. Tour local industry in fab area.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAS 2.S

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VII Plastics and Composites

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify the basic differences between thermo setting and thermo plastic polymers.

2. Identify basic characteristics that distinguish each of the following processes:
a. Plastic casting
b. Compression molding
c. Injection molding
d. Extrusion
e. Blow molding
f. Thermo forming
g. Reinforced plastic molding

3. List two advantages and disadvantages for the preceding processes.

4. Identify typical secondary operations performed on plastic parts.

S. Define plastic.

6. In basic terms describe what is occurring during polymerization.

REFERENCES:

Modern Plastic Encyclopedia

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Video - Solids Modeling

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Read Unit 11, Roy A. Lindberg
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
REFERENCE NO. OF

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Definitions
A. Plastic - Proper Term - Polymer Figures 11-1 and 11-4, Roy A. Lindberg

A high molecular weight
compound, natural or synthetic,
whose structure can usually be
represented by a repeated small
unit.

B. Polymerization - Curing
A chemical reaction in which the
high molecular weight molecules
are formed from the original
substances.

C. Thermo Plastic - Heat Flowable -
Linear Polymer Chain

D. Thermo Set - Heat Set or
Chemical Set, Cross-linked
Polymer Chain

II. Processing Techniques
A. Casting

1. Typical parts
2. Accuracy
3. Advantages
4. Types of polymers used

B. Compression molding
1. Typical parts
2. Advantages

C. Injection molding
1. Greatest number of parts

fabricated by this process
2. Typical parts
3. Advantages of
4. Accuracy of

D. Roto molding
1. Typical parts
2. Advantages and limitations

of
E. Extrusion

1. Advantages
2. Typical products

F. Blow Molding
1. Advantages
2. Typical products

G. Thermo forming
1. Types of products
2. Steps of process

H. Reinforced plastic molding
1.Advantages
2. Disadvantages
3. Types of products

I. Bonding techniques
1. Fusion
2. Solvent
3. Friction welding
4. Induction welding

J. Machining
1. Traditional
2. Nontraditional

K. Plating
L. Plastics as an adhesive bonding agent.

1. Structural
2. Nonstructural
3. Types
4. Applications of

OTHER_INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Trip to AMOCO Foam, Chippewa Falls
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB 1

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

VIII Corrosion and Protection for Materials

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify basic causes of corrosion.

2. Identify basic types of corrosion.

3. List several basic solutions to minimize corrosion problems.

REFXRENCES:

Aircraft Hardware Standards Manual and Engineering References by Stanley J. Dzik

Stits Aircraft Recovering Manual, Dupont

INSTRUCTOR E9UIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-C---CHALIARDAGRAM

I. Types of Corrosion
A. Atmospheric
B. Galvanic
C. Pitting
D. Concentration Cell Corrosion
E. Intergranular
F. Stress
G. Corrosion fatigue
H. Stray currents

II. Minimization
A. Material selection
S. Coatings
C. Painting
D. Plating
E. Other

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Option 1. Trip to Wright Products to view painting, plating, rolling mill.

Option 2. Trip to Horton Manufacturing to view plating and machine shop.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER; 10-623-1XE

ODURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 3 LAB 2

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED:

Unit IX Automation in Manufacturin DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon sucxessful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Define NC and CNC and explain the basic differences between the two processes.

2. Describe in basic terms closed loop, open loop, and adaptive control systems.

3. Define point to point aira continum.a path systems and identify tool movements typical
of each symtem.

4. Identify data input mediums.

S. Etkin the purpose of a post processo:.

6. Deline crnned cytles.

7. Tdentify computer memory types and information stored relative to each.

6. Explain the difforence between hardware and software.

9. Explai.1 the basic difference between CNC, machining centers, and robots.

10. List basic advantages and disadvaatages of CNC machining centers.

11. Identify X, Y, and Z axis on miller.

REFERENCES:

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Read Unit 3, Roy A. Lindberg
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Automation
A. NC
B. CNC
C. Closed loop
D. Open loop
E. Adaptive control

II. Cartesian Coordinates
A. X, Ye Z milling machines
B. Lathes

III. Positioning
A. Point to point
B. Continuous path

IV. Data Input
A. Mag tape
3. Keyboard
C. Digitizers
D. Canned cycles
E. Post processors
F. Memory

V. Machining Centers
VI. Robotics

A. Advantages
B. Disadvantages

CAD/CAM Software

OTHER INFOAMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

iso



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUKBER: 10-623-1XE

COURSE TITLE: Production Processes

HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 5 LAB 1

DATE PREPARED: 6-90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit X Quality Assurance and Control

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify departments responsible for establishing part specifications.
2. Identify components of quality based on evaluation of purchase orders for parts in the

receiving department.
3. Identify the responsibilities of quality assurance in production.
4. Identify the responsibilities of quality assurance after manufacturing.
5. Identify basic components of quality based on evolution of process sheets.
6. Identify basic components of quality based on evolution of prints.
7. Identify extra duties after given to quality assurance.
8. Identify structure of large business.
9. Describe structure of a typical family business.

10. Describe steps in process from product concept to final production.
11. Identify the economic impact of manufacturing vs. service industries on a local

economy.
12. Identify sources of technological information.
13. Define data base as it relates to manufacturing.

REFERENCES:

Inspection and Gaging - Kennedy, Hoffman, Bond

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Video - Leadership - Tom Peters

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Unit 19, Roy A. Lindberg
Unit 4, pp. 171-183

1S
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Process Sheets
A. Part requirements
B. Sequence of operations
C. Equipment
D. Process times
E. Process plan or documentation

1. Part I.D.
2. Processing steps
3. Set up and cycle times
4. Tooling
S. Production control

information
II. Flow Charts

III. Functions of Quality Assurance
Department
A. Process inspection
B. Batch inspection
C. Final inspection
D. Receiving
E. Tool and gage inspection
F. Causes of problems
G. General shop conditions

1. Maintenance of machines
2. Lighting
3. Housekeeping
4. Design salvage plans

H. Education
I. Communications

IV. Sources of Specifications
A. Blueprints
B. Process/operation sheets
C. Material specifications
D. Written specifications
E. Purchase orders
F. Other types of specification3
G. Role of engineering, management

and sales in establishing
specifications

V. Business Structures
A. Corporate
B. Economic
C. Family owned

VI. Economic Impact of Manufacturing vs.
Economic Impact of Service
Industries

VII. Source of Technological Information
A. Periodicals
B. Societies

VIII. Manufacturing Data Bases
A. Contents of
B. Uses of

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

1S2



1.20231AICU/PNDrICOUR3/SaaGTXT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEU'S
CEC'S

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/OutLine 06/30/89

Product & System GuaLity Auditing
10-623-1XI CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 3.00

54 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B)

3.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)
ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE-DESCSIEXION1
This course presents experiences in auditing product and system
quality. It presents generic guidelines for the auditing of AualitY
control systems. Information and practical problems in establishing
goals, specifying requirements and characteristics of the audit,
organizing and conducting the audit, and the evaluation and utilization
of the results of the audit will be presented. (PREREGUISITES:
804-XXX Basic Statistics or equivalent.)

COURSE_COMEIENCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the gradinl standards will be able to:

i. Describe the goals of an audit program.
2. List four different circumstances or conditions that would

be justification for conducting an audit.
3. Describe the process of determining the frequency of an

audit.
4. Enumerate on the selection of audit criteria.
S. State the areas of technical expertise needed by the audit

team.
6. Outline the task involved in conducting the audit.
7. Discuss the responsibilities of the auditing team in

completion of the audit, post audit, and follow-up tasks.

PREPARED BY:
COORD. APPROVAL:

. DISTRICT APPROVAL:

1S3

SUBMITTED BY:
DATE:
DATE:

REVISED:



COURSE TITLE: P1,-oduc.1 S)esteto Quality Ausitting

COUASE NUM&GA: i0-623-1AL 06/30/e9

TYPE OF HOURS

COURSE.OUXLINE_BY_UNIISI -6_ -S

I. Authority for the Audit 6.00

II. When to Conduct the Audit 4.00

III. Purpose of the Audit 4.00

IV. estabLishment of Audit Frequency 4.00

V. Audit Criteria 6.00

VI. Technical Expertise Needed by the Audit 6.00
Team

VII. Conducting the Audit 6.00

VIII, Practical Auditing Projects 6.00

IX, Critique of Auditing Projects 6.00

X. Audit Reporting Writing 6.00

7.4e4e.; "tf*

RECOMMENDEUSUGOESIED_IEXIS_A_MIEELILS1

411

Totals Z14.$.00 0

HOW TO PLAN AN AUDIT, ASQC Quality Audit Technical Committee
AUDITING STANDARDS: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, Waiter Willborn,
American Society for Quality ControL,

1 4
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1.1.2.04

WI:CZNSZN :NDIANUAD TUE DLTZ:=7.

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XI

COURSE TITLE:Product & System Quality
Aunitlng

ERS/IRSTRUC4TION: LECTURE 6 LAB

DATE PREPARED: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit #1 Authority for the audit

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the mutant will be able to:

1. Define audit.

2. Ideniify types of audit's..

3. Assess the sources of authority.

REFERENCES:3. Student text -AALILLJLEIsiu_iljr711110,salilm_hullysits by
Walter Willborn, pp. 3-6.
2. How To Plan An Audit by ASQC Quality Audit Technical Committee; pp.2-4
3. the Quality Audit - A Management Tool by Charles A. Mills.
INNIMMIUMUMEROMMUNEMIEM
4. ua39_.i.:_t_y_Auc._,Ii.,1sEIonce by Dennis R. Arter.

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student texts - pages as noted above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

1S5



REFERENCE NO. OF

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

1. Define audit:
- per International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
- what it is not
- why do it
- who is involved
- when to perform one
- definitions of Quality Audit and associated terms from International
& National Standards.

2. Types of audits:
- external

- quality system certification/registration
- vendor appraisal
- product liability insurance
- regulatory controls
- corporate quality audits
- product certification
- process certification

- internal
- system audits
- mgt. review
- performance reviews
- product reviews
- process reviews
- service reviews
- data processing
- customer service

3. Sources of authority:
- CEO
- management
- contract
- specification
- policy
- government regulations
- customers

OTRER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)



1.1.2.06

WISCDUSIN =UNREAD VTAZ DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

comp NUMBER: 10-623-1XI BRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 4 LA.B

camp TITLE:Product & SyteinQialjty ATE PREPARED: 6/90
Auditing

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AiTh/OR NUMBER:

Unit *2 When to conduct the audit

DATE REVISED;

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Assess appropriate times for conducting an audit to meet stated goals.

2. Describe criteria used *for determining*when"to conduct an.audit.

3. List five (5) typical audits based on company goals.

4. Compare methods of establishing audit frequency.

REFERENCES: Student text - pp. 28.

Student text - How to Plan an Audit - pp. 5-61 11-13.
The.Quality Audit - A Management Tool

INSTROSSOREQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student texts as specified above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

1S7



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE

1. Goals and scope of audit determine appropriate
- identify deficiencies
- verification of.standards
- verification of efficiency of methods
- verification of total system
- verification of part of a system
- verification of personnel
- verification of facilities

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

time to conduct audit:.

2. Criteria for when to conduct audit:
- as early in.life of activity as practical
- provide coverage and coordination with ongoing quality assurance activitie
- need for information
- cost of product

3. /niating audits: (frequency)
- once or twice a year
- various types of audits spread out over 6 mos./1 yr.
- random audits unannounced
- random audits at staggered times

,

4. Five types of typical audits based-on company goals:--
- design audit (early verification(or detection of deficiencies)
- preproduction audit (review measurement & test equipment, process

capabilities, calibrations system, tool & fixture maintenance required
for new product production)

- production audit (verify above systems still effective)
- usage audit (monitors customers acceptance or areas of concern with

product)

a

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

. -

SS
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W:SCCNSIN INDIANREAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

10-623-1X1
COURSE NUMBER: RRS/INSTRUCiION: LECTURE 4 LAB

COURSE T LE:
Prod PREPARED:uct & System Quality Audition 6/90

IT

INSTPUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMER: DATE REVISED;

Unit 40 Purpose of audit.
DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Analyze importance of audit goal/objective to the successful completion
of audit.-

2. List typical audit goals/(5bjectives of companies.

3. Demonstrate techniques of system analysis necessary to establish clear
audit goals/objectives.

4. Write audit goal/objective and scope statements.

REF4RENCES: 1. How to Plan an Audit pp.7-10.
2. The quality Audit as a Management Tool
3. Quality Audits for Improved Performance

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text as denoted above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

189
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IIISTRUCTOR. PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REFERENCE NO. OF

AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

1. Audit goals/objectives:
- clearly expressed in terms of why, what, who & how.
concensus on goals/objectives by client, auditee & auditor.

- defuse human reaction of defensiveness.

2. Scope defined in terms of:
- areas & objects to be audited (broad brush, total system, part of

system).
standarde to be used

3. Typical audit goals/objectives:
- internal quality system verification
- supplier quality system verification
- contractual requirements
- special concerns :

- product or service integrity verification
- opportunities for improvement
- improvement of return on investment
- process verification

4. Methods of system.analysis to establish clear goals/objectives:
- functon tree
- decision flow chart
- critical path network (PERT)
- matrix responsibility chart

cause & effect diagram

Activities:
1. Students construct and apply results to writing a goal/objective and

scope statement:
-function tree
- decision flow chart
-critical path.network
-matrix responsibility chart
cause & effect diagram

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

. -

1:30



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COM NUMBER: 10-623-1XI HRS/INSTErdiON: LECTURE 4 LAB

COURFE TITLE: Product & System Quality DATE PREPARED: 6/90

INST4UCTIONAL PLAN TITLE ANDIOR NUMBER: DATE REVISED':

Unit *4 Establishment of Audit PrequencyDATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the etudent will be able to:

1. Identify basis of E-tablishinq audit frequency.

2. Differentiate between kive (5) basic audit frequencie's.

REFERENCES: 1. How to Plan Audit, pp.I1-13

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text as denoted above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

111
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REFERENCE NO. OP
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

1. Basis for audit frequency:
- law/regulation
- audit program policy
- professional standards
- contract requirements

2. Basic audit frequencies based on goals/objectives:
- Initial audit

Goal - identify strengths & weaknesses of new suppliers, processes
or products.

- Periodic audit
Goal -.verifies system is performing to requirements.

- Continuous audit
Goal - process control

- Unscheduled audit
Goal - uncover intentional unethical or illegal practices.

- Follow-up audit
Goal - verify agreed upon corrective action.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

112



WISCONSIN INDLANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COME NUMBER: 10-623-IXI ERS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 6 LAB

COURSE TITLE:Product & System Quality DATE PREPARED: 6/90
Auditing

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUBBER: DATE REVISED;

Unit #5 Audit Criteria DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1.Describe the criteria for which the client, auditee & auditor are
responsibre.

2.Construct an audit checklist.

REFERENCES: 1. How to Plan an Audit , pp.14-17.
2. International Standardization Organization ISO 9001-1987
3. Quality Audits for Improved Performance

INSTRUCTOR EQUIMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MA.TERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

f;:i



REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE Ay/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

I. Client responsible for:
- goal/objective of audit
- scope of audit
- what standard the auditee will be measured against
- when audit will be conducted & anticipated duration (general)
- who will conduct audit
- how the audit results will be used

2. Auditee responsible for:
- who will represent them
- access of areas, activities & documentation to be made available
- support pereonnel to be provided
- how proprietary rights will be protected

3. Auditor responsible for:
- methods to be used

- measurement ie. o.k. not o.k., graded or statistical.
- information sources ie. observation, questions, physical examination,
written response, documentation.

- contacts with client & auditee
- schedule (specific)

. -
.

4. Planning a systematic audit path with a checklist to incIude-such
applicable items as:
- audit topic
- organization activity
- audit dates
'- specific points to examined which can be derived from such applicable

items as:
- external procedures, specifications & contract requirements.
- internal requirements in company as denoted by any company
generated documents.(policies, manuals, work instructions etc.'

- customer requirements
F regulatory agency requirements
- history of audit area
- customer product/service integrity after sale
- internal quality program
L: industry standards

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Attivities (Can be initial preparation for auditing project)
Select a company and list applicable items for a system quality audit.
This will require reasearch into applicable industry stds., military stds..
ISO stds. etc.

114
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COUR$E NUMBER: 10 -623 -1XI

come TITLE: Product 8, System Quality
Auditing

ERVINSTRUCTION: LECTURE 6 LAB

DATE PREPARED: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED:

Unit #6 Technical expertise needed bY DATE REVISED:
Le 1iGil.SA

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Identify characteristics of a competent, qualified auditor.

2. Recognize applicable standards.

3. Define the phrase "due care".

4. Describe the three general classes of auditor impairment.

REFERENCES: 1. How to Plan An Audit, pp.18-20.
2. Audit Standards_=_A_Coms21112_110.1LELsopp. 9-22.
3.jguality_A2AII_=_A_Management Evaluation. Tool.
4. American ualit Audit Standards for Auditors-ANSI/ASQC Q1-1986.

INSUIMXXMXKIWNEENXIAMIXNUMSCXX
5. Quality Audits for Improved Performance.

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student texts as denoted above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

1 5



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE

1. Personal traits of auditor.

2. Knowledge

3. Experience

4. Independence & objectivity

5. Lead auditor

6. Dual purpose audits

7. Education & training

8. Skills

9. Examination/certification

10. Maintenance of qualification

11. Key phrase "due care".

12. Three classes of auditor impairment:
- personal
- external
- organizational

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Skills of auditor

Emotional
oral reports
interview
group dynamics
empathY

Mechanical
samplina
tracing
cause& effect
pareto
function tree
-flow-chart
PERT
matrix chart

Intellectual
writing
planning
speaking
organizing

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COUR4E !MISER: 10-6234XI HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 6 LAS

C0UR4E TrruProduct & System Quality Auditi
't'l TE. pEEpAEED: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NIUMMR:

Unit # 7 Conducting the Audit

DATE REVISED:

DaTE REVISED: =i.MMEs

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

: 1. IdeAtify-elements of audit planning.

2. Describe five (5) steps in conducting an audit.

3. Evaluate information sources to be used in collecting data.

A. Identify and describe the working papers the audit team uses in planning
and implementation of audit.

.11=1=1.11MI.

REFERENCES: 1. Audit Standards - A Corporative Analysis, pp.23-42.
2. How to Plan An Audit , pp.21-37.
3. Quality Audits for Improved Performance.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student text as denoted above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

197
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INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE

I. Audit Planning:
- develop understanding of area to be audited.
- select specific activities to be audited
- select audit approach
- determine resource requirements

REFERENCE NO. OF
AWCRALKBOARD DIAGRAM

2. Conducting the audit:
- introductory meeting with auditee for clarifying goal/objectiva, scope
and approach.

- collection of data for assessment
- tracing
- sampling
- corroboration
documentationfin the.form of flow charts or other descriptive
techniques, of the.system being audited.

- general verification of compliance or requests for corrective action.

3. Information sources:
- physical examination
- written yesponse from 3rd party
- examinAtion of recorded information to substantiate that something
was performed and it met requirements.

- observation
- questions (written & oral)

4. Working papers:
- audit schedules
- auditor assignments
- checklists
- reporting forms

Activity.

Students to generate an audit evalUation instrument covering the above
areas of an audit to be used in critiquing auditors performance and audits
effectiveness.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE RIMER: 10 -623 -1XI ERS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 6 LAB

COURSE TITLE: Product & System Quality
AuclIt1ag

DATE. PREPARED: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit *8 Practical Auditing Projects

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Plan an audit using a quality system audit checklist guideline.

2. Implement an audit using accepted procedures as ou'tiined in student
material.

3. Issue an audit report using typical audit report format.

REFERENCES: 1. How to Plan an Audit, pp.34-39. (Examples of forms)
2. The Quality Audit - A Management Evaluation Tool, (Examples of questions

that can be used in data gathering)
3. ualit Audits for Im roved Performance (Examples of forms & glossary

vanammumaxmwommanumxx of terms

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Materials as denoted above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

1 9 9



INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REFERENCE NO. OF

AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Activitx_

Instructor will find organization willing to allow students to conduct
a quality system audit. Instructor may act as lead auditor and class as
audit team.

I. A statement should be developed to define how auditee must prepare for
audit ie. -complete a questionaire to help audit team plan audit

- send copies of relevent specifications
-have room available for auditors
- arrange for required # of escorts

2. Auditor preparation:
- read auditees specifications, procedures, manuals
- research auditees hiStory
- use flow chart to understand system and identify key control points.

3. Students will prepare an audit plan.

4. Pre-audit briefing:
- key management of the areas to.be audited will be-friifed on audit

pfan.. . -. .

- additional information about organization can be solicited.'

5. Tour of auditee facilities.

6. Lead auditor to give auditors their specific area assignments.

7. Students working in teams will implement audit. Audit team must have
daily briefing sessions to assure audit effectiveness.

8. Teams will write audit report.

9. Postaudit briefing:
- meet with auditees management to present audit report and allow
management to ask questions.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, ocher)



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -IXI

COURSE TITLE: Product & System Quality

Auditing

IER.S/INSTRUCTiON: LECTUU2 6 LAB

6/90
DATE. PREPARED:

ANIMIA.11111.111111M001=1,

INSTPCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED;

Unit # 9 Critique of Auditing Projectsran
D:

.m...

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Evaluate audit performance.

2. Identify obstacles icrperforming an effective audit,

3. Generate ways to improve audit process.

4. Identify techniques and methods that were effective in the audit process.

REFERENCES:

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Evaluation instrument constructed by students in Unit #7.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:



a

REFERENCE NO. OF
METRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE AV/CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Activities

I. Students to evaluate iudit performance with audit evaluation constructed
by students in Unit O.

2. Identify obstacles students confronted in performing an effective audit.

3. Identify techniques and methods that were effective in the audit process.

4. Generate ways to improve audit process.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

2r12



1.1.2.06

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-823-1X1 HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 6 LAB

COURSE TITLE: Product & System Quality Auditisampumm: 6/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit # 10 Audit Report Writing

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Construct a formal written audit report

2. Evaluate supplementary methods of reporting audit. *findings.

3. Apply reporting concepts such as: -verifiability
-summarizing
-"findings"
-presentation methods

REFERENCES: 1. How to Plan An Audit, pp.38-39.
2. Audit Standardards - A Compas.2111/2Analui! pp.43-49.
3. puality Audit a Mana-gement Evaluation Tool.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Student texts as denoted above.

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:



REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE AV/CRALRBOARD DIAGRAM

1. Constructing a formal written report:
- reasons for formal report
- objectivity
- verifiability
- summarizing
- writing "findings"
- recommendations
- corrective actions
- supplementary appendices

2. Record retention

3. SupplementarY reporting methods
- verbal reports
- letter form
- daily written reports
- graphics

OTEER /NFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

/



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 06/30/89

COURSE TITLE Statistical Process Control
COURSE NUMBER 10-623-1Xt< CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 36.00
SEMESTER HOURS 72 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B) 36.00

CREDITS 3.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRWTION (C)
CEU'S SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

MC'S ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COUBSE-DESCRIEIMNI
Statistical Process Control is a tool used today by all phases of the
industrial effort to improve uality. It utilizes the prevention vs.
detection techniAue in reducing defect problems wherever they arise.
Philosophy of .tuality is studied as well as statistical methods to
improve productivity.

COUBSE_COMEEIENCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course: the student in accordance
with the grading standards wiLL be able to:

1. List reasons why S.P.C. techniies have become popular in
U.S. business and industry,

2. Explain the relationships between industrial departments and
how they reflect on overall organizational 1.uality.

3. Outline management's role in the commitment to .lualitY in an
orgahization.

4. Calculate basic statistics such as mean: median: mode:
standard deviation and construct a freAuency diagram for
normal and non-normal distribution.
Construct an X, R control chart computing X, R upper and
Lower control Limits and plot the data.

6. Interpret a control chart for out of control situations,
leave along: non-normalcy and other significant information.

7. Compute the capability of a process using the data from a
control chart and determine rate of defect and CPK value.

8. Construct an attributes chart computer P, upper and Lower
control Limits and interpret the data.

9. Develop a precontrol chart for use in computerized data
collection from production floor.

10. Develop pare-to diagram to highlight problem areas.
il. Create a scattergram to determine cause and effect.

PREPARED BYt SUBMITTED BY:
COORD. APPROVAL: 7 ;% DATE:

DISTRICT APPROVAL: DATE:
REVISED:



COURSE TITLE: stetisticat Process Controt
CouRSE NUMGER.

COUKSE_OUILINE_BX_UNIISI

I. Use of SPC TechniAues
A. Foreign competitionJapan. Taiwan. Korea
B. Early effortsDr. Deming
C. Success stories in American industry

II. Interdepartment Relationships

TYPE OF HOURS

6.00

6.00

A. Engineering
B. Manufacturing
C. Quality control
D, managementsupervisory
L. Production workers

III, Management Role
A. Commitmnt and support

4.00

B. Management development
C. Future trends

IV. Introduction--Basic Statistics 4.00 4.00

A. Mean, median. mode
B. FreetuencY distributionnormal,

non-normal
C. Construction of histogram
D. Standard deviation
E. Sigma X of normal distribution

V. Construction of Control Charts 4.00 8.00

A. Arranging data--subgroups
Eft Compute X and R
C. Plotting data
D. Calculating control Limits UCL, LCL
E. Plotting control Limits
F. Testing for the middle 1/3

VI. Interpretation of X, R Charts 2.00 3.00

A. Out of control points
B. Rule of 7
C. Patterns
D. Runs

VII. Process Capability 2.00 6.00

A. Process in statistical control
B. Capacity evaluation
C. Estimated standard deviation (Sigma Hat)
D. Right and Left hand tail
E. Z value -- using the table - X of defect

F. CPK index

VIII. Attributes 2.00 6.00

A. Operational definitions
B. The P chart
C. Calculation of P chartcontrol Limits
D. The NP chart
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=Asa TITLE: Statistical Process Control
WASE 140,M8IR

E. C and U charts

3
06,30/89

IX. Precontrol 2.00 3.00
A. Uses of precontrol
B. Calculation of control Limits
C. Plotting the chart
D. Red, Yellow and green decisions
E. Ga#3e/computer

X. Pareto Diagrams 2.00 3.00
A. Construction of pareto diagrams
D. Uses of pareto diagrams

XI. Scattergrams 2.00 3,00
A. Construction of scattergram
B. Interpretation of positive and negative

correlation
Totals -.3414.04 36420

SECOMMENLED4SUGGESIED-IEXIS-at-MAIESIALS1



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10-623-1XX HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 36 LAB 36

Statistical Process Control DATE PREPARED: 7/10/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER: DATE REVISED:

Unit I - Use of SPC Techniques DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Describe various statistical techniques now being used to control quality.

2. Explain why statistical techniques are a valuable tool used in today's industry.

3. Explain the world economy and why foreign competition is d7iving the United States to

higher quality efforts.

4. Recount the changes and new thinking brought to United States industry by Dr. Deming,

Dr. Juran, and other quality leaders in the world.

5. Describe some successful efforts by industry in the drive to improve
quality/productivity and reduce costs.

6. Discuss the "Prevention vs. Detection" model.

REFERENCES:

1. Quality, Productivity, and the Competitive Position, Dr. Edward Deming

2. Out of the Crisis, Dr. Edward Deming

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
Videotape Module #1 - Transformation of American Industry

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Module #1 - Transformation of American Industry - P.Q. Systems, Dayton, Ohio

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Read and understand glossary of terms and symbols, Student Activity Guide.
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-1XK Statistical Process Control - Unit I

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

I. Use of SPC Techniques

A. Foreign competition

B. Early efforts, Dr. Deming,
Dr. Juran, etc.

C. Success stories

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

Show videotape "If Japan Can ... "

NBC White Paper

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

I. Read Module #1 - Transformation Series

2. Write report of success story by an industry - periodical

3. Write report of success story by an industry - local.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10 -623 -1XR MRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 36 LAB 36

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Process Control DATE PREPARED: 7/12/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit II - Interdepartment Relationships

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Describe the engineering function and how it relates to the quality improvement

process.

2. Explain the overall scope of manufacturing and how it deals with quality problems that

arise daily.

3. Detail the responsibilities of the Quality Assurance Department and how the Quality

Assurance philosophy has changed in recent years.

4. Explain the role of management in assuring quality in an organization and the need for

its committed support.

S. Describe how the hourly workers involvement in the quality process is necessary in

order to have success in process improvement.

6. Explain what is meant by the phrase "Everyone has a Customer."

REFERENCES:

1. Handout - Quality: The Competitive Advantage, James Houghton, Corning Glass,
National Quality Forum III

2. Handout - Dr. Deming's 14 Points

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
Video: Module #2, Deming on Quality and Productivity - Transformation Series

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Module 42 - Student Activity Guide - Transformation Series

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Report: Select 3 of Dr. Deming's 14 points as hardest to implement and 3 as easiest to

implement - why?

2 1.



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

2.0-623-1= Statistical Process Control - Unit II

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

Overhead

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

II. Interdepartment Relationships Transparencies of:

A. Engineering 1. Engineering Print

B. Manufacturing 2. Manufactured Parts

C. Quality Assurance 3. Inspection Devices

D. Management-Supervisory 4. Control Charts

E. Production Workers 5. Organizational Chart

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Read periodicals in quality magazines.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

:NSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1= HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 36 LAB 36

DATE PREPARED: 7/13/90COURSE TITLE: Statistical Process Control

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit III - Management Role

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

L. Explain the importance of top management's active support of the quality effort.

2. Describe what management must do to remain current in the quality progress.

3. Define the quality improvement team model and methods of implementation.

4. Review all aspects of team improvement techniques such as project selection, project

implementation, project evaluation, and continuing improvement.

5. Evaluate future trends in quality advancement such as: Design of experiments,

Taguchi factorial design and predictive maintenance.

REFERENCES:

Handouts Explaining Management Role

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
Video - Modules 3 & 4, Transformation Series
Video - In Search of Excellence, Tom Peters

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Module #3 - Model for Quality/Productivity Improvement
Module #4 - Project Selection

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Report: New Process for Improvement
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-1XX Statistical Process Control - Unit III

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AVZURNEMNITU-SREUAAM

III. Management Role Overheads of:

A. CommItment and Support

B. Management Development

C. Future Trends

Project improvement model

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Set up a model Quality Team - Select members, project, method.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL OOLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-12M HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 36 LAB 36

COURSE TITLE; Statistical Process Control DATE PREPARED: 7/17/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit IV - Introduction - Basic Statistics

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Organize statistical data in a usable form with the aid of flow charts, cause effect

diagrams, and data gathering techniques.

2. Define nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio data.

3. Explain differences of random sampling methods in data collection.

4. Develop a pareto chart based on data from an industrial problem.

5. Define meanings of mean, median, and mode in a statistic& sense.

6. Construct histogram of individual readings and determine che frequency distribution

to see if the process is normal.

7. Compute mathematically the standard deviation of a set of data and explain its

significance.

REFERENCES:

Handouts of data collected for analysis.

MIE`17..TCTORTf1.12.,ME NEEDS:

Videos: Module #5 - Transformation Series
Module #6 -

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Modules S & 6 - Student Activity Guide

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Exercise 5-4 - Module #5
" 5-5 - "

Exercise 6-1 - Module #6
" 6-2 - "

" 6-3 - "
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

10-623-1X1 Statistical Process Control -

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

Unit IV

Overhead

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CahLKBOARD-DIAGRAM

IV. Introduction - Basic Statistics transparencies of:

A. Mean, Median, Mode 1. Mean, medium, mode

B. Frequency distribution
Normal, non-normal

2. Normal and not normal
frequency

C. Construction of histogram 3. Histogram of individuals and means.

D. Standard Deviation 4. Standard deviation of normal Curve.

E. Sigma percent of normal
distribution

5. Pareto chart.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Develop histogram of means and individual reading and test for normalcy and compare curves

and variability.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XX HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 4 LAB 8

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Process Control DATE PREPARED: 8/3/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit V: Construction of Control Charts

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Arrange data into statistical sub-groups and know the importance of random sampling.

2. Compute i and range within the sample.

3. Construct a control chart with R and R calculated and plot in i and R readings on the

chart.

4. Calculate the upper and lower control limits for the X process and place them on the

control chart.

5. Calculate the upper and lower control limits for the range and place the on the

control chart.

REFERENCES:

Instructor Handouts: Control Charts

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
Video: Module #7, Part 1 - Transformation Series
Overheads illustrating construction of control charts

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Module #7 - Student Activity Guide - Transformation Series

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Exercise 7-1, Module #7
Construct Control Chart

2 1 1;



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-1XX Statistical Process Control - Unit V

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

V. Construction of Control Charts

A. Arranging Data - Sub-Groups

B. Compute X and R

C. Plotting Data

D. Calculating control limits

E. Plotting Control Limits

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHRLKSOARD DIAGRAM

Control Chart, O.M.

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Read Chapter 7, pages 1-20, Student Activity Guide
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER:

COURSE TITLE:

10-623-1XX MRS/INSTRUCT/ON: LECTURE 2 LAB 3

Statistical Process Control DATE PREPARED: 8/3/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VI - Interpretation of R, R Charts

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

I. Plot the percentages for normal distribution and test for normalcy.

2. Define the difference between common cause and special cause.

3. Detect an out of control point in either the X or R chart and explain its

significance.

4. Explain what is statistically wrong with seven or more points on the same side of the

R line on a control chart.

5. Define what is meant by patterns on a control chart and what a "run up" and a "run

down" means.

6. Test for the "Middle Third" on a control chart and explain its statistical
significance.

REFERENCES:

Instructor handouts showing not normal situations.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
Video: Module #7, Part 2, Transformation Series
Overheads concerning interpretation of control charts

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Module #7 - Student Activity Guide - Transformation Series

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Exercise 7-2, Module #7, Interpret Control Chart

2IS



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
l0 -623-1= Statistical Process Control - Unit VI

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

V/. Interpretation of Contro/ Charts

A. Out of Control Points

B. Rule of 7

C. Patterns

D. Runs

E. Testing for Middle Third.

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

O.E. Out of Control Points

Run of 7

Middle Third

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Analyze industrial control charts supplied by local industry.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1= HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB 6

aluasE TITLE: Statistical Process Control DATE PREPARED: 8/4/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VII - Process Capability

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Analyze a process for statistical control and normalcy.

2. Determine process capability by using equations determining R,-16, USL, and LSL (upper

and lower specification limits).

3. Calculating the estimate of the process standard deviation 6 (Sigma Hat).

4. Plot the right hand and left hand tail of the process variation and draw the normal

curve placing the data on the chart.

5. Compute the Z value for percent of probable defect for the process.

6. Calculate the CPA values that describe process capability.

7. Describe skewed distributions and their probable causes in a process.

REFERENCES:

Instructor handouts showing process capability.

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Video, Module 8, Transformation Series

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Module 8, Student Activity Guide - Transformation Series

L/ST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Exercise #8-2

Industrial examples - capability studies
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

O.H.

PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

VII. Process Capability - Process Capable in Control

A. Process in Statistical Control 0.H. - Process Capable Not in Control

B. Capacity Evaluation O.U. - Process Not Capable in Control

C. Eat. Std. Deviation - Sigma Hat O.H. - Process Not Capable Not in Control

D. Right and Left Hand Tail

E. Z Value - Percent of Defect

F. CPK Index

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECNNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XE HRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAB 6

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Process Control DATE PREPARED: 2/5/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit VIII - Attributes

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Establish operational definitions for attribute criteria.

2. Develop a P chart for attributes using either constant or varying sample size data.

3. Plot the control limits of the P chart and the data points.

4. Analyze the chart for out of control conditions.

5. Construct a NP chart with control limits and data.

6. Construct C and U charts as above and analyze the data.

REFERENCES:

Instructor Handouts for Attribute Data

..1....../
INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Video - Module 10 - Transformation Series

STUDENT MATERIALS:

Module 10 Student Activity Guide - Transformation Series

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Exercise 10-2



WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-1XX Statistical Process Control - Unit VIII

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

V/II. Attributes

A. Operational definitions

B. The P chart

C. Calculations for P chart

D. The NP chart

E. C and U charts

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

O. H. Attribute Charts P, NP, C, and U

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Set up operation definitions and chart a process, example (popcorn)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XX

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Process Control

MRS/INSTRUCTION: LECTURE 2 LAS 3

DATE PREPARED: 8/10/90

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit IX Precontrol

DATE REVISED:

DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Explain the uses of precontrol and the conditions where it is most beneficial.

2. Calculate precontrol limits for chart and explain the statistical significance of the

limits.

3. Plot values on a precontrol chart and determine any out of control situation.

4. Make decisions based on a combination of green, yellow, and red conditions.

S. Evaluate computer/gage installations and recommend correct hardware and software.

REFERENCES:

Instructor Handouts Describing Conditions for Precontrol
Instructor Handouts Describing Decisions for Precontrol

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead projector
Overheads of charts
Overheads of precontrol stations

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Develop precontrol chart from instructor criteria.



W/TC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2
10-623-1XX Statistical Process Control - Unit IX

INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE:

IX. Precontrol

A. Uses of precontrol

B. Calculation of control limits

C. Plotting the chart

D. Red, yellow, and green decisions

E. Gage/computer installation

REFERENCE NO. OF
AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

0.H. Precontrol charts
Decision making

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)

Check industrial parts using precontrol.
Construct chart and plot.
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-1XX

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Process Control

HRS/INSTRUCTIMT: LECTURE 2 LAB 3

DATE PREPABED: 8/15190

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN TITLE AND/OR NUMBER:

Unit XI Scattergrams

DATE REVISED:

DATE WSVISED:

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion, the student will be able to:

1. Construct a scattergram from two seta of data for cause and effect analysis.

2. Interpret the chart for a positive,negative, or no correlation between the X and Y

variables.

3. Test for significance of the data between one and five percent.

REFERENCES:

Instructor Handouts - Scattergrams
Instructor Handouts - Scale Charts

INSTRUCTOR EQUIPMENT/AV NEEDS:

Overhead Projector
Scattergram Overhead

STUDENT MATERIALS:

LIST OF EVALUATION MEASURES:

Develop a scattergram from data on handout.
Determine positive, negative, or no correlation.
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WITC INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN PAGE 2

REFERENCE NO. OF
INSTRUCTOR PRESENTATION OUTLINE: AV-CHALKBOARD DIAGRAM

OTHER INFORMATION (Grading practices, safety, other)
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* C6991X2CO/PNDFTCOURS/S38QTXT

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 04/18/91

COURSE TITLE Internship - Industrial/Technical
COURSE NUMBER 10-699-1X2 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A)
SEMESTER HOURS 216 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B)
CREDITS 3.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
CEU'S SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D) 216.0
CEC'S ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Internship is designed to provide students with on-the-job experience
in actual work situations. These experiences strengthen student
competencies through participation in a wide variety of occupational
experiences, ranging from routine assignments to specialized
work-related duties. (PREREQUISITES: Appropriate occupational courses
and a minimum of one-year successful associate degree program
competencies and/or instructor approval.)

COURSE COMPETENCIES:
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1. Understand job positions with corresponding responsibilities.

2. Demonstrate professional attitudes, appearance, work habits,
,a..nd confidentiality.

3. Understand position interrelationships.

4. Establish priorities in organizing and completing work
assignments.

5. Apply occupational competencies to work assignments.

6. Accept constructive criticism.

NOTE: The level of competency achievement required will vary
depending on completion of the full course or fraction(s)
thereof.

PREPARED BY: SUBMITTED BY: Kurt L. Bents
COORD. APPROVAL: DATE: REVISED:
DISTRICT APPROVAL: DATE:
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COURSE TITLE: Internship - Industrial/Technical
COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-1X2

2
04/18/91

TYPE OF HOURS
COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

I. Establish training station working coopera-
tively with the campus instructor and
internsnip employer and division supervisor

II. During internship and at completion student
identifies work assignments.

III. Campus instructor visits intern at site of
employment

IV. Internship employer evaluates student's work
habits and attitudes

V. On-campus discussion groups relating intern-
ship experiences

Simulated Actual Occupational Experience 216

Totals 216 d

RECOMMENDED/SUGGESTED TEXTS & MATERIALS:

1. Instructor(s) prepared materials.
2. Training and/or insurance agreement.
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1. What is WI:TM

Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College is one of sixteen technical
colleges in Wisconsin providing skilled education and training to
industry and individuals. Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College has
graduated over 10,000 technically skilled individuals since 1941. The
mission of WITC is to improve the individual's quality of life and to
maintain the strength of Northwest Wisconsin's economic growth and
vitality. WITC reaponds to these challenges with technical education,
vocational education, general education, apprenticeship education, adult
and continuing education, remedial education and economic development.

2. What ie the Internship Education Program?

The Internship Education Program is offered to WITC students.
Participants can earn up to three credits far working in industrial jobs

related to their major program. The program emphasizes a cooperative
relationship between the industry representative, WITC, and the student.

3. What is the Purpose?

The purpose of the internship is to help students apply concepts and
skills learned in college to the workplace, acquire knowledge, skills
and understanding available only on-the-job, and gain work-related

experience.

4. Who are Internships For?

Internahips are available to students in the Quality Assurance
Technician, two-year, associate degree program.

5. Bow Does Internship Education Differ from Part-Time Employment?

Internship students are committed to careers in their respective areas
of employment as evidenced by their enrollment at WITC. Therefore,
students have a definite interest in learning more about their careers.
Students are required to attend a weekly classroom discussion where they
review projects, goals, reports and issues related specifically to their
field of employment. General topics about goal setting, problem
solving, human relations and other job-related areas are also covered.

6. Why is Internship Training Important?

On-the-job "real world" experience is extremely difficult to replicate

in the classroom. However, the opportunity to apply and practice
classroom knowledge in an actual work environment can significantly
increase the student/trainee's understanding of classroom concepts.

7. What Obligations Does the Employer Have?

The employer agrees to provide training experiences for the
student/trainee; to furnish a rating of the student/trainee's
performance; and to intern a student/trainee for a minimum of 72 (216

maximum) hours per summer.
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Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
1900 College Drive

Rice Lake, Wisconsin 54860

The primary goal of the internship course is to help the student/trainee apply
concepts and skills acquired in classes at Wisconsin Indianbead Technical
College to the work situation; to acquire Job-related competencies not
available in the school environment; and to gain work experience through the
relationships and responsibilities encountered on the job. The student is a
learner and will not replace current employees of the industry.

This is an agreement between all parties involved whereby either party may
terminate this agreement for just cause after discussing situations with the
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College internship instructor.

It is agreed that

has agreed to cooperate in an internship agreement, with:

(Naas of

Industry Representative)

(Address)

(City, State, Zip Code)

(Telephone Number)

(Name of

atudent/trainee)

a student at Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College in the Trade and Industry
Division and enrolled in:

Involvement dates:

Continued on next page...
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(Last date of
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or WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL COLLEGE AGREES TO:

- Provide an internship instructor to supervise student/trainee activities.
- Provide related classroom instruction.
- Two weeks prior to the starting date, have an instructor meet with the

employer to discuss the student/trainee's plan, curriculum, and goals. The
instructor will make periodic contacts to consult with employer.

- Conduct evaluation of student/trainee performance between the employer and
instructor.

- Assist the student/trainee in developing an inter:it:111Lp plan which meets the
educational goals of the Wisconsin /ndianhead Technical College.

- Encourage student/trainees to maintain safety, health and other requirements
of the employer and policiee and procedures of the Wisconein Indianhead
Technical College.

514 THE INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVE AGREES TO:

- Provide training experiences for the student/trainee to complete learning
experience goals which are mutually agreed upon by the Wisconsin Indianhead
Technical College and the employer.

- Furnish a rating of the student/trainee's performance.
- Engage the services of the student/trainee for the minimum number of hours
required for each credit taken at Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
during the training period specified. (3 credits equals 214 semester hours)

- Consult with the internship instructor about the student/trainee's progress,
behavior or infractions of regulations or policies.

- Provide time for student/trainee advisement, coaching or counselimg as to
progress.

- Provide emergency care to the student/trainee on the same basis as other
employees.

THE STUDENT/TRAINEE AGREES TO:

- Remain with the original industry until the end of the semester.
- Honor the rules, regulations, and policies of the internship program,
the industry and the Wisconsin /ndianhead Technical College.

- Perform and fulfill the assigned responsibilities of the internship.
- Comply with mandatory attendance in school and on the internship.
- Accumulate the total number of hours on the job per credit(s) registered.
- Process all reports and complete all assignments in the semester enrolled.
- Immediately inform the Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College internship

instructor and industry representative of any concerns or issues.

**TRAINING LEARNING PLAN TO BE =TAMED

wrrc Student/Trainee's Signature Date

Industrial Representative's Signature Date

WrrC Instructor/Coordinatar's Signature Date

2.12
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Technical Internship Applications

The technical internship course provides the student/trainee an opportunity to

learn in a structured employment environment under the supervision of a

sponsoring industry and an instrucTor from WITC. Under this program, the

student/trainee can earn one to three credits and gain practical work

experience in an area directly related to his or her career major. It is

recommended that the student/trainee work a minimum of 12 hours per week

throughout the internship assignment. In addition, attendance at a weekly

internship class is required. Internship learning goals, projects, reports,

and discussions will relate specifically to the student/trainee's employment.

Internship Assignment

The assignment will start as soon as the student/trainee is sponsored by an

industry, has completed the Internship Training Agreement (Attachment A) and

Student/Trainee Learning Plan, (Attachment 8) is formally enrolled in the

Internship course, and has paid appropriate fees. The student/trainee will be

formally evaluated by his or her supervisor during the internship assignment

(see Attachment C, Student Performance Evaluation). The student/trainee's

Goal Summary Report (as described on the following page) will be compaeted

prior to final evaluation.

Internship Class

The internship class, a required component of the internship course, will meet

each week throughout the semester. The format will include discussion

designed to encourage student/trainees to share their internship experiences

and progress on learning goals with other student/trainees. During any week

when there is not a scheduled class session, student/trainees will be expected

to brief the instructor on their progress and performance relative to

internship projects and learning goals. Student/trainee attendance at all

scheduled internship activities is mandatory. Attendance will be recorded.

Si-weekly Experiences Report

Student/trainees will be required to complete Eli-weekly Reports

(Attachment D). These reports summarize hours worked during the month, on-

the-job experiences, and progress on project and learning goals. The reports

also ask student/trainees to list problems, express concerns and suggest

specific topics for classroom discussion.

Goal Summary Report

A summary report is required of all student/trainees upon completion at the

end of the semester of all learning goals. Specific guidelines for this final

report include:
1. All summary reports will be typewritten and in proper grammatical form.

2. The report will summarize a goal or project that the student/trainee has

accomplished during the semester internship. This summary will include:

a. The goal number (from the Student/Trainee Learning Plan) and the

date the goal was completed.
b. The goal statement as made on the learning plan.

c. A specific description of what the student/trainee did (or tried to

do) in regard to the goal.

d. The results of the student/trainee's pursuit of the goal including

an explanation of what was learned as a result of the internship

experience.

Continued on next page.,.



Goal Suaaary Report Continued...

e. A description of difficulties or problems encountered in
accomplishing the goal, including recommended changes the
student/trainee or sponsoring industry (or both) would make if this
experience was repeated.

f. A description of the industrial representative's reaction to the
student/trainee's discussion of his or her goal performance with the
industrial representative. Include suggestions made by either
party.

g. Attached samples or copies of work produced by the student/trainee
to meet his or her goal. .1

h. A personal evaluation of the student/trainee's goal performaice on
the following scale:

4 m Outstanding accomplishment of goal;
3 = Above average accomplishment of goal (i.e. accurate, prompt

completion of goal but not as thorough as could be);
2 m Average accomplishment of goal (i.e. met minimum requirements of

accuracy and promptness although completeness was marginal);
1 = Significant progress made but goal not accomplished;
0 = Goal not accomplished.

Grading

Student/trainee will be working on several learning goals and/or projects
throughout the internship. Reporting on these job-related learning goals and
projects will be important. Grades will be based on the following composite
factors:

1. Industrial representatives evaluation of student/trainee's overall on-
the-job performance.

2. Completion of established goals and class projects including accuracy,
thoroughness and promptness of summary reports.

3. Class performance including the accuracy, thoroughness and promptness of
all reports and assignments ordered by the instructor, attendance, and
class participation.

2.14



STUDENT/TRAINEE LEARNING PLAN

sTUDITIVTRIL11111: TRUNING SUTICIVIMAINENG SPOIllitaRs

Final Evaluation*

Student Instructor Indus.
RWP.

of Internship Rating Scale; 44wOutetanding Acomplishownt of Cool; InAbave Average Anoomplishment

of Coal: 2Auerage Accooplishment of Coal; le:Significant progress oads but goal not scoosplished;

0Coal not accomplished.

We the undersigned agree with the validity of the learning goals listed

above. The internship sponsor and the Wisconsin Indianhead Technical
College agree to provide the necessary support to allow the student to
successfully complete the goals listed above. (The internship
instructor/coordinator signatures of approval from the student/trainee and

employer/supervisor.)

Student/Trainee's Signature Instructor's Signature Industrial Repos. Signature
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INDUSTRIAL REPRESENTATIVES NAME:

Rating Period: From:

Oats of Ratin :

To:

STUDENT/TRAINEE'S NAME:

Ntosbos of mantas in resent iti ns

Prepare this rating carefully and accurately. Its value lies in the
impartiality and sound judgement used by the evaluator. Judge each

characteristic or trait separately. You should not let your evaluation of

one trait unduly influenma you on another. Keep in mind that this rating
should express an evaluation of the intern in comparison with other doing

the same or similar work. make no entry except where statement Ls based on

personal knowledge. Please indicate individual's progress to date by

placing a circle around the appropriate rating. Be certain to read the

descriptions in each category before rating.

_ _
QUANTITY OF MRK- Consider quantity of work and
promptness with which it is completed. Industrial
Representative Comment:

_ .....

Unsatisfactory
Fair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent
Unknown

QUALITY OR WORK- Consider neatness, accuracy, and general
efficiency of work. Does the student constantly maintain
high workmanship in this respect? Industrial Rep's
Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Fair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent
Unknown

KNOWLEDGE OF JOB- Consider how much the student knows
about internship and of other work closely related to it
and work in other department. Induatrial Rep's Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Fair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent
Unknown

INITIATIVE- Consider ability to act on own responsibility
in absence of instructions. Can student/trainee start
needed work and go ahead. Industrial Rep's Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Pair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent
Unknown

APTITUDE AND ABILITY TO LEARN- Consider how quickly the
student learns new work, retains what has been learned,

and ease with which instructions are followed.

Industrial Rep's Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Fair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent
Unknown

ATTENTION TO DUTY- Consider ability to work thoroughly
and conscientiously. Industrial Rep's Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Fair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent
Unknown
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DEPENDABILITY- Consider the amount of supervision
required. Can you depend on the student/trainee's word?
Punctuality? Attendance? Industrial Rep's Comments

Unsatiefectory
Pair
Satisfactory
Vary Good
Excellent
Unknown

JUDGMENT- Consider the intelligence amd thought used in
arriving at decisions. Does the student/trainee have
the ability to think and act calmly, logically, and
rapidly under stress? Industrial Rep's Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Fair
Satisfactory
Very Goad
Excellent
Unknown

COOPRRATION- Consider willingness to work with and help
others. Is student willing to assume the full share of
work and responsibility? Industrial Rep's Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Pair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent.
Unknown

PERSONALITY- Consider appearance, tactfulness, self-
confidence, integrity, loyalty, and the impression made
on others. Industrial Rep's Comment:

Unsatisfactory
Pair
Satisfactory
Very Good
Excellent
Unknown

-Is student satisfactory in present position? Yes NO

-If unsatisfactory or questionable in present position state reason why:

-State any factors you fell reduce the effectiveness of the student's work:

-Give other pertinent facts, especially with reference to character, habits
and special skills, which should be known. Refer to weaknesses as well as

strengths.

-Has student/trainee made progress?

-Do you consider the student/trainee capable
of future advancement?

-Have unfavorable entrieu been brought to the
attention of the student/trainee under your
supervision prior to preparing this rating?

-How many weeks has this student/trainee been
under your guidance?

yes No N/A Unknown

Yes NO NIA Unknown

Yes No

Signature of Rating Official Date

Signature of Student/Trainee Date

2:l7
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EMPLOYMENT & EXPERIENCES REPpRT

Month covered by this report:

Record the number of hours wormed for each of the weeks in the month.

HOURS WORKED - WEEK 3.

HOURS WORKED - WEEK 2

HOURS WORKED - WEEK 3

HOURS WORKED - WEEK 4

HOURS WORKED - WEEK 5

TOTAL HOURS

(date)

to

to

to

to

to

(date)

Industrial Representative's Signature
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1. Summarize new experiences, progress made on goals and projects, and/or
pyoblems which occurred during this month.

2. List problems, concerns and/or topics you would like the internship
instructor to discuss in class. Se specific!

Student/Trainee's Signature Date

Submit this report to the internship instructor.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/OutLine 06/20/89

COURSE TITLE Statistical Analysis
COURSE NUMBER 10-804-1XA CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) $4.00
SEMESTER HOURS 54 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPCRIENCE (B)

CREDITS 3,00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
CEU'S SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

CEC'S ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COUBSE-DESCHIEIION1

An inferential statistics course that introduces probabilities and the
Binomial. Poisson and normal. probabiLity distributions. Sampling
coT.cepts and distributions are discussed and related to the central
Limit theorem. Various one sample and two sample hypothesis testing
procedures are covered along with chi svlare analysis and linear
regression relationships.

COUBSE_COMEIENCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1. Define probability.
Correctly use addition and multiplication rules to perform
probability computations.

3. Use probabilities to compute expected values.
4. Define probability distributions and calculate the

probabilities in Binomial, Poisson, and normal distributions.
5. Use computer programs to simulate dice experiments.
6. Choose the correct sample size and sampling plan for the

problem under consideration.
7. Define the central Limit theorem and explain the relationship

that exists between the standard error of the mean and the
sample size.

O. Define the law of Large numbers.
9. Compute estimates of population means at different levels of

confidence for known and unknown vaLues of the population
standard deviation.

10. Compute one sampLe hypothesis tests of means for both known
and unknown values of the population standard deviation.

11. Compute two sample hypothesis tests of means for both known
and unknown values of the population standard deviation.

12. Use chl-sAuare methods for k-sample hypothesis tests of
percentages.

13. Use chi-sq.uare concepts for goodness of fit tests.
14. Use Linear regression evlations to demonstrate causal re-

Lationships between two variables.

PREPARED BY: Gene Lorenz SUBMITTED BY: Bill Rhiger
COORD. APPROVAL: George Pratt DATE: REVISED:
DISTRICT APPROVAL: Lois Ei-thman DATE:
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COURSE TITLC: StatiSticat Analysis
outass Nuti Belk 1.10-104-1.X4

..
COUESE_DUILIUE_BX_UMIISI

I. Probability and Probability Distribution5
A. Meaning and Types

1. A priori
2. Imperical
3. Subjective

B. Frobabi lity .Computations
1. Addition i-ute ftr mutually

exclusive events
2. Addition rule for non-mutuallY

exclusive events
3. Multiplication rule for

independent events
4. Multiplication rule for

dependent events
C. Expected Value

1. Dice
2. Cards

F. Use of Shewharts Bowl to
Demonstrate Probabilities'

G. Probability Distribution
1. Binomial
2. Normal
3. Poisson

II. Sampling Concepts
A. Simple Random Sampling
B. Stratified Sampling
C. Cluster Sampling
D. Sampling Distribution of Means

2. Mean of the sampling distribution
of means

2. Standard deviation of the sampling
distribution of means

3. Central Limit theorem

111. Estimating Means and Percentages
A. Interval Estimation of the Population

Mean for Known and Unknown Population
Standard Deviation
1, Confidence levels

B. t Distribution
1. Degrees of freedom

C. Determination of Sample Size

IV. Testing Hypotheses - One Sample Procedure .
z and t distribution
A. Null and Alternative Hypotheses,

Levels of Significance
B. Decision Rules
C. Statistical Decisions
D. One Sample Hypothesis Tests of Means
E. One and Two Tailed Tests When the

Population Standard Deviations are Both
Known and Unknown

241
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COURSE TITLE: Statistical Analysis
COURSe NUribeR; L04204-LXA

V. lest ng Hypothe4ts - Two SampLe Procedures
A. Two Tailed When the Population Standard

Deviations are Known and Unknown
B. One Tailed When the Population Standard

Deviations are Known and Unknown

VI. Ch I --S,tuare Ana Lys i s
A. The Chi-Stuare Distribution
1:4. K-SampLe Hypothesis Text of Percentages
C. Goodness of Fit CM Situare Test

VII. L nea r ReLat i onsh iP Between Two Var i ab Les
A. Linear Regression and Scatter Grams
B. Estimation of Regression Lines

EECIItitIENDELIZSUGGESIEILIEXIS_111.1161IESIALS1

3
.:06#

6.00

6.00

6.00

II II MEM * 1 I=

Totals 0

Statistics.), a..Fresh_peproach - Sanders, Eng, and Murph, McGraw HILL
ampkjni Techniq.ues - Cochra.11, John Wi ley and Sons

Sta t ist ica 1. Qua l ty Assurance Gu Ed ner lmar
Statistics - William Hays, Holt Rinehart
Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall 7th Edition, Duxbury
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CAMPUSi... ;-Itice Lake DATE PREPARED:

PROGRAM: ....DATE REVISED:

INSTRUCTOR: Genelorenz --DATE REVISED:":'

so%

1 . -; -:';
.

WISCONSIN INDIANNF:AD. ilTAk DISTRICT.'
. .

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION -
_......

:.

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Analy4s

a

COURSt NUMBER:L- 16-804=

LESSON/UNIT NO.: i TITLE:, Probability and Probabilirv Distribution

TIME (AFPROXiMAfW _LECTURE: 18 hrs. .

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

-
Upon successful completion of this lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Define probability and explain how probabilities can be classified.

.
2. Perform probability computations using the multiplication and addition

rules.
r -;

3. Compute expected values as they relate to probabilitie§.

4. Explain what a probability Aistribution is.

5. Compute probability as related to a poisson distribution.

6. Compute probabilities as related to a binomial distribution.

7. Compute probabilities as related to. a normal distribution.

8. Construct operating characteristic curves for acceptance sampling

problems.

J..
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II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE

Definition.of Probability
B. Classifications of Probability

1. -a priori
2. imperical
3. subjective

C. Probability Computations
1. addition rule

a. mutually exclusive events
b. non-mutually exclusive events

2. Multiplication rule
a. independent events
b. dependent events

3. Counting rules
.a. combinations
b. permutations

D. Expected Value (mathematical expectation)
1. games

a. :dice
b. roulette
c. other (determining insurance premiums, etc)
d. use of microcomputers to demonstrate expected

value
E. . Probability Distribution

1. binomial distribution .
a. lot acceptance sampling for defectives
b. operating characteristic curves for sampling

plans - acceptance sampling
c. use of microcomputers to demonsttate resources

sampling plans
2. poisson distributions

a. operating characteristic curve for sampling
plans'(poisson approximation to the binomial .

distribution)
3. Normal distribution .

a. normal approximation to the binomial distribution :
b. use of microcomputers to show approximation

Lecture presentation
Microcomputer with appropriate software

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

REQUIRED SOURCES

Chap 5 Sanders P 116
Chap 5 Sanders
P 117-118

Chap 5 Sanders

Chap 5 Sanders

also, see additional
resources below
teacher prepared
material
Chap 5 Sander;

also, see additional

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily assignments.

Teacher prepared 4uizes and unit test.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Teacher prepared microcomputer software.
Chap 5 - Statistics - A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill
Chap 3-6 - Intro to Probability and Statistics - Mendenhall, Duxbury
Chap 647 Schaum's Outline Series, Theory and Problems of Statistics, 2nd

Edition, Spiegel, McGraw-Hill
Chap 5 - Statistical Quality Assurance - Guldner, Delmar

Use additional pages if more space is needed.

2 1



CAMPUS: Rice Lake

PROGRAM:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorenz

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

"DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD YTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE Ar .113] sis

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 2 TITLE:

COURSE NUMBER: 10-804-1XA

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 6 hrs.

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Explain the importance of and advantages of sampling.

2. Define and explain the concept of simple random sampling.

3. Define and explain the concept of stratified sampling.

4. Define and explain the concept of cluster sampling.

5. Describe the steps required to produce a sampling distribution of.sample

means.

6. Calculate the mean of a sampling distribueion.

7. Calculate the standard deviation of the sampling distribution (standard

error of the mean).

8. Define and explain the central limit.theorem and the relationship between

the sample size and the standard error of the.mean.

24 5



II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE EguIRED SOURCES

A. Purpose and importance of sampling Chap 6 Sanders

B. Kinds of samples
1. judgment samples
2. probability samples

a. simple random
b. stratified
c. cluster

C. Sampling distribution of means
1. mean of the distribution
2. standard deviation of the sampling distribution

of the means
3. central limit theorem

D. Sampling distribution of percentages (proportions)
1. mean of the distribution
2. standard deviation of the distribution

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily arssignments.

Teacher prepared quiz and test.

Chap 6 Sanders

Chap 6 Sanders

Chap 6 Sanders

Lecture presentation

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 6 - Statistics A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Chap 7 Introduction to Probability and Statistics - Mendenhall, Duxbury

Use additional pages if more space is needed.
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CAMPUS:-. - Rice Lake

PROGRAM:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorqnz

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

-.DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANNEAD IfTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Analuil. COURSE NUMBER:1114aam_____

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 3 TITLE: Estimatin M d P re z

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 6 hrs.

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Estimate the population mean from an appropriate sample with or without

knowing the standard deviation.

2. Estimate the population proportion using an appropriate sample.

3. Determine the appropriate sample size to use to estimate the population

proportion or mean.



II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REQUIRED SOURCES

A. Interval estimation of the population mead.-- normal Chap 7 Sanders
distribution

1. confidence levels
a. confidence coefficient

2. estimating the population mean with knorn
standard deviation

3. estimating the population mean with unknown
standard deviation

B. Interval estimation of the population

I. degrees of freedom

C. Interval estimation of the population proportion

D. Determination of sample size

1. population mean
2. population proportion

Chap 7 Sanders

Chap 7 Sanders

Chap 7 Sanders

Lecture presentation

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily assignments.

Teacher prepared quizzes and unit test.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 7 - Statistics - A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Chap 8 - Introduction to Probability & Statistics, Mendenhall 7th Edition,
Duxbury

Use additional pages if more space is needed.

2 1 S



CAMPUS: Rice Lake

PROGRAM:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorenz

COURSE TITLE:

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

%DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANNEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

Statistical Analysis COURSE NUMBER: 10 -804 -1XA

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 4 TITLE: TestinsAugtheajjAa..e,siimpipProcgdgEm.
z and t-distribution

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 6 hrs

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Explain the term "statisticallly significant."

2. Compute one-sample hypothesis tests (both one and two

when the population standard deviation is krourn.

3. Compute one-sample hypothesis tests (both one and two

population standard deviation is unknown.

4. Compute one-sample tests of proportions for both ork and two tailed tests.

tailed) of means

tailed) when the
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II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE

A. The hypotiiesis - testing procedure

1. null and alternative hypotheses
2. levels of significance
3. decision rules and statistical decisions

REQUIRED SOURCES

Chap 8 Sanders

B. One sample hypothesis tests of means Chap 8 Sanders

1. one tailed test with known standard deviation
2. two tailed test with known standard deviation
3. one tailed test with unknown standard deviation

a. z and t, distribution
4. two tailed test with unknown standard deviation

a. z and t, distribution

C. One sample hypothesis tests of proportions Chap 8 Sanders

1. one and two tailed tests for large samples

Lecture Presentation

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily absignments.

Teacher prepared quizzes and unit test.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 8 - Statistics - A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Chap 9 & 10 - Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall 7th
Edition, Duxbury

Use additional pages if more space is needed.
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CAMPUS:_jumLIAla____

PROGRAM:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorena

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

-.DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE:_slatistiwk4alysis

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 5 TITLE: Test

COURSE NUMBER:_aklia=a6________

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE:

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lesson/unit, the student should be able to:

1. Perform the computations for a two-sample test of hypothesis (both one and

two tailed) when the population standard deviations are known.

2. Perform the computations for a two-sample test of hypothesis (both one and

two tailed) when the population standard deviations are unknown.
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II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE

A. Two-sample tests of means
1. the sampling distribution of the difference

between sample means
2. two-tailed testing when the population standard

deviations are known
3. one-tailed testing when the population standard

deviations are known
4. two-tailed testing when the population standard

deviations are unknown
5. one-tailed testing when the population standard

deviations are unknown

B. No-sample tests of proportions
I. the sampling distribution of the differences

between sample proportions
2. two-tailed tests between proportions
3. one-tailed tests between proportions

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily assignments.

Teacher prepared quizzes and test.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

REQUIRED SOURCES

Chap 9 Sanders

Chap 9 Sanders

Lecture Presentation

Chap 9 - Statistics - A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Chap 9 & 10 - Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall 7th
Edition, Duxbury

Use additional pages if more space is needed.
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CAMPUS: Rice Lake

PROGRAM:

INSTRUCTOR: Gene Lorenz

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

"..DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD YTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Analyais
COURSE NUMBER: 10-804-1XA

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 6 TITLE: Chi-Sguare Analysis

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 6 hrs.

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lessonfunit, the student should be able to:

1. Use chi-square analysis to test the hypothesis that three or more

independent samples have all come from populations having the same

proportion of a given characteristic.

2. Use chi-square analysis to test the probability that a population under

study fits one with a known distribution of values.



II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REQUIRED SOURCES

A. Chi-square distributions and testing Chap 11 Sanders

1. chi-square distributions

2. chi-square testing
a. 1C-sample hypothesis test of proportions

3. goodness of fit test

Lecture Presentation

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily assignments.

Teacher prepared quizzes and unit test.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 11 - Statistics - A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Murph, McGraw-Hill

Chap 13 - Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall 7th Edition,
Duxbury

Use additional pages if more space is needed.
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CAMPUS:. Rice Lake

PROGRAM:

INSTRUCTOR:

4.4

....=111==

Gene Lorenz

DATE PREPARED:

DATE REVISED:

7..DATE REVISED:

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

LESSON/UNIT PLAN OF INSTkUCfION

COURSE TITLE: Statistical Analysis COURSE NUMBER: 10-804-1XA

LESSON/UNIT NO.: 7 TITLE: Linear RelationshiRslitggli_imjarialllo

TIME (APPROXIMATE) LECTURE: 6 hrs.

LABORATORY:

I. OBJECTIVES/COMPETENCIES

Upon successful completion of this lessoniunit, thistudent should be able to:

1. Calculate the slope and intersection for the linear regression equation

that shows the relationship between two variables.

2. Calculate the standard error of estimate and use it to prepare interval

estimates for the dependent variable.

3. Calculate the coefficients of determination and correlation for a linear

regression relationship.



II. PRESENTATION OUTLINE
REQUIRED SOURCES

S.

A. Regression analysis. Chap 14 Sanders

1. scatter diagrams
a. independent and dependent variables

2. linear regression equation
a. slope and intercet

3. use of equation in forecasting

B. The standard error of estimate

1. calculation of

2. interval estimate for predictions

C. Correlation analysis

1. coefficient of determination

2. coefficient of correlation

III. STUDENT EVALUATION

Text and teacher prepared problems for daily Asignments.

Teacher prepared quizzes and unit test.

IV. ADDITIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Chap 14 Sanders

Chap 14 Sanders

Lecture Presentation

Chap 14 - Statistics - A Fresh Approach, Sanders, Eng, Hurph, McGraw-Rill

Chap 11 - Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Mendenhall lth Edition,
Duxbury

Use additional pages if more space is needed.



WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER -
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEU'S
CEC'$

COURSE onaurnowourallE

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

1101111.11

CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS A)

LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP XXPERIENCE (B)
INDIVIDUALIZED/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION(C)
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE (D)
ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E) =MPEIM.I.M.M=

COURSE DESCRIPTION.* Will provide an understanding of how financial information can be

interpreted and applied by technicians in planning and implementing quality

improvements. The students will recognize the significance of delmeciation

and inventory systems. An Introduction to Quality Costs Concepts will be

included.

PREREQUISITES:

COURSE COMPETENCIES:

Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance with the grading

standards will be able to:

1. Explain how to use Quality Cost Systems as a bases for Quality

Improvement, profit enhancement and cost improvement.

2. Justify capital expenditures.

3. Display knowledge of budgeting and inventory systems.

4. Describe the function of supply and demand.

5. Explain the difference between internal failure, external failure,

prevention and appraisal costs.

6. Describe,the function of basic financial statements.

7. Assemble financial information for a management presentation.

6. Summarize approaches to the use of financial ratios.

OUTLINE PREPARED BY:
OUTLINE SUBMITTED BY:
COORDINATOR APPROVAL:
D/STRICT APPROVAL:

(CD/#MC4)
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APPROVED REVISED REVISED REVISED



3URSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

op.

CLASSROOM LAS/CLINICALf

HOURS (0 SHOP HOURS 0.1

I. Introduction to Finance amd Ecoliomics 2

II. Economics Systems
a. Nature of Economics

b. Characteristics of Economics

8

III. Basic Financial Systems

a. Income statements, balance sheets and other related statements

rv. Basic Financial Ratios

a. Approaches to use of financial ratios

b. Evaluation of financial ratios

2

V. Budgeting Process and Standard Costs 8

VI. Depreciation
2

VII. Inventory Functions and Policies 6

a. Basic concepts
b. Inventory measurement

c. Inventory pricing methods

VIII. Cost Accounting Principles

a. Determining unit costs

b. Illustration of cost flows

IX. Capital Expenditure Analysis

a. Rate of return, payback analysis

b. Time value of money

0. Purchase vs. lease

X. Quality Cost Concepts

XI. Quality Cost Collection and Analysis-

XII. Management Presentation

RECOWIENDED/SUCCESTED TEXTS & MATERIALS:

CDti#MC4)

258
e.

4

8

2

2

2

54



C62310000/APRFTCOUR3/S38QTXT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS

WISCONSIN INDIANMEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/OutLine 06/20/91

Quality Concept and Team BuiLding
10-623-180 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS

72.00 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE
(A) 36.00
(B) 36.00

3400 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
CEU0S SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

CEO'S ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE_DESCRIEIIONI

This course is intended to analyze team building: the steps involved,
the members, the process, and the effectiveness. Throughout the course
the team concept will be tied into quality improvements. The student
will Learn various quality tools which will be useful to the team.
(PREREQUISITE: 623-160 Introduction to Quality Control.)

COURSE_MWEEIENCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1. EvaLuate the importance of teamwork and employee involvement.

2. Define the roles of team Leaders and team members.

3. Determine the value of work force empowerment and its

effectiveness.

4. Distinguish between formal groups and informal groups.'

5. Describe the functions fuLfiLled by groups.

6. Recognize the stages of the change process.

70 Contribute to quaLity improvement within team framework,

B. Demonstrate the use of the seven basic uaLity concept tools.

9.. Demonstrate the use of the seven management and planning tools.

PREPARED BY: Mike BoyLe SUBMITTED BY: Kurt Bents
COORD. APPROVAL: Watt Peters DATE: 6/4/91 REVISED:
DISTRICT APPROVAL: Lois L. Eichman DATE: 6/91
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COURSE TITLE: Quality Concept and Team Building 2

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-180 06/20/91

COURSE_QUILINE_BY_UNIISI

TYPE OF HOURS
-a- -B-

I.

II.

Quality Leadership
A. Principles of
B. How to get Started?

Quality, Improvement Basics

2.00

6.00

2.00

6.00

A. Deming's 14 Points
B. Seven Deadly Diseases
C. Flowcharts, Pareto Charts, Cause and

Effect Diagrams, Brainstorming

III. Team Selection 2.00 2.00

IV. How to get Started Right at Initial Meetings 4.00 4.00

A. Guidelines for Meetings
B. Objectives of Meetings

V. Development of Improvement Plan 6.00 6.00

A. Direction, Mission Statement
B. Scientific Approach
C. Steps of Process Improvement
D. Strategies

VI. Understanding Group Dynamics 4.00 4.00

A. Tuckman's Stages of Team Growth
B. Porter's Stages if Team Growth
C. Characteristics of Successful Teams

VII. Team-Building Activities 2.00 2.00

VIII, Team-Building Exercises 4.00 4.00

IX. Seven Management and Planning Tools 6.00 6.00

Totals 36.40 36410

RECOMMENDEDZSUGOESIED_IEXIS_LUJOIEBIOLSI

THE TEAM HANDBOOK, Peter R. Scholtes, Jorner Associates, Inc.
MEMORY JOGGER PLUS+, Michael Brassad, Goal/OPC, 1999.

2 0



C621176CO/APRFTCOUR3/S38GTXT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEUtS
CECPS

WISCONSIN IND/ANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/OutEine 06/29/91

Design of Experiment
10-623-176 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS

54.00 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE

COUBSE_DESCRIEIIONI

(A) 18.00
(B) 36.00

2.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)

SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

This course is Otended to be an introduction to the philosophy of
experimental design. The participant will be able to be a vital part
of designing an experiment, gathering data, inputing data, and
analyzing data. (PREREQUISITES: 804-119 Basic Statistics and 623-170
Statistical Process Control.)

COURSE_COMEIENCIESI
Upon successfuL compLetion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

Apply analysis of experiment to increased process understanding.

2. Assist in experimental designs.

34. Disrn uish between Classical, Taguchi, and Shanin experiments.

4. Use screening designs.

50 Determine crucial process variables.

6. Reduce variation on process variables.

7. Explain the role that design of experiment plays during a
productPs Life cycle.

9. Determine where tolerances could be increased on unimportant
variables.

PREPARED BY: Mike Boyle
COORD. APPROVAL: Watt Peters
DISTRICT APPROVAL: Lois L. Eichman

2 1

SUBMITTED BY: Kurt Bents
DATE: 6/4/91 REVISED:
DATE: 6/91



COURSE TITLE: Design of Experiment 2

COURSE NUMBER: 10-623-176 06/28/91

COURSE_QUILINE_BY_UNIISI

TYPE OF HOURS
-a-

I. Introduction to Industrial Experimentation
A. Objectives of Experimentation
B. Desirable Properties of a Good

Experiment
C. Applications for Experiments

1.00 2.00

II. Concept of Variation 1.00 2 00

TIT. Analysis of Means 1.00 2.00

TV. Analysis of Variance 2.00 4.00

A. FRatio
B. Contrasts

V. Full Factorial Designs 2.00 4.00

VI. Fractional Factorial Designs 2.00 4.00

VII. Screening Designs 1.00 2.00

VIII, Taguchi Approach 2.00 4.00

IX. Shanin Approach 2.00 4.00

X. Evolutionary Operation 2.00 4.00

XI. Response Surface Methodology 2.00 4.00

Totals 1B4.QQ 6.1.00

REGOMMENDEDZSUMESIED_IEXIS_N_MAIEBIN.91

UNDERSTANDING INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENTATION, 2nd Ed., Donald Wheeler,

SPC Press, Inc.
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C623175CO/APRFTCOURS/S39QTXT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEU'S
CEC'S

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/OutLine 06/20/91

GeometricaL Dimensioning and Tolerancing
10-623-175 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS

54.00 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE

COURSE-DESCRIEIIONI

(A) 15.00
(B) 36.00

2.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

This course is intended to provide an understanding of geometrical
dimensioning and tolerancing. It will incorporate uniformity in design

practice, fewer misinterpretations, and ensure interchangeability and
maximum tolerance allocation. Accommodations will be made for gaging

techniques. (PREREQUISITE: 699-110 Print Reading.)

COURSE_COMEEIENCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1. Interpret the intent of customer drawings.

2. Develop detailed inspection fixtures utilizing datum references.

3. Design and detail gage drawings for attribute and variable gages
using electrical and/or mechanical means.

4. Use geometrical dimensioning and tolerancing symbols and
abbreviations for industrial procedures in industry.

S. List advantages of geometrical dimensioning ;Ind tolerancing over
conventional prfnt reading,

6. Determine capability to measure specific part details.

PREPARED BY: Mike Boyle
COORD, APPROVAL: Walt Peters
DISTRICT APPROVAL: Lois L. Eichman
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SUBMITTED BY: Kurt Bents
DATE: 6/4/91 REVISED:
DATE: 6/91



COURSE TITLE: Oeometrical Dimensioning and Tolerancing
COURSE NUMBEP: 10-623-175

COURSE_DUILXNE_BX_UNIIS1

I. Introduction to GDT
A. History
B. GDT Advantage

2
06/20/91

TYPE OF HOURS

1.00 2.00

II. Abbreviations and Symbols 2.00 4.00

A. introduction of
B. Applications

III. Datums 2.00 4.00

A. Defined
B4 Three Plan Concept

IV. Feature Control Symbol. 2.00 4.00

A. Defined
B. Utilization of

V. Specific Rules Used for GDT 2.00 4.00

A. Five Rules That are Crucial to

Interpreting Drawings

VI. Form and Orientation Controls 4.00 8.00

A. Interrelationship Between Tolerances
of and Location vs. Form and
Orientation Controls

B. Definitions of Applications of Form
and Orientation Controls

VII. Virtual Condition 1.00 2.00

A. Defined
B. Application of

VIII. Tolerances of Location 4.00 8.00

A. Principles of Tolerance of Location
B. Position Theory
Co Concentricity, Cylindrical Features,

Multiple Patterns
D. Locational Toterancing
E. Projected Tolerance Zone

NOD

Totals latm 364=

RECOMMENDEDZSUGGESIED_IEXIS_As_MAIERIaLSI

INTERPRETATION OF GEOMETRICAL DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING, Daniel
Puncochar, Industrial Press, Inc.
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C699112CO/APRFTCOURS/S380TXT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEU'S
CEC'S

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 07/23/91

Technical Computing and Presentations
10-699-112 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS

72.00 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE

COUBSE_DESCBIEUOMI

(A) 18.00
(B) 36.00

2.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C) 18.00
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

This course wiLL build on the skiLLs Learned in Industrial/Technical
Computer Applications. Within this course we will analyze
occupationally-related specific software. Participants will be able to
coLlect, store, analyze, and report information on quality to assist
decision making on aLL Levels. (PREREQUISITE: 699-100 Industrial/
Technical Computer Applications.)

CQUESECOMMIENCIESI
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1# Describe various applications of quaLity related software

Packages.

2. Create spreadsheets for data acquisition and reporting.

3. Design and print graphs.

4. AnaLyz..., data in a timeLy fashion.

S. BuiLd a database system.

6. Develop quality related forms for industry.

7. List potentiaL applications for automated inspection systems.

8. Use other available uality specific software.

PREPARED BY: Mike BoYle
COORD. APPROVAL: Walt Peters
DISTRICT APPROVAL: Lois L. Eichman

SUBMITTED BY: Kurt Bents
DATE: 6/4/91 REVISED:
DATE: 6/91
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COURSE TITLE: Technical Computing and Presentations

COURSE NUMBER: 10-699-112

COUBSEAUILINEM_UNIISI
A

I. Introduction to Technical Aspects 1.0

I. QualityRelated Software Packages 2.0

III. Measuremeilt and Computers 2.0

Automated Inspection

IV. Word Processing Applications 3.0

V. Using Spreadsheets in Quality Assurance 3.0

VI. Applications of Database in Quality 3.0

Assurance

VII. Graphics Applications in Quality 3.0

VIII. Computer Applications for Quality 1.0

2
07/23/91

TYPE OF HOURS
J21 _C

9,00

9.00

8.00

8.00

4.00 19.00

Improvement

Totals iii:ii 36AQQ 116.0Q

BECOMMENDED4SUMESIED_IEXISAI_MOIERIALSI

44;1;
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C801197C0/APRFTCOURS/S38QTXT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUMBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEU'S
CEC'S

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 08/19/91

Technical Reporting
10-801-197 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 54.00

54.00 LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP EXPERIENCE (B)

3.00 INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

This course teaches the preparation and presentation of oral and
written technical reports. Types of reports may include lab and field
reports, proposals, technical letters and memos, technical research
reports, and case studies. Designed as an advanced communication
course for students who have completed at least the prerequisite
introductory writing course. (PREREQUISITE: Completion of 801-195
Written Communication, or special permission of instrurgtor.)

COURSE COMPETENCIES:
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance
with the grading standards will be able to:

1. Communicate technical information to a variety of audiences in a
clear, concise manner.

2. Transfer technical information in a variety of formats (short
reports, problem solving reports, proposals).

3. Become computer literate and computer competent in the handling of
technical information.

4. Prepare technical documents using the writing process: prewriter
draft, revise, edit.

5. Deliver various types of oral technical presentations for specific
audiences.

6. Use audio/visual graphic materials effectively in written and oral
reports.

The following minimum expectations, examples, components, and
qualities apply to all competencies.

MINIMUM EXPECTATIONS

Assignments are to be selected from at least four of the suggested
written products, one major formal research paper, and one oral
presentation. Products marked with an * are required of all students.

PREPARED BY: Communications Faculty SUBMITTED BY: George Pratt
COORT NPPROVAL: George Pratt DATE: 01/91 REVISED:
DISTI f APPROVAL: Lois L. Eichman DATE: 03/91
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1

COURSE TITLE: Technical Reporting

COURSE NUMBER: 10-801-197

EXAMPLES

*Formal technical research report

*Oral reports
Technical letters
Technical memos
Progress report
Process report: Expository;

Instructional
Inspection
Evaluation

COMPONENTS

Audience analysis
Organization
Purpose
Research
Format/design/presentation
Subject matter/content
Computer-generated documents

Graphics
Collaborative reporting/writing/editing

Ethics

QUALITIES

Investigation
Proposal
Feasibility
Field trip report
Lab reports
Case study
Occurrence report
Description

2
08/19/91

Unity
Coherence
Continuity
Consistency
Conciseness
Correctness (grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, syntax,

professional appearance, legibility, appropriate technical style)

Completeness
Appropriate technical vocabulary

Clarity

2ES



CObiSeTITLE: Technical Reporting
COURSE NUMBER: 10-801-197

COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS:

I. Orientation
A. Summary of Course
B. Review

II. Investigation
A. Sources
B. Outlining/Planning
C. Gathering Information
D. Organizing
E. Researching

III. Prewriting
A. Problem
B. Purpose
C. Audience
D. Plan
E. Style

IV. Drafting
A. Design
B. Format Types
(See examples on page one. Minimum
of four plus research paper.)

V. Revising/Editing

VI. Oral Presentation

S.1GGESTED TUTS & MATERIALS :

3

08/19/91

TYPE OF HOURS
A

3.00

9.00

15.00

15.00

3.00

9.00

Totals 54.00 -0-

Lordean, Sally L. and Celia H. Miller, WRITING TECHNICAL REPORTS,
Macmillan/McGraw-Hill, ISBN 0-07-024608-4

5/91

2E9
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C196101C0/APRFTCOURS/S38QTXT

COURSE TITLE
COURSE NUKBER
SEMESTER HOURS
CREDITS
CEU'S
CEC'S

WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD VTAE DISTRICT
Course Description/Outline 08/19/91

Principles
10-196-101

54.00
3.00

of Supervision
CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS (A) 54.00
LAB/CLINICAL/SHOP .EXPERIENCE (B)
INDIVIDUAL/INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTION (C)
SIMULATED/ACTUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXP (D)

ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE (E)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

This course presents an overview of the supervisory field. The course

introduces aspects of the supervisor's job that are developed in depth

in other courses in the Supervisors' Management program. The emphasis

is on the improvement of human skills such as communications,
motivation, building morale, and leadership development. Management

fundamentals such as planning, organization, staffing, directing,
delegating, and controlling are taught. Students are exposed to

techniques of supervision and labor/management/Affirmative Action

relations.

COURSE COMPETENCIES:
Upon successful completion of this course, the student in accordance

with the grading standards will be able to:

1. Describe his/her role as the supervisor in relationship
to (a) subordinates and (b) superiors.

2. Understand the principles of motivation, communication,
organization, leadership and controlling.

3. Coordinate with the activities of the Personnel Department,
understand the importance of performance evaluations, and
have knowledge of the most common methods of performance

evaluation.
4. Understand employee unions, grievance procedures, and the

avoidance of grievances by exercising good human relations.

5. Understand the fundamentals of planning, goal setting and
management by objectives.

6. Utilize the basic concepts of problem solving, decision
making and delegating.

7. Understand the problems of supervision resulting from
minority workers, chemically dependent workers and other
stress related problems in the work place.

8. Understamd the importance of Affirmative Action, and other
legal ramifications as associated with the work place and
supervision techniques.

9. Understand the importance of the supervisor's role in
safety in the work place.

10. Develop basic concepts of time analysis and plan for improved

time utilization.

PREPARED BY: ,

COORD. APPROVAL:
DISTRICT APPROVAL:

27fi

SUBMITTED BY:
DATE:
DATE



WURSE TITLE: Principles of Supervision
COURSE NUMBER: 10-196-101

2

08/19/91

TYPE OF HOURS
COURSE OUTLINE BY UNITS: A B

I. Introduction/Orientation 3.0

II. The Supervisor's Job 4.0
Organizing and Delegating

III. Planning and Controlling 3.0
Making Sound Decisions

IV. Communication 4.0

V. Handling Conflicts
Unit Test: Chapters 1 - 6

4.0

VI. Obtaining and Developing an Employee 4.0
Motivation

VII. Appraisal 3.0
Supervising Special Problems

VIII. Personnel Procedures 3.0
Discipline and Grievance Procedures

IX. Formal/Informal Groups 4.0
Leading the Group

X. Unit Test: Chapters 7 - 13 3.0

XI. Supervising Protected Group Members 3.0
Affirmative Action/Sexual Harassment

XII. Understanding Unions 3.0

XIII. Coping with Change 4.0
Stress and Chemical Dependency

XIV. Safety and Accident Prevention 3.0
Ethics and Organizational Politics
Improving Work Methods

XV. Class Participation and Discussion of 3.0
Chapters 19, 21, 22

XVI. Unit Test: Chapters 14 - 22 and Lectures 3.0

Totals 54.0 Ti

RECOMMENDED/SUGGESTED TEXTS & MATERIALS:

Ashland - New Richmond - Superior

SUPERVISION: KEY LINK TO PRODUCTrVITY, Rue and Byars, published by
Irwin. SUPERVISION: KEY LINK TO PRODUCTIVITY, Student Guide.
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1%.

COURSE TITLE: Principles of Supervision
COURSE NUMBER: 10-196-101

Assorted reading and articles selected by instructor.

Rice Lake

3

08/19/91

SUPERVISORS' MANAGEMENT - THE ART OF WORKING WITH PEOPLE, Mosley,
Megginson Pietri 2nd Ed., South-Western Publishing Company.

27'2


